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FOREWORD

In the original proposal submitted as the /work plan for the re-
. search effort reported herelb, a rather ambitious but still rela-

tively"orthodox statement of work was deline'ated. The attempt
was to be made to determine factors associated' with high and low
rates of attrition of ethnic minority students in vocational
education programs. These factors were to be related to six (6)
functional areas of the instructional setting:

Teacher characteristics

2. Teaching techniques

3. School atmosphere

4. Supportive services (placement, couseling,L
financial aid, etc.)

. 5. Participation of parents and community.

6. Organizational format,

Additionally, the sample programs, to be drawn from approximately
fifty large school disteicts across the country, were to be divided
into a numb4F of stratifications to yield.more refine data con-
cerned with*(1) 457pes'of programs - high schools, community colleges,
and exemplary other vocational programs; (2) four major ethnic or
racial groups, American Indian, Black, Spanish-speaking and Asian;
and (3).five types of occupational efisses - union-craft, new
careers, business, prvprofessionaj. and those traditionally associ-
ated with female enrollments - cosmetology, vocational nursing, etc.
The end in view was the' construction of ;models of these programs,
composed of elements associated, with success in terms.of attraction
and retention of minority students.

9
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The methodology was traditional,. Course profile sheets were to
give pertinent data about programs, enrollments and attrition -

rates, so as to permit selec.tion of a representative sample of
programs to be canvassed.. Once identified, the programs and
classes, through their teachers and students, were to be surveyed .

by questionnaire concerning the faetors relevant to the study.
Follow-up visits to a selected sample of high and low drop-out
programs were to be made to reinforce data elicited by question-

.

naire. .All data was, then to be analyzed and conclusions and
recommendations formulated.

The larger school districtS across the country, with some notable.
exceptions, were desirous of participating in the study. Pre-
liminary indications, as late as the sixth month of the contract,
were that some sixty programs, fulfilling all expected protocols
apd stratifications, would be included. Beginning, about the
secnth contract month, two events critical to the anticipated
successful conduct of the'study occurred:

1. The Paronts and Students Educational. Rights and*P.rivacv
Act of 1974 (2.L. 97,-33) whicil imolied a proscription
on the reler.se of students' nay s and r.lcIds,ses without
parental or,217'anted districts.from.rel2:2sinci,
the reQuirecl anror7a.tion, fha injunctions -implied in
the Act; served immediately to cause several of the very
largest school districts to withdraw tfieir.original offer
to participate. For other districts, the absence of
clear7cut guidelines for implementation of .p.L. 93-380
which were to be issued by the Federal government in
early 975 but were not, delayed the decision to partici-
pate until it was too'date to include these districts, in,
the survey, in view of dcadlipes in the contract and the
impending end of the school year.

2. Certain districts, particularly in the cgmmunity college
sector, thoushco2plelle:ly desirous participating in ' .

the study, found that their record systems were rot
capable of identifying racial/ethnic enrollments by drop-
out, or even individual class (course) categories. Three
of these, including two large Mid-western jurisdpictions,
participated with teacher response only.

Fully one-third of the some sixty (60) districts who intended to
cooperate eventually determined, in spite of their previous

0 willingness, that they could not comply with the requirements, of
the commitment. In several instances district personnel either
sent the questionnaires to dropped students for us or permitted
us to s,elect an'alternatiye sample of students still enrolled in

10
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the selected classes and distribute'the questionnaires to them
without the necessity of providing specific ddresses and names.
In the case of one large Eastern district, officials were willing
to have the Contractor meet with parents o students to'explain
the questionnaire and the study beforehan but in view- of the,

- timing (the administration offered the a ernative in mid-May,
. 1975) and the lack of assurance that we ould still be successful

in getting any'responses in that city, e declined the offer.
.

.

The maximum number of responses from teachers. and students which we
estimated we could expect was approx' ately 750.. This estimate

fifty cities participating, wit five classes per city,
an average enrollment of twenty Students,. nd an average of four -.

dropped students from each of the 250 classes ,reporting (15% is the
approximate current average attrition rate for lth and 12th
grades combined in the U.S. high schools).* We paid each student'
an honorarium of three dollars for a completed eturn; thj.s induce-
ment, on the basis.of our previout ,e*eriene, was expected to
yield a 60% response, or 75Q returns, assuming also that teachers,
one,from each"of the 250 classes, without recompense, would respond
in the same proportion as students. .

0

i

e final usable responses totaled 267 questionnaires, or '36% of
die ma:dram original estimate and 43% of the actual mailings.

Despite these developments, and th& resulting short -fall in re-
. sponses, there are sufficient data, and sufficient tendentiousness
within the data, to warrant a wealth of inferences and conclusions
regarding the original, assumptions and intentions .of the study.
Not ail 61 the conclusions are optimistic nor are they by any
means uniformly defitAtive or unassailable. In any event, they ' * .

should be seen in the Nontext of the larger effort of ,which they
ate a part. This was the first year, of a research program by the
Bureau of Occupational'and Adplt Education and thereby arcritical
test of the research and development, knowledge,production and
utilization capability of themocational educational system in this
country. Considered in tha perspective, this report is a record
not only of.an educational research., initiative in a specific
`problem area, but also a s arching commentary,on.what will be re- _
quired'of the national school system if productive and meaningful
research, which must certainly be the last.hope fdt a richer educe-

_

tional opportunity for ,young people in this country, can indeed
be conducted at all. .

*Extrapolated from U.S. Dept. of HEW, Digest of Educational 0

Statistics, 1971, Ed., ,NCES, Washington; D.C.; and NEA, Research
Division, School Dropouts, Washington, D.C., 1967.

11
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1

The general aim of this investigation was to determine factors in
the learning environment, particularly the classroom setting, which
appearrto relate to the attraction and retention of students of
ethnic and racial minority_ backgrounds in vocational education.
The dine period covered by the study,was the twelve-ffionth span
from July 1974 to June 30, 11975. .

.
4..1

\

Objectives
. .

.

_ .

The specific purposes or\f the study were: -(1) to identify vocational
education programs,-par'ticularly urbants'chool prograMs.; that are
presumed'to be meeting the special needs of specific groups of
minority students; (2) -to identify withiwthese successfu programs
instructional and motivational tcclpiques and strategies that are,
or-have been, effective in attracting and retaining minority stu-
dents in vocational training; DYtodescr,ibe thesq t:tchniqups1
strategies and approaches so that they can'be used by vocational
teachers in other schools across the country; and (4) to recommend
models .of vocational education program components which would
attract and retain students of minority backgrounds:,

,
* , ,

. .

The primary focus was'on elements in the instructional setting --
.teapher'-characteristics; teaching methods, conditiorls, techniques.;
organizational arrangements, etc. -- which seemed to be logical
implementatAns of insights suggested, implied or verifftd by
latest research findings on learning characteristics and"leathiAg
styles of minority students.

.

i
)

Six functional area:sog school operations were studied, with an
eye to exploring elements within each which capitalized on the
iuggestion$ of contemporary research: (1) teacher characteristics;
(2) instructional methods and techniques; (3) the total school
environment; (4) supportive services; (5) organization;.and (6)
student and community participaO.on. : . e

1 .

,
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A cries of contacts with _exemplary .programl suggested. by the lit--,_
. :erature and with approximately a hundred and, Tifty (150) of the

largest, (and other)_ tchool districts in."the United_ Stares was _.
made, inviting these jurisdictions to participate, Include4 in
the. contacts were high. clibols,eonmlunIty _colleges., regional
occupational centers, technical itstitges and adult manpower train-
ing programs. TheSe successive cpavlftAes yielded approximately
fifty 001 programs who agreed to cooperate. The stricture-s impos
on release of student information jr,g/ P.t. 93:7380 _(the Eduqatio-nal
13ights and privacy_ Act), effective November 19, 1974,, and the in-
ability of districts tb ,provide data in .the forms regnited, reduced
the 'number of pcirtieipating districts to thixt3irOne (31), for the
study. They included two community college progrc....ms-ind .twenty-
nine other jurisdictions which operated high s-chool.and adult
Pro tams. ...

.Par icipating.districts were asked to fromrnate, on a (course Profile
'Form, "bce class with 'subttantial enrollments of ,i.a.ck,, American
1.a. i7.n , A 7- in or.'Spa,nish=spealcing student,s---in eacb.;:of five types
of. cisse':: (1) ur.ior, crafts traiMing.*(Auto , Ifachille Shop ,'Elec-

, tric...Vy; etc.);. (2) earee7:- prku-,-.'::.itiOn In courses p,viously sub-
. scribed to prdec,mitan.:1-: by -,: -''',.---9,4:-;:iey, Nursling, /1cdical

Assistant, etc.); K',*)) vt,::co.-_-,-__,_ _-,-_-_:-_,.. -::::icn (Media -1.6.-idc.,.s, Cormunity
e. Sertrice Aides; 'Allied Hcalth Service 7-:6:::t.-2:::-., etc.); (4,), Prep,rofes

S iOr 21 tz,-zining 0.7,ngineeint,e, Technoloty, Computer ScienVes, Archi-,.

tec.;:ural Rrafting, etc:Land (5) business vocations-a(Secretarial,
. Clerk-'Typist, Office, etc..)..

.
- .

. b kr /

11---
A spread oicicIsses among 'teographical regions, types of programs

-.andethni.Croups7, except- for Asian-Americans, was achievtd in the

k
Nethoaology,

4

thi'rty-onecoOperating districts. There were at least two ptograms
ith heavy American Indian enrollahen.t., six with predominantlySpanish -speal<ing students "and the r6mainder subsea. tial_en'"

If rolimeilts of BlasiCostuMilts.1,
. ,

Adividual classes, on the Doe.bis of tile_ d striOtt.' notation on the
. ,

--'' initial profile, were characterized by hi hi or low drpp-out. The,
criterion used was -termination of -.the caurpe for Any reason in the
1973-74 schOol,/year. "High" drop out was decreed to be 16%'or

.±.1,.

more; "low" .di'ap-out was 157 or less.' ..-.- . 4..s .-; - . ,Districts provided, in most cases, names mid addresses of dropped
students and n'ames, of teachers of the claSses and the schools where

. / they could be reached. Where a district felt it -176.s still unable
- tor.elease student information, a. comparable group of currently
. enrolled students in tha sameatc4_sses was psed as part of iyhe yes-

pondent: student gtogp. . , .
. .., - -... ,4 ,s ...

2 f
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. A queqtioniAdire,/either for teachers or for dropped or

currently4eprolled students, we' mailed to each of the addr'Osses
provided ail. the case of current students, to the%teachers of.'

.the classes BiPesdistribution to a'sample of minority students: A
,total of fouiliundred ninety -three (493) questionnaires were so dis-
"ributed to students;.and one hundred twenty-one (121) to faaChers

-- -
t

_...... - .
.

Two h 0.4.(205) sture;it questionnaires and s'ity -two (62)
teacher questionnaires were,returned; or 36% of the orizinal total.

..4..o.k_qtaiIings. StuanotS were-baid an honorarimeof thieedbllars'
.fora oompleted response.-:_Teachers were not paid.for returning____.
the ins tent. ..

.-

- As a rears' of providing a descriptive backgrouild and to reinforce'
inforn_tion received .from thftespondents, site visits were made
to tienty (20) of the.districE3-1,which nominated high and low drop- .,

out clarres Po'rsonnel at the district--bffices, the sqhaol site
or in the. comrunity were.Aterviewed during these visits, which '

were of ore to two days' duration. .

The'copleted .n t: .2-ze coded for ,electronic data prodess-.
anc.su=marieseo2 msponz::,; T.2,erc then tabulated.

.

, . _

The, major Ein4ings of the.study-are:

1. Teachers aracteristics
A

With respect to characteristics of teachers, the study indicated
that for atleast Bldek.students, Black teachers made some con-

.

structive'difference.beteen high and low drop-aut. Age seemed
not to be related y= most tdaAers were over 40 wr, and the lo-
dro2.classe's did-have a jarger percentage of pieta.. No trend-

,

ineappeared in the trade backgvound or out-or-class activities
of teachers As related. to attrition,of enrollment. There 14ag, 2

howeve#ta strong, persistent rend.in'the low-drop category,
toward teachers who had a good understanaing of young people .

and,of other races; whb were up-to-date in their subject field;
who were always available to talk to student's about their
-problems; and who treated students " inatUre adults."

2. InAruction I '..,

'Lower class size was the fourth most pressing wish of the-
instrucxors'se.4ing chapge. Since the ratio of students to
teachers.wera only in rare iklstances above-29-to-1, it is appar-
eht that teachers found `even these numbers a handicap. However,
drop-out did not reflect, any relationship. Time of class meet-
ings was of major conce to ethnic groups: Indians seemed,

.

'3

.

f .
.40X
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ieastable to tolerate morning hours, Blacks next gad White
.

aid Spanish-speaking students not
.

very concerned about early
geetings.

tifpy-percent of stUdents..went4Ofi capils for` some part of

\

t

their instruction; and both students and teachers accounted
this a' desirable component. All ethnic groups_wished Mae--

..visiting experts from industry, as did teachers; students

hardware-such a.§ models And-mock-ups. Mbre -, aprofessionals
also seemed to desire greater use of media, NIII.F.a.1 aids and

-- teacher assistants, aides --were desired by Asians and
Spanish-speaking students, but not by Blacks or Indians. The
project or team method was used extensively throughout the
classes surveyed, most prominently among Black'students.

. .
unitsIndividualized instruction and shorter instruetional units.Alo

seemed to be attractive in strong measure, especially to Spanish-
speakins suldents, and teachers ratedthe provision 4of more

S.

such personalized .teaching a' high ,pribrity.
. -

students generally felt they had adequate.facgities, equippent
and supplies. Teachers emphatically did not. In r-ill but con-
sistene 'deviation, minority students did not fcc_l hdd suf-

.fiaient spatex equipment or supplies, the Bieck N
sen-

timents the strongest in 'the three -.roupsin this rr., :

L-vircdr

All indicators 'pointed to the provision of a friendly, liberal
atmosphere as 'being conducive to miporfty group. learning...On
issues such as smoking, freedom orspeech and movement, liberal
dress codes and provision of dui process, Indians were foremost
in counting these es helpful, Blacks next and Spanish-speaking

',students last,

with
.

' Indians seemed. to get along witn school administrators best,
it poorest with one AnOther. Indians! and Blacks had poorer,

T. -nations with faculty than Spanish-sPbakipg,students. Blacks
and Spanish heritage students were thought td hdlie poorer re-
`Iations with police than Indians; but the differences were,
slight. Non-teaching staff related to Indian and Spanish
students excellefitly; but there wasp., strong 'nference-that
Black students had some problems tryhis connec 'on.

.:- .. .

4. _Sunnortive Services.
.

.

. .

Almost uniformly, studenti:regarded supportive hmon dewdrop
services (fr e meals, free 0601.s, financial aids, etc.) a6, help-
full moat hell -ul in thelcase of Indians, next with Blacks,

15
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closely follovied-by SpanishLtpeaking gtudents. Indirect aid
(placement, aptitude testing, pteparation fob tests, etc.)
was considered a higher priority .than direct'ata (cash loans

, or grants, free meals) .
.

, ,

1

5. Organization
t

I, ,:-.;-,,

Using the extent.o'fprovisionof different organizational com-
:, ..ponents as a reflection of its compatibility with the needs of
., the ethnic groups served, the same proktes0.on was ri6ted with

.

respect to students'' exposure to these Components. Indian,

... :1 Black. and Spinish-speaking students; in that order, had, gen-.
/

,erally speaking; a. diminishing positive attitude toward inno-
' vative conditions operating in the organikational format. The

.'

. - school open,eveniqgs .receiviffg credit for training with em-
.

..
. ployers, Open ehrplIraent, ability to work while attending

school, andability to take more than one voc-ed, major at one
-t.ime all showed this general tendency, diminikling in import-
.ance from Indians to Black to Spanish-speakingstudents.

t

. Participation
:

In respect to parent and corlmunl-ty- participation in poricy-
making at school, labor-dangement participation in school
affairs and parents ants hiied as paraprofessional em-
ployees of the_ .sc ool district, the inverse order was true:
the Spanish - speaking community ajpeared to be more involved
than Blacks and. Blacks more'than Indians. (It needs to be
ppinted out that of the two predomiN.ntly Indian programs whidh
were'included,,one was exclusively a tpsidebtial (dormitory)

sprogram involving' students grom all sections of'the country.
The likelihood of patent participation this .case would have
been virtually nil) . :

, .

AD
7. -A Minority Model

The collective ippressions from site...visits, the findings of the
study' and other, less obtrusive implications from the.data.
analyzed seethed to confirm the existence of a.bagic changing
learning spyle among_owarity groups on the order of the fol-
lowing progression:;;

mt 100',

I INDIAN BIA -SPAN#11 - ASIAN
t .

,WHITE
.

It appears that one can,Nuith some degree of confidence, cal-
culate the compatibility of'tertain treatments (e.g., visual
aids, elas.p starting times, etc.) with different groups' cog-
vitive'styles. by. using this simple guide. There are

r,

5
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at

0.

1

a.

o.

overlappings, but in general, the sequence appears viable. ,Tae
continuuthgcan be reed in either direction Ai &sequence frop
abstract-to-concree or from psichdmotor-tb-affective-to-cogl
mitive*.or other sniilar'gradients, but it cannot be read as a .

measure of desirability or values. There are no better or . .

worse learnrqgstyles; there are -only different Styles.
-

THE MODEL

Beginning belwand%continuing on the pages .following are 'twenty
elements in the g.Chool environment wkich, on` bases of find-r
ings in the study, appear to merit consideration in contemplat-.
.ing improvements in any educational climate being developed
for minority students in vocatf Al education. We have already
poifited dux some of the deficienc, s in the data base from

-- -which the suggestions are drawn.. A er of 'the recolimenda-
tions,t1wrefoxe;'are intimations which have been actuated by' .

..very tenuous indica-tors in the findings of the study, ratifie64'
by strong subjective impressions on the Occasion of site visits.
In any case, the collective contribution of experience, findings

rof the study "and subjective impressions constitute ewe ration- .

ale for .advocating consideration of 'these elements.
v. ,

V` 4 .

,. ,
A. Teacher Characteristics -

...---

.

. .

Indian.

.
.

. Black

f

Hispahic,

(1. "AGEO
.

.

-

Young persons, mixed'
.gender -': -

-

,

,

Mature males pri- ' .

marity;,Amen in
appropriate oc-
cupations ,

,

.

Older persons, Mare

.

-

(2. RACE/
-

. ,

.

..
.

Need substantial num-
bers ofBlacks

.

.

.

_

,

,

Need a considerable
number of'Spanish-
sneaking instruc-
tors

,.

.,..----

. .

.

ETHNICI) ,

geed few Indians
,

.
,

. .
, .

.

..
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N.

00.

.,,

a. Understands In-
dian tradition

b.

t.

A. Teacher thaeacteristics
> .

Cont)

Bladic Hispanic

'Understands "young
people

c. KnciWiedgeab.le in
, subject field

.
. i

d. Ava.1--1..-iVe to t;afic

over pr ins.,

n.firlendly" t- e
stern

(

Understands ,n\odern,
Urban, 3.1...a.ck*, young
people

13: Knowledgeable, in
subject area

c. PersOnable, "cool";
-but: involved

I

Indian

(4. TIME OF

B.' Instruction

Black

N
Later starting- _imet Later than typical

x
a school day- .

. CLASS SIZE:)

7.- 12

...... a

16.- OFF-CM:V.1S
ERPERIENCESe)

Unquestionably

12- - '15,

5 -

a. /Understands ,

Mexican-American
Hi g ic. tradi-
ti

- b. Knowledgeable in
subject area

c. Personable "in-
telligent but
approachable

Highly desirable

Hispanic

Desira bleto
some extent

7
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.. Instruction (Cont) .,

, Ipcii...kt .. ._
Black Hispanic.

- -.. a

(7. USE OF MEDIA,' ..
. .

. ..

.-

....
5.0% of -the time.

-1

. 4° ,

.

257. of the time.

DRIONSTRATIONS ,,
MOCK-UPS, ETC: :)

. ,
,

._. $O% .off the tine if
p . possible .

.
(8.. PARAPRO-

,

-, .

esiiable

/

.e!`

Critical
;

FESSIONALS:)
ff4

Mt .
Desirable .. ,

1

f19: LEARNING it :

:

Important

.:
. 1 Tz

Not critical VeryImportant
-.

0-0:---- SHORTER UNITS
..--.

!. .

7

t;
Very. Iportant ;

OR MODULEM .. ,.
.

Not critical .

,.
Important .

<

. 1. INDIVIDUALIZED t '. .i
i- i

N

I ,

Very Important .`

IOW)
'.

Desirable .

./.-

'....,,..

/.;4 ,

Important

12.' OUIPMNT AND . ....
.

,.
..,.

--.

.i.Very Important.

S P :) . '

Important '

.

Critical
; .

r.
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. .

.

-,-,.
c-- Sch 1 Envixbnment
'-_

.

.
._

.

=

.
.

.

Indian
.

fc--

.

'.;.-:- Black
,.. . ,

...

. Hispanic,

. ,

(13. FRIENDLY'
1

.

. - , 4..

,Very Important t

1 .

.

- ,

. .

Important
,

ATMOSPHERE O
". I

. - .

Highest Importance

(14. ETHNIC NIX :)

.

Neea- some other
. . ethnicity

- 4 ,

need 'considerable
other ethnicity

Tolerate separatism
well

(15. DRESS CODE, ' ..

.

-.Liberal, b_ lip strup-
tured

,

.. ''.

. .

Conservai,iv, -
turedT

.,
.

§::!L)E.I.n.c.1) . '

.

Conform to own. cron...
servative style

(16.. JUSTICE, DEMO- ,

. .

,

Very,IMportant - -

,

...'

V-i-y. Important _.

CRATIC DUE PROCESS!)

Very Important

,

.
,

.

.
:.

D. Supportive ServiCes,
.

,

.

.

Indian
c

.

*Bidet
,

.-

,.
Hispanic

AN.

17a. BItINGUAL
.

.
,

.

.

.#

Of Some Help.

.

.

Helpful *

.

:

.,

Very Helpful-
.

e
.

20
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. D. SuPliOrtiiie SL-vides Con -

,
.

Indian
.

L I3lack

e-----,

5

.

Hispanic

(17b. TUTORING:}

Very helpful
.

Helpful .

.

.

Extremely helpful

(17c. LEGAL
,

.

Helpful -

.

.
'-

, .

.

,

7

Very helpful

AIM.)

Extrethely helpful

(17d. FREE,'HEALTH
.

Helpful

,

.

Helpful
J.,:

SERVICES:) '

,i4

Critical

. ,

/(17e. FREE TEALS:)
'.

. .

Very Het;pful.

1

,

.

HelpfulCritical
.

(171-. PASH IAANS/ ,
\

. u
.

,

Valuatl .

s
.

I.,

.

.

Rot critical.

GRANTS:)

Of some value . .

(I7g. ;APTITUDE /

,

Important
1

/ --

.

.

Important

TESTING:)-

Important

10;
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,

.
.

D. Supportive Services

.

Contr.

!

, Indian
, .

lack( B Hispanic i

(17h.. TRAINING TO .

.

.

.

i

'fiery Important
.

_

.

, I

.

Very Important..

.. .

'Important ',

.

. Very Important

.

,

Very Important_

.

.

.

Very Important

-.

TAKE EMPLOYER TESTS:)

1

yery,Important
1 .

.

(17i. PART -TIME
JOBS 3) '

.

Criticall

.
.

(17i. .FREE TOOLS 0

Indispensable ,. , I,

,

E. ItOrganizition

-, e-

.

-
.

Indian iBlack ' Hispanic.
IL

(18. 'INNOVATIVE

_

.

.

-
.

.

.

_

. .

.
.

,

.

NI
.-,-

..

Desirable

_

. .

.

.

°

.

.

.

.

.

.

. ..
.

Very Desirable
.

ARRANGEMENTS:)*

'(*double-majors, :

credit for training
with fdture employ-
ers ,. bperi enrollment,
work-sWdy papgrams,
school, open evenings
and weekends)

Very Desirable

4
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.

.

F, Participation
.

.

1

.Indianl
,

Black
i

Hispanic -'

M6141ArLREURAITI4IL-
.

.

.

Important

.

.. .

Very Important

'PATION ON SCHOOL
COMMITrEESO .

,

Critical'

. (19b. STUDENT PAR-

Desirable. Very Desirable

.
TICIPATIOr. ON SCHOOL
cOMMITTeES:)

Extremely Desirable

(20. HIRING OF PAR-
.

.

.

Some Help":

.
,

.

,
,

Not Criti'c'al

.
,ma= MAPaOFES-

SIONAL7ir
,

' 'Great Help

.

Recommendations
,y .

In ew of the fact that the'project summarized herein was_. part of
'

.

the, rst yehrls effort of a comprehensive research program, sev-
eral r commendations are made in behalf of the future research
initiat've: -

Issue soihe precise directives to guide school districts in de-,
termin g. the actual informdtion whose release is prohibited
by P.L. 93-380. The impediments which the 'subject research
.projects. uffered as-a result of puzzled or hasty interpretation
of the'law seriously damaged the validity of the survey.
. . , .

.

, .
. .;:

2. Develop a,cooperative policy with data-gathering departments of
the Bureau of Occupational and AdUlt Education to modify report%

:ing requirements for districts and/or states, so .that reports

12

23 .
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on enrollment, praVement and drop-outs are classified by racial/
. ethnic identificati.49,. Many school districts have information

systpms whose documents are not aggregated in usable research
format.

The following recommendations, in view of tenuous authenticity of
.. the findings of the project, are offered as much as a selection of

fruitfulareas for further research as they are admonitions to
practitioners to attempt changes in present learning environments:

1.' Ratificationsof verifiably different learning conditions -=
stal-eing times, length Of courses, small v. large classes,
variable densities of ethnic mix, comparison of verbal v. con-

- crete materials presentation and others -- should be attempted
in both primarily integrated and primarily separatist settings.

2. Some attemOs to study an elaboration of teacher personalities'
across the three major ethnic groups in voted programs should'
be made. The gravitation ofminority students ,to teachers with

, particular, minority backgrounds and particular skills in deal-
.ing with young people has hardly been examinedin depth,

The total ,process of enrollment, instruction and follow-up
'appears in most instances not to be viewed as a systematic
commitment: Teachers lamented the fact that most students
came to their_ classes withoUt being screened, and they were
not, particularly impressed by the evaluation which their schools,
provided for their 'programs. School officials, perhaps with
assistance from the Bureau and university centers, should de-
vp19p a functional model for quick, systematic, ongoing evalu-
ation of the individual and totaf vocational education programs.

There needs not only to be greater imtholvement.with businO'Ss
and industry in the programs but some evaluation of, such in-,
volvement which would lead to thadevelopment'of the most prom-

, .sing types of bipiness-industry participation. The trasilitional
advisory committee arrangement, does not seem'any longer to be

. more than a symbolic of show-Case commitment.. this connec-

. Lion, schools might look for fideas*to the success Of the em-
pioyer based pareer.education models which have been operated
and tested for some time by the erNational Institute of Education.
7- ./

5. Closely.relatat is the matter of contacts with e4perts from The
community; both teachers and students determined that they would

-----,appreciate Imre of such intervention. This does not seem a
difficult additive, to infuse into present operations,

O

O
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6. 'There appear to be certain configurations of supportiVe ser-
vices-to which minority students relate.more'tban they do to
others. Screeni4laptitude ;testing., preparation for test-0
,taking, placement, and other indirect service seemed to be
'held in greater esteem thqn direct "largesse, as for instanee,
cash loan and-grants, free meals and free health services.
Some study should be _given to the identification of the optimal

1-
constellation of services definitely suited to,respective ethnic

. -groups.

7. The need for a meaningful structure within an open, friendly.
total atmosphere seemed apparent. The wish for freedom of ex-
pression and a sense of fairplay would seem to augur a promis-
ing potential for a relaxation of some basic blocks in the
sdhoolis.overall structure as against any permissive;atmosphere
having tp.do with smoking, male-female relations or dress codes. qv'
The need seems to be in the area of wider choices of subjects, .

^alternative patterns of courses, variable scheduling and basic --
routines of the sch-ool. -The technical institutes; regional
occupational programs and community colleges appear to repre-
sent an "adult" mbdel which might feasibly be tried with our
11th and 12th grade students. Ali experimental study in this
direction might be difficult to mount, but it ,begs trying. _

0

0
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II. TRE PROBJEM

4

_

.

:

-

7 The specific Problem addressed. by this research ,project is the pro: .
: pottionally _small numbers 'of Black, Spanish-speaking,. Oriental and
American,Indian students who enroll. in and Successfully complete
vocational ',education programs, Far fewer members of these minority
groups are 'tepresented in the enrollment of occupational prepata7.
tion pfigragls th44their representation in the general pOpulatioh
indicatet ShOUld j'e expected. - ,. .:-:.

.

"
- , . /

Title I, . Title III and. Title VII of; the Elementary and Secondary
-r

, Education Act of 1965. (IY,.1,. '89.-10),:-Parts B and C of the Vocational
EducationpAct of 1963 (F.t. 90-576), Its -?1968' Anendments and other
tontinuing=statutes and 'iesolutl.ons have been directly concerned .

,
_with this. problem. Emphasis in much' of this and similar legisla-

i- ton, however, -has been on the general iequirements of the 'job
market,; rather than on the differential educational, needs of

--,

people who wilt seek employment. ..We Are beginning, to realize that
minorities and the socioeconomically or otherwise handicapped
have special needs which, are ,different across different groups, ..-

and that; theSe needs ,derive, fat more from cultural and. genotypic .
,factors "than' they 4o from..social or ecologicaj. circumstances,

.

is
. o

finpottant ,as those may be. cIt .is no longet ebspgh to say that
lethnic!mipoiity Students enroll in Vocational programs in disap-
poiliting,numbet. that they perform poorly when they do enroll;
or thatthey:drop 01# in'disproptirtionate numbers before acquir-
ing sighificant marketable skills..:Thet,e are the unhappy facts,

-,. bmt, any teal undeistaliding of the- problem requires a. deeper
.0, .,-,4,

appreclation of the precise nature of the Causes- Wthe,special

.0

? needs- .of' minority, students. .,' ,., , .
. ,

Some notion about the interrelationship of influences which pre-
dispose certain StudOts to "disadventagement" it our society is
implied in the/language of the Vocatiodal EdUcation Act (Amend-
ments, fitself :

,

,./

'..... I,. ' 1 4f2' ,...............,1
, .:.. ;./J '

.
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...... i
, (pet. Z:2-3-(-0.A*1---udtie ca..nsiddreioll will*be given..td '.-

the needs.'..,p;articularly persons.with academic, socio-
economic," mental and physical hendicapEethat prevent
them from succeeding-in regular .vocatifoksal education
programs" s .- -- .,.

1 - .

(sec. 123 (6).-C) :- ." . ;particularly those in economicany .
... ;

deprepsed areas and those with high-rates c:, unemployMent.", . . - .

ec W.(16---..A.: ".:.gr'ants shall be...allOcated-;..fo..'.
;

'areas of high cOnbentr4ticin of youth unemplqment and
..schobl.dropouts...4 . -\` . ,. ...4;.

.The statistic 'for -"high youth kmemploymerit," "economically. de-
prelsed areas," "dropout, "acadeMireally Apci socioeconomically
handicapped," at least .ip theiurban-centeAs'where 80% of- the _ . .'
,peo'ple live, are in, fact statistics describing. Black, Brown, apd
other ethnic minority-populations. The ready accuracy with .which

P we may use "ethnic minority" to connote an entire spectrum of
depricrktiorr is atonce a tragedy apd an insight: The tragedy is
what we are in son small measure proposing to _redeem. The in-

.sight ir-phat, give the host of factors which concretely,as well
as psychologically b r on the educational fortunes of minority '
Y61.1 th j it is of likely that a unilateral .ap§roa.ch to the pzoblem

. .. Mill offer .anl. soltition. It is a complex dilemma, andsadme,die-, .c.. -1cussiOn-ofN this complex4y is in order..., - 1 .. ... , ..
. Social. FaCtors. The total envi'ronraelat-of the person-maybe inimical' '

to any-inclinationo learn.. Parents May be perceived as- apaehetic
or incf.fectual partIci:pantS in the ,total politick,..social and
economic process. Successful role models may be alisent,(and neg- *;
ative models conspicuously idealized. Value and attitude forma-ti ion may. be influenced by' the apparene.rewarding of illicit ,,,behavior 1:43; the street culture. The language; and meaning-making ,

s and siblings. has enormous effects on the r
students' appreciate authority, indepeffdence, logic, even.

-1.. past-p.reeent orientations life goals.z 4The surroundings ma? :be devoid of supportive. validat n thak4 anything really 'matters:.
dilapidated buildings, few reading materials, alisent parents, -

limited recreational, facilities,facilities, etc. s

. "
. , . ; .....

1

. . i' .. . ..1 .. . .4 . 'I''''rurcta ,- E., and Livson,...g. "..Family Socioeconomic' Statu$ and Ado-
`"':--, legtent attitudes otia7fu, Authotit.". Child D'evelopment,.

June, 1960. .
-..LN -. .Fantini, M., and Weinstein; G. Disadvantaged: A**Challenge

I 'to Education. Harper and Row .York, 1968 ;
\I

,

1 . -Y 4\
. . .t. . , ...

.
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Economit-Fastor"S._ While poVerty is Lo tausally related to'
motivation -r learning ability,it- itva,-major Contributing

.
...

.. 4qcesso,ry, Institutional employment, a chace of
hoUsing limited by intone or disCripaqtiem, prejudicials'hi-ing (4

practices, inability to afford autormolille.transportatioDr,-Ikk..
of spending money and other eodnomicionsiderations con pire to
/bWer the self - esteem, motivations aNFaspirations of minority .

youth-. The.res4lts of these handicaps are nowhe.te.so graphically
displayed as in the occupational stracture-otthe_economy. Aver-

----age annual Unemployment rates, for minorities have 'been at' least
'twice that of Whites fox virtually every Year since ,World Wii II;
Almost half of all eapltyed minorities are workingin-jobs below
the.semi-skilled level, compared to only 157 for Whitevbrkers.
Minorities make up less than 67 of all employed craftSmen,,but
comprise more than half of all houtehold.wbrkers and lag ay half

. A.
%

. .

of/all'labdrers. l' . ..:

-

,

A . 4

.

-

-Cultural Fattors. 'Dispiriting as the recitation of hangqaps
associtted with minority status in'this.country may be, 'the
question perSists -- are these conditions,exclusively the results \-
of prejudice and discrimination, dr clops xeel racial isolation ..

develdp from our,aliiost completeignorance of and disrespect for,
dul.tura/ differencessiin the schools? Do we train the society,

,

-5, default,. to.perpetuape and aggravate the myth of white-
.

s-

superiority? .
.

Ail 4, !.....----: --
.2 '. 1.

.
%.

In an article entitled "White Rites Vepus Indian Ilights,":,
A4D.,Fisher writes: - . . , -' . .N

, , . .
. .

-
_,,

-...*4-:

- ,
,,t North American, education., among other things; is a Iexies4 % of rituals, a series of rites of passage. .From\kinder4' %

garten to_ grade telve or fourteen,'the child passes '-

through a multitude of .statuses and-plays more roles, The
result of the vhole process' is the developmeUt of a partic-
ulau sort of individual:'..who exemplifies and reflects the

..value's of...and 'who is prepared for North-American indus-
.

trializtd (White) middle -class society. ,.

But what would happen if we were to, take this ceremonials
system out of its. context, North American middle-class
society, and pipe it in, a wholl& or partly alien context'
such as an Indian reserirdtion? The :answer is that - unless
there were commintty support for,it, it would fail.-Jogt
ne ,tress this point. 'It would-be the rite of Passage;
the titualv recognized and enjoined by middle -class society
that would fail, not the Indiansstudent.3 . .

Trans- Action., Vol. 7, I; November, .1.969: -pp:. '29-33.
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.Studies indicate that on a measure such as the California Achieve-,
ment Test, minority students with.* exception of the Asian --

. student, usually start out ahead of, or equal' with,. theWWItite
peers, then gradually fall behind in their achievement. Fourth
grade Indins;. for instance, who are found to average 4.3 on
achievement tests when their Whitp counterparts store °Illy 4.1,
-will by the eighth grade be surpassed by White students, Who
achieve an 8.1 average while Indian students attain only 7.7..
Test fpr these youpgsters consistently decline between

., grades five and sexen.4

EIt is important to emphasize the character of the critical inter-
face which °emirs at the end of grade four for all students in
American schools. For one thing, as developmedar psychology
tells.us, the younggter leaves a predominantly kitrospective,
subjective, inner-oriented world and enters a world that will now
be domirrated-by external demands. His will must now subserviate
to the will of society. Suddenly, the pictures vanish from his
texts; his books are gore and more. made up of words. symbolic
life '---- life described and read about -- replaces ,real lite --
life experienced and acted out. AB.stractions_in the form of-
'Eathemattts theories and scientific princ.l.ples replace concrete /
idvaLities. Subjects are learned; not, for their immediate utility,
but i r an indeterminate use in p.distaat future.. This is where

o-we take the- giant step into the cultural gala

For -each minority grou in our schools, the question becomes sur-
passingly urgent: :Ala preparation must education,ptqvide as a

. passport to the later rituals and role trarisitions'of the White'
society which will not violate the appropriate rituals and role
tranFitions of the indi-Yenous culture? This to, us seems the over-

.

whelrang issue; it pinpoints she real need .1o4 minority students.
Can we blithely assume that'all White middle-class rituals and
events wili enrich, support and give meaning to thegrevents'of
school for all students? Or,' are'importantly, that these -events
will be perceived'as goals towa which success in_school will
advance'them? Good gride tition, school savings accounts,
awards, and prizes, clu15,me ships like Boy Scoots, Rainbow-Girls,
choosing,a career, honoring wa eroes, the senior prom, prepara-
tion for college, challenge of a s and independence from parents'

toe

and family...these are the rites of pa sage which; symbolitally
but permanently ddiposited in thRepsyche f all our students, will

4
p. 32. See also Berkeley Unified^S chool District,

Emergency School.Assistance Act Proposal, Deceiber
2 1973.
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decree, more than anythhig else students exrerien h y
mwill deal.ith their world. Are they the approP ate rituals

or all students? ,

3- .

They are, if we wish to perpetuate the plight of minorities in
this country and maintain the status quo. But..tHey are dangermisly
short-sighted, if,we hope to change anything.

Take these rituals as applied t the AlmericaaIndian, and they
become almost fatuously irrelevant-- Fqr example, the Waxes' study .

of the Pine Ridge Sioux emphasizes that education.and being a good
Indian ar.e,two.different ptocesses. The Sioux say that full: ,

bloods think that:
//

veducdtion darns no one, but on the other hand, it has
wA almost nothing to do with being a good person... that a

child could be educated to the point where he would be
- aritic4 of his parents or attempt to disassociate him-
N self fran thenris beyond their comprehension.5

Vocational preference tests.: such as the-Kuder,,,4kav been Loured
to be bapelpssly invalid when administered to Indian students as
a measure of future placement in school programs Blood Indians
rarely select any occupation for which any formal schoo
required. They choose ranching, _haying, bronco-ridin ,etc.,
,1.1 of which they are already learning and constant practicing
as a part of their everyday life. Navajo students on the reser-
vation need to have explained to them the meaning, of even 'the
words for many Anglo occupations,.sincer living in an eriViranDlent
that has no towns, street lamps, drug stores, theatres, super=
Markets, banks, beauty parlors or much else that is commonplace in
the dominant.culture, they may never have seen'.or had expeience
with practitioners of most of what-we thipl ,s, of 'as ordinary' -
occupations. ,

We may say, 1.1.*ut this is the reservation. The modern'Indelen lives
in the contemporary White culture,'and, of courge, he should
easily be able to adapt to ne'w requirement' and a new 'life style.'"

This is the tri'le_fallac of our so-called democratic"cultural
p uralism. t says; on t e on and, that a cu tura heritage,
however that. is defined, is something that can be transformed-in.

.

.5Fisher, T2. cit., p. 33.

-
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a sch2ol-term, or a generation, or a centitry,.orai any rate, in
a fairly shdrt time, Secondly, it rather insists that a minority
culture should and must change to fit the doMinant culture --"it
never insists that the ddminant culture itself should change.
Fihally, it is melioristic;:it implies that- the minority culture
1.s_somehowinferior and that its. very dalvation depends upon its
absorption by the dominant culture. None of these could be
farther from tht truth;.... We will squander Monumental, amounts:of
energy in.compensatory education programs, ethnic studies progranm,
curricula of affect and other learning approaChes unless we
suffuse them with,. (1) a genuine appteciation of how long Xhe-
African,_Indian and Hispahic cultures have existed and how abso-
qutely unchanging some of the elements in these traditions` are
filsely to Ile; M. an understanding of just exactly. how differing'
traditions may co-exist; and (3) a humble acknowledgment that these
minority.cultures are, at the very least,equal to the Whitt Western
Cultufe and perhaps in some respects, given the present problems
facing the world, mal611 superior.

1.

A Case Study. '.1e-need some shop to be applied to our thinking,
so that- we can Sense the magnit de of the sometimes incredible
differences in people which we are talkingabout. Fbllowing is
an excerpt from the Finaf Report: Evaluation of Navajo Community

which the author directed in .959 =or the Office of
Economic Opportunity, Washington, D.C. 0 It describes the stead-
fastness-o: trgtitional modes of behavior in one minority group
which has been in the United States for.25,000 yeats. ,Bear in ,

mind- that the Black, the Brown and the Yellow traditions stem
from similarly ancient sources, and that representatives of these ,-
other minority tlotin, 1,11.downtown Atlanta, in a schdol in' ast
Lor'Angcles, or inSan Francisco's Chinatocm are even today, at
least so :;tunes, manifesting from the seeds of impulses that stream
in an almost unbroken line frem a sotrce which first began shimmer-
ring high inrthe' Andds or on the 'plaint of ALIca or deep. in ,the,
prehistoric jungles of Malaysia. /

Here is tAexcerpt:

4-744m. tRADITIO ANI)111±, COLLEGE

,Atehotsand times, in a thousand wayg, if you are to live
anework among Navajo people, you will come upon that

'mysterious 1,ropenSity.in them the thing that is the

it

6
Pacifia Trarni and Technical A§sistance Corporation, Berkeley,
CA. 1969. (Mimeo )

.
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Navajo, which you. ill not understand and,. unfortunately, .
which you will probably misinterpret. It has toudo with
the basic premises, the basic values held about life. And
if one assumes that at this late date, the Indian should,
be acculturated enough, or infeetedenough, by the White
culture to have lost his valuation of these "aliet" ten-
dencies, one doesnot appreciate how hermeticafy and
absolutely the Indian tradition,has been sealed off from
the Anglo influence. The silence; for instance,. which
the Navajo associates with tranquility and wisdom, and by
which demonstrative effusions make for him the objection-
Able contrast isirecounted as the. hallmark of the ideal
Egyptian citizen between the 160h gnd 18th 'Centuries,B.C.:

The" key word for the developed spirit of tlgdis- period
was 'silence'...As objectionable contrast to the
silent man, the texts offered the 'heated' or 'pas=
sienate man- who wad loud ofvoice.'7

-
.

In'another connection, we find Kluckhohn reporting about
modern Navajos:

5 -I

Liketproduceslike ztO/the partstands-for th6.7hole. .

These are two laws of thought almost as batic to
Navajo thinking as the so-called Aristotelian "laws
of thought" have been in EuT;opean intellectual history
since the Middle Ages.8 .5

. 6-- .

# .

This sounds almost like an echo of what Frankfort say's of' --

Egyptian people of 3,000years ago:

In similar- manner we explain the:curious figure of
thought pars pro toto, a part can stand for the whole;'
a name,'a lock of hair, or a .shadoW can stand for the.

. man becuase at anyftdbment the lock (it hair, or shadow
may be'fielt.by the primitive to be pregnant pith the
full significance `of the man.9

The point here is-that whdn we are addressing ourgelves,to
Navajo or other Indian youth ais teachers, introducing

- .

i.

7Frankfort; Henri ,. et al., Before-Philosophy, Penguin Books, %
Baltimore, MD. 1968: pp. 125-126. .

,

T.

8-
Kluekhohn, C. and Dorothea Leighton THe Navaho, Doubleday,

,
1'

New 'York, 152.
,

9 Fr.
, ,

. 4.

ankfort, ha. it
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abstractions "tot only in mathematics; sa,, where the re-'lations 'p between ibentities, is ultimately a real one,
but iA th social studies, in psychology; in- politics, we
may be cOrif nted, in most of our listeners, -by a mode of
thinking .tha appears to be contradictory to ordinary
logic and whi does not resist, but cannot even admit,
knowledge of e phenomenal world that is based 011%a
diviirion between. subjective and objective:

. . We have .1 hith4to been at pains to show that for some
men _thoughts are not autonomous, that theyremain in-
volved in thecurious.-attitude toward the phenomenal

TAdeed., we shall add tha
world which we have called a confront V.;) of life
with life. categoiies

not -4.of intellectua\l judgment do not apply4o the complexes
of cerebration.kandvolition which constitute mythopoeic
thought. And yet the, word 'logic-1 as used above is' justified. Thte ancients expressed their .'emotional
thought' (as. t* might call it) in terms' of cause and

. . , effect; they phenomena .in terms of time and' .
.4, place and-number. Tke form of their reasoning. is far

) less alien to o rs than is ' ften, believed: They could ...

reasof,'logicall 1, 'but. they id not-often care to do
. it: 'or t1 -,e. detachment whi 'h a purer intellectuil d,

attitude implies` is hardly ompatible With their most
significant expetiences of eality. Scholars who .

-t1 i have proved at length that imitive man has a -'pre-7 ..

.......), ' logical' inode*of thinking,a likely to refer to magic
'Sot religOus ,prb.ctice, thus orgetting that they apply.

g " K-'to antian categories, not t pure reasoning, .but'-to
highly emotional acts.10 ,

--*-'. .c The Indian in frocit of us, in 4)114, classroom, may be using
a completely?extistenial .mode of experiencing, through the, .

:oniotiona:1 center, and our heavily weighted intellectual: ;,.
.... _approach may only be confusing him, even while it titilles

-Us. Undetstan there. is no more real appro h to knoI:i-
ledge than throw the emotions: this is d. asis for 1 . *,

the White man's 'frantic pursuit of percep ions through 4-:-,
t marijuana,. LSD; cpsilocybin, _Zen, Tibetan i editation in--.acion, and phe 'test . It may be:the unconscious reaton-

p
'4 why Whites'' sb' -interested aga in the _other cultures,...

,. -. : the Black, the Ibmin, the Yellow, and the Indian. They ;
',Ash .'mind-ex-Oa-Aiding' experient 'which go .beyond the.

.

narrow associative.hinking which mpriSon them; they want

or .10 p. 19.
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tcx know life as it-really is, in this moment, now, ag it
feels, not how we ordinarily see it, through a screen of
mechanical associations that have been taught-us, by ---,'
patents,.by kooks, by television, by society:

Let us try'to mention a few more examples of the ingrained
Navajo "view of life" and see how it operates in 'the con- '

text of 4 sohool that tried to reconcile those views with
snot -w of: life.
Item:

Too often White spea rs employ phraseology, idiomatic
expressions, similes d allegories in delivering dis-
courses which must -b= extemporaneously translated, that
baffle'and confuse e native interpreter. The result
is that he either isinterprests, due to misunderstand-
ing, or says s ething entirely at random to Avoid
embareassmen t9 himaelf.-

Use of -...stractions similes, allegories and idiomatic
, expte sions in spea44.11g.should be minimized, and c

e irely avoided, ifat all pbssible.11 ..
. ..

:I F° Iava,L-ab kIt4.1751111 LepuLLb it in the Navajo .view
.of life, is avoid excesses. .

t

4

- 4

Even such'ekTeryday tasks as weaving must be one only
1. _in moderation. Many women-wilLn.ot weave f t more

than two h ra,a day; in the old .days tried girls ,

were tot lloviedto weave for fear the would overdo,
and th e is a folk- rite for\curing t e results of -

exce s in.this actiyity. Closely related is the fear
of completely finishing anything: as a 'spirit outlet'
Ilte.basketmaker leaves an opening, in the design; the
weaver leaves a slit ^between the threads; the singer-

-never tells ,his pupil:all the details, of the:ceremony
lest he 'go dry. Singers also systematically leave.
out transitions In relating myths. This fear of
excess is reflected.also.in various characteristic
attitudes toward individuals. There is, for example
a folk saying: 'If a,c41d-gets too smart, it wi
die young.' The distragt of the very Wealthy:a

o

very powerful and. the sanctions and economic°prdctices
-which tend to. keep men at th *level of.theIr-;fellows-
haVe already been men'tioned..12

"'""._

1
. 1Kluckhohn and'Leighton,.22.,cit., P.: 291:

Ibid. .p. 306..
'e
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No excesses, no abstractions, na Similes, no allegories,
no idiomatic expressions, no competition; don't get your

. students too smatt, and never completely finish anything.
So- teach, rother...

.

There it the suggestion here of hyperbole, that we are
making an 'exaggerated case. And we have already intimated
that accepting the.thesis that one can generalize about
the strength of these influences operating in any given
Navajo individual is dangerous. Yet there are. certain
gross phenomena,. large processes and events, Which baffle
us as we Cry to reason logically about them,'that are
seemingly explained when one remembers the kind 'of facts

truths. about the Navajo tradition, if not the Navajo
individual .which we are citing.

A ca s in point., In mid-Spring at Navajo' Community
. College, a .grou0'of faculty, mostly Anglo, conceived the

idea of sendipgsome students to Alcatraz Island,-recen4y
occupied by Indians. The administratianlbf the College'
never definitely opposed the plan; in fact, offered enough
encouragement, in terms of conditional financial and
logistical support`, to cause ,the interested faculty
finally to 'attempt the trip. It was to. be undertaken'dur
doing- Easter week, 'the spring recess.' It did not eventuate
until several weeks later, when the students should have
'been in class. No matter what the success or failure of
the trip 1.9.timatell'amounted to, students left-on the
reservation quit attending classes,.since their peers-were
absent, too, abd when the contingent returned, all of the'
Anglo faculty who had made the trip were fired.

The ,vacillation of the administration, in terms of now
su porting, now discouraging the trip, is -incomprehensible

the ordinary view, yet it is thoroughly in keeping with
he'existential "cause-effect" mode of thinking typical,of
the Navajo. 'Until a thing happens, a Naval° cannot tell
you how .he will feel about it, is'a sutmarrview, In the
case' of theAlcatraz trip, the Navajos In charge obviously
knew hog\they-felt once the trip was made. This is an
oversimplification of -the events surrounding this particu -,

lar phenomenon, but it is a pointed case of the manner in
which e'seemingly "irrational." approach to a problem may
be the mo's't obviously logical rationale -- if one
remembersthe Navajo wax.

Another.caSe'in point. In a'queStionnaire giver to students
at mg, a number of faculty, again mostly Anglo, were
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reported by stWents-to be popular, interested, and to
some extent even idealized by students. The§e were-
faculty whoth. the administration regarded as "agitators."
They spent a great deal. of out-of-dlass time with students,
worked hard, but also appeared to be instigating. political
.action'and involvement on the part of some students. It
is interesting that despitethe fact that students felt
these teachers to be very popular with them, attendance
checks revealed that students did not attend the classes
of these "popular" instructors with any more frequency
that they did the. classes of other teachers, and in some
cases, attended less frequently. Why?. Video tapes of one
of the most popular Anglo instructors show him, in class,
tobe very energetic, talking rapidly, moving about quickly,.,
using language not vastly different from what his New
Yorkerish-background would have predisposed him to use
with undergraduates at Columbia or Harvard. Did the -

students stay away because they distrusted his passionate,
hyperactive deportment? One wonders. The Navajo, we
recall, equates wisdom with silence and tranquility.

The irony of it is that the very qualities which c4ould,
have made this young man a reat teacher4p the Anglo
setting were the very oual ties* which insured his failure
in the Indian classroom:. nergy, deep interest In Students,
verbal competence, intell ctual involvement, enthusiasm,
'and the rest.

.

,
//

A Unified Persnec ye. In any,synoptio viev of mat, we see that
_.,.:-.../

pfacticaliy ail uman characteristics, 4. pt physical oneB-are
distributed in equal proportion across races and Mures. Intel- .

ligence,abiIity to learn, the disposition to be honest or dishonest,
.

the capacity'to love or hate, to be industrious or lazy, and so.
on, are not the exclusive province of any one group. Why one
cultural group succeeds in our schoe/s.in disproportionate numb rs
while other groups.do not is a matter of Many factors, but it
*mid ne. be amiss to account that it is b ased_on--the fact that
almost...24,sehoUling\4p the Weseetn world,-is--based on the material-
o be learned rather than on the neuroanatomicat-Ttatities of the

learning apparatus in human beings. Recent research into the
brain, especially that dealing with hemispheric specialization,
has caused some investi.viators to nclude that American education,
with its heav'y emphasis on left h s here ons, has resulted '

in "an entire, student ,body being educate lopsi dly."13 This new
L

13Bogent J. "Some Educational Aspects of Hemispheric Specializa-
.;"ion, ' The-Educator, 17:2, Spring, 1975. p. 27:

25
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body of research, together with neurophysiological discoveries.of
the last twenty years, may finally reveal the real differences in
learning modes and capabilities of people:

"Different strokes. for different folks" is a shibboleth that
accurately suibarizes the profoundest - perhaps the only .;'in4g4t
into learning which modern psychology has given us,!:, Yet the
theory of individual differences is probably the 'most ersally,
violated learning principle in American educati ers
we have glibly categorized` the..chasmic, differende_ among cultural
groupS asqdifferences in "cognitive styles." We do not knolltwhat,
that term actually means, nor have we done much about altering
educational' processes to accommodate it. -

Until very recently, n4urophysiology attributed analysis of .

sensory pdrceptons (cognition) to areas in the higher brain centers_
that receive ail.. stimuli by way of longs direct neural pathways.
We assumed that the higher brain- cenpersprocessed all these im-
pressions and the brain itself/was a single organ capable of
specialization only by virtue of access ,to regions which were
under singular control. We have ric/ come to learn, not only that
.there are at least t.-,76, apparatusealn the brain, each capable Of
cognitive processing *independently, but that processing itself
depends upon which of the three stuctural,parts of the brain
.(archi, meso and neocortex) will modiate the impulses sent to it.
There is a cell mass called Nhe reticular activating system, which
influences the ultimate ptocessing 'of sensory input by higher
braiii centers, Research has identified these reticular. pathways
as related to autonomic control and especially to the processes of
inhibition and excitation

the,reticular activating system in
It 'contains the bais of conscious:-
ban being' to react to. his environ.

This insight, makes the role of
,human behavior...all-important.
awareness, .which permits the
ment.±n his- own specific way.

6.
4

This means thatmany times reactions. to stimuli are mediated
almqst totally in the body, in the collagen system, the gelatinouS

',tissue between the Cells in which the readular activating system
is.stored-(Magoun confirbs this by his-discovery that if all
sensory pathways dare interrupted at midbrain level in an animal
it still remains as wakeful as a normal. animal-1.5). At these .times

..4 A

z
. ,

e

Deutsch, F., Body, Mind and the Sensory Gateways. Basic Books,
Inc. ,'.New York. 1962.` p. 95-1-1

.

154 gown, H.W., "Brainste, m Influences on Consciousness," Clinical
Neurosurgery, Vol. Williams and -Wilkins Co. '195Z.
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neurons ar'e,firecrin the ,brain almost immediately after-receipt '

of ImpresSionsiin-the body. At other times,; impplses are delivered'
pore_ slowly, detouring through 'the yoluntary nervous system, pick-

.

,ing up stored associations and conditionings developed by the
'repeated "emotional,V-reactions to former stimuli, before the.
impulseis relayed on to the cortex. These impressions we perceive
predominantly by what we call "affect,' Where the longest traverse,
of a stimulus is negotiated - throughbody sensation, feeling
and intellect ;- learning occurs priMarily through what we call "the. /lade - it is process through mental associations, previous
memory, ordinary and,linear, sequential presentation. The.
important consideratiOn in all this is that integration is the

,

signet of the functioning of the Syste For each experience,'
there is a' more or less concerted cog Live address' with all .

components participating. But each ask demands a different,
proportional arrangement. feelings do. not (or should not) dominate'
when logic is demanded, nor should Inking "take over" when the
body need's to respind. At the same timei? it is imperative to
remember that recent brain research denies any credibility. o the

__y'contenti6n tha. one cognitive "style" is better or more use 1

-,

..
than another; They are.simply different. .'

.

.,./.

.. ,

_.,---'

.-

Cultural Factors. ,The-re-are' indeed; th n, differences in "cognitive
styles." Though all of 'us learn in a fferent.way.at different

: timesi under different c't2iditions, we each also have our oredom-:-
1 : inatine learning ( "style.' % This individual preference for:one-

cognitive syptem over other it probably'the result 'of heredity.
and environment, quite-likely in about equal proportions.. Most
significanitly,loweve,r; it' seems to' be associated strongly with,.
'cultural abde(probably1 sexuail grodpiriP. It is fairly evident
fri5m the 'exhaustive studies in many disciplines of the American

-- Indian, that the charatteristiccideatiohal mode of the Red race
would apprOximate the intuitiVg/4Positional, non-linear way of ,. ..

know.ing, The Indian seems )a'be a '"body" person. Since the major
geographical.source of Chicano, Mexican-American and Western - ---

hemisphere Spanish - speaking peoplesis in fact. Indian (Aztec, Inca,
Toltec and'a number of earlier Andtaen c ,,ultures1we suspect that
Hispanic-Americans are- likewis=emo

.

body than head oriented.
4

The
addition of a lon0,ntermediate rgligious influence from.Spain and,'

,

:France, however, 'might have impdsed a tendency,tvemotionality-
which dilutes the pure. "body" characterization. In the, case of
B/acks; the charactetistics which literature onthe'dri17advantaged
has examined (see:below),together with such'cla9sic anthropological

,

studies of Bl.ck peoples as those o Levi-Bruhki-
,

t Turnbull, and
! /

.
'

, , -, ._ .., .:

*.. h;v1=Bruhi, L., How; Naffves Think.: WaShfngton Square, p.Y. 1966.
.

...

Turnbull; C:i The Forest'Peoble;. 'Simon andShuster.'N.Y..197?..,,.:.

,
. 2.7 .

,
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FrankfoA18 suggesilacks also .tend toward the body-feeling,
(intuitive, concrete, existential) cogni4ve-pode. Here again,
however, the.lobg and sorry tecordol White contamination of
Black culture makes classification difficult, Asians represent
a special daze, distinction's being required between Oriental,
Tibetan - Mongolian, Oceanic and Hindustani, (Western and Central
Asia) peoples. In any case, it appears one may be permitted to,
generalize, in the sense that our society has arerem§hasized the, ,.'
propositional ideation Ohehdrapproadh to educationl and that, -
disproportionate failures by groups otherwise perfectly capable
of sch4asticachievement must reflect an,Osence of techniques;
materffts and .practices which exploit the other "ways of knowing:I

While a number of researchers have,investigated some of the educa-
tional impications pf thdse insights and assuMptio is, there is
not yet a sufficient body of 'data to justify .extensive applied
studies in the field. Deppite that, we have had ever since-
the Coletan20 and Jencks 41 Reports and the decade of the civil
rights moyement, A number of observers who have reasoned -that
dicfercnces- in culturu'becpeak differences in methods, strategies.,

- and techniques; and have thus Attempted td deduce, frdm "empirical
. generaliiations, the direetions in which changes,idlOarning environ-
ments for: minority and disddvantagea students Should-proceed.
Reissman concludedtihdt be "culturally deprived" student's-learn-
_ing style -is: , ,"

p.

-1, Physical and visual rather than oral

2. 'Content -cent red rather than orm-centered'.
-

3. Externally orifpnted rather than introspective

4. ProblemLcenterether than abStract.l.centered-./
5- Inductive ratfieiwth .a de uctivean ,.

.
4,e0.''', ,.

18 .

. - 1-4.. ,;,...

Frankfort,,.H.,.1pp." ca.
s f' an,....7 "'..: ,

.
1

1,911 pil J
9 < % l

....:1_9g......, _., op. cit, % .16
-,3 i

.4(

.

20 '7 ;

Coleman, .3.; et, al., Equality of Educational Opportunity.;
Wathingtonr.D.C.:. U.S. Goyernment.Ptipting Office. 1966.

-4:10.115,1(S.C.111.9..tpdralow. 'New York. 1972.
, - -H Tn21
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Spatial rather, than temporal

. -
'7. Slow, careful; persevering (in areas of importance"'

= rather than quick, facile,' flexib1e22

In anothersstudy, Berg and Axtell, in a State-wide_canvass of
programs for erib disadvantaged in California schools, found that
the followipg "traits" seemed to be related to the learning
,be or of minority students: ,

. .
.

4*,__.

kii. Less concern with achievement resulting from - parental
7". demands for.tuedeiss.x,,,,. ,_

...- --- .

2. ;Less concern for iptroSpectiori and competition-with
one's self;

.,
'

3. Capacity'for Close and loyal relatiobships.
,

A. Resourcefulness in coping with difficult life conditions.

5. lbsight as a result of bicultural experiences..
I

.6. Less abstract_in thinking - emphasize content, rather
than fatal. .

7. Tnductive" rather. than deductiv&,.
.

8. Limited tendency to generalize.

, 9. Tend to depend more on real life, encounters than on"
symbolic experience in'developing ideas.

. . - .

10. Less motivated by sybabolic rewards:-
,

)- -
.

11. Opals tend to befimmediate, self-centered and OtilVtarian.23
,

.

.

.

As can readily be seen, there is remarkable congrUence.between
Reissman's and Berg-Axtell's assessment and a stelk,ing.first-levgl
,adumbration of what effeqive.approaches to dtfferent learning.

1.---environments for 14.1.riQrity students might be. The tendency to

-.

Reissman, F., The-Culturally Denrilled Child. Harper and Rbw.
1 New York. 1962. P. 73.

23Berg,
E.., and D. Axtell. Programs. for Disadvantaged. in Californ,iar

Yera37ta Camunity Colleke:District ,1968.

%,
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motivated'by real, rather than symbolic rewatds, for instance .

-...(ntiMber 10- above) ,is strangely-cogpatple with the'microsociety
appro4ch used so effectively in some ghetto schools-in New york24-

'-ior'the still-burgedning trend toward work-experiepte, on-the'-job.,
and worIcrstudy,progrptes in vocational education for minority ,,
studafits, -1.- '

.

. I . .

derived
, -Oui-d-egii:e ti5 conduct some preliminary reearch into4this area

. from three' main Concerns:.
-- s

-. s . ..
s

1. Vocational education, since.it was content-'.and problem.-
.centeaa;-less abstract than the rest of the school
curriculum; externally as well as. physically:and-vigually

,- oriented; and certainly spatial; seemdd, a natural cu_rric-
_ uium focus-to which substantial numbers of minority

..,ra students would-be Attracted. They.were hot. ,/

- 2. A great many educational innovations .of the past,decade="
. -- lfr-pguage- labs, videotape, flexible scheduling:micro-1',

units df instruction, studentparticipation.in governance,;
- , and much els& suggested that many of the f.indings'of

.research quCh as ::e have summarized -abode mightd,have pre'-
.

.
ci?itated an acceleration of implementation of.SZIch
innovations as were especially related5to the different

-.7 learning styles of minoritids. We wished sto Palow,if they,
hid beers andifethey were effective-in attraqin=4and

.

(--
, t,_retaining minority students., . 1 .

".11.

.
3. We "wished to know whethei there existed any relatlonship.

.
between currently successful vocation9.1 education 1)rogizamd,
anti the tettinlques,'organization and teaching styles , ...,

suggesta by the mgst recent findings with respect to .,
`different cognitive processes,, and vicerversa: whether
lesaosuccessful programs were-conspicuous for their ex-

. cluVlon of techniques, strategies and teaching,;styles '
derived from, or implied by, such "research./ ..

J .

Su-nrci:Ity The problem is `the proportionally small number of.miliOrity
'Ttudents who enroll in and, successfully complete vocational educa-
tion programs. On the basis orlearning characteristics ofminbrity,
students and the concrete, 'teal" nature of occupational training,
One would expect. that it would. attract and retain-substantial _ ..-

, * . ,
.- ,

. ....,,. *..P. .. ,

,... I,

_1>

GLilt
417 r

The Mitrosbciety," Newsweek; Vol. LXXIX1 No. 24. June 12 1972.
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numbers of these pupils. Records indicate that thiS, is not the
case.

Recent research into bemispheri4lateralizationof the brain and
of neutopbysidlogy as related to learning have. implica-

.tions which.suggest a number of seriogs deficiencies in current -
-.Approaches'to educapon for All students and also projects some

. viable suggestions for change. The current study was mounted
with the intention of identifying the extent to vhich'methods,
techniqdes and strategies of vocational education progr:ms reflect
. these new. insights and to establish if the presedce or absence of
certain strategies, methods,or pradtices associated with these
recent learning insights aff t enrollment, retention and success
of :minority students in vocat bnal education,programs. -

t

S.

,
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The objectives of the project'were essentially four:
. ' 1 ,

. 1. -The first: to identify vocational education §rograMs,
patticularly urban school programs., that are presently.
presumed to be meeting the, special needs of-specific
groups of minority students.

. /- _
,

/
- 2. The second; ,to'identify within these tuccessful pro- /

- grams instructional and motivational techniques and
strategies" that are, or,have"heen, effective in attract
ing and retaining minority,students in vocational train-
ing programs. . . 3 -

S. TM third: to describe these successful methods tech-'
,- piques,, approaches, and strategies in complete enough

't, detail so'that they can be-used by vocational teachers
. - in other Schools across t . he country . '

,

4..;.... N
4! The fourth: to reccimmeqd td6Ols of vocational education
', programs representing at least five different categories

of-vocational:instruction (wpmenls vocations, unionized ,

crafts,.- business careerSIsemi-professional areas and-
new careers) whiCh, in the judgment of the contractor, ..

would attractiand,retain students from each of the follow-'

O

.

0

I. GOALS AD OBJECTIVES OF

THE PROJECT

I

4-.111.

0

ing ethniC.groups: American Indian; Black, Spanish-spraking,
.and Asian.

4 ..
,r.

-...
.

A secondary set of,objectivgkcOatituted a aulisidiary,study:
.2 1. T6 determine what elements in vocational education pro-**

grams, especially in the instructional setting, are .

--,

43.
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-

al ,
.4. . - .

.. .
.

erceived to be the causes ok minority students' resis-'
1././Ptance to enrolling and, persisting in such programs.

determine
i

2, To e what elements in vocational educatihn_

i
programs,'especialri.in the instructional setting,, are
perceived 'to be.accpptable and attractiire.tofminority

j Students.
> / i

3. .To derive some practical and useful inferences concern-
ing the particular elements most often associated with
Yless successfuL" an "more successful" programs identified

. . in the study: -4, .-
. . k

.
. .

The "elements" studied .were charadteristics',hetbods, conditions,
techniques; strategies, organizational arrangements, etc.,1which
seemed to be logidal extrapolations (i,e., implementatios);of .,
knowledge verified; indicated, suggested, hinted.or otherwise
implied by the latest rese4x.rh findings on learning styles and
learning characteristics of minOrity.students. 'the tacit acsuip'--
Lion was that most minority students would relatellpositively to
an enviyonment which included palpable recognition of the special
characteristics of minority students and to ahredominanti, non-
linear teaching style suggested as typical o minority cultures.

`-.
.

.
41.

Six functional areas of school operations w re studied, With an
emphasis in the exploration on elements_within each area Fhich.
exemplified an jplementation of,. or capitalization upon, tech-
niqueL, methods. And practices.,suggesed by these two fronts of -,
contemporary research.

;

This emphasis is 'reflected in ',he instruments used in the survey,
in observations conducted at individual school sites and in other
r alelated-methodologic concerns', it is described in appropriate
sections which follow.

334
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.Pli.O.JE-CT DESIGN AND PROCEDURES

-1

A.. -Project Design

The eontract,for which this.repore represents a final summary was
awarded on,July'l, 1974% It was one of eleven which the Division
of Research within--the Bureau of Occupational and` Adult Education,
funded ion FY74 under"Seetion-1310) of PL 90-576, Part C: It
sought. to identify techninues,./mehodi and. approaches in ,vocational
education which are successful in meeting the.pareicular needs of
minority"$tpden. The focus of the methodology was a canvass of,
the school districts ,serving the major metropolitan areas of the

.couatry. -Vocational.education courses:4(3r programs) in. five
*categories --,new careers; semi-professiona% traditional women's
occupations; union crafts areas; And business careers 7- with
sizeable minority enrolments were. to, be identified,, and those
with high and low attrition rates.isolated and

to samples of teachers and students. The objective was to /questionnaires

determinp the factors in a number of areas (instruction, supportive
services, etc.) which were associated with 'more successful" and
"less successful" programs, It was the hope, after analysis of
the data received, that models of voeational programs could be
constructed within the five categories of programs previously
mentioned, for.four discrete ethnic groups: American Indian,
Blacks, Hispanic and Asian-American.

0

-r

'

Execution of the contract was oiganized to take place in six (6)
phases; some.. of them overlapping: -

-
,a

e
4,

t ,

1, lahninkand Conceotualizat n (2 mon ) in which the <
re eh design was to be inalized;,an advisory committee,.
selected.; and the univers of prograMs from which the
ultimate sample viould b Selected Was to be defined.

.

a
34.
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2

. r

.Review and ,Analvsis (2, months) --. in which contact with.
the-13'.terature, agencies, school districEsand other .

, sources of information was to be establiShe0; instruments
for data collection wou -be constructed; approval of .

instruments by the Proj ct Officer and OMB, if netessary;
. was to be obtainedpiran a field test of instruments

3. Data Collection and Collation.(6.months,) -- in which travel
itineraries for .site visits ,were developed; 43 format
profiles of,programs to aggregate data from questionnaires
was developed;and mailing of tquestionnaireS wasdompleted.

. .completed.

4.. Fieldltuvev (3 months) -- in which site visits 'were made
,.

and teachers* staff and students interviewed. '-'

5. Models Development (1 month) -- in which analysis was mane"
to extract moduiat elements associated with successful .

vocational education programs for minority students.

6. :Writing and Review -- 1n which a-pieliminary final retort,
to be submitted to the advisory committee and Project
Officer for review was viritten and submitted. as a com-
prehensive final report on all project activities.

e performance schedule projected fifteen, major tasks to be
completed in the project:

I-. Refinement of the: Sur rey Design and Detailing of the
'Statement of Work. _ ,

.a. 2. Selection of an AdviSbrj ommittee

3: .Selection of Sample Programs

4. Review of the Literature-

S.** Instrument Construction

6. OMB and Projct Officer Approval of Instrumerits.

7. Field Test ofInstruments

8. Mailing,of Course PrOfile Forms

9. 'Mailing of Questionnaires.to Students and Teachers

10.? Development of Profiles and Frequency Summaries for
Responding Sites and classes-

.

. ti

0
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it Selectionaof Sites for Visits, Schedule Vibitations
and Develop SitelVtgit Observation CheckpList .

12. Visitation of Sit's
4r

13. Prpcessing and An4yeis-o All Data ,.. -

.-. . .

, : 14. Development. of; 1,1o4of'ls Succesgful Programs
.

.,,
. 7

.

15. Writing and Suhp4sionof the' Final 'Report,
.. .

. ,
.
. .

Each of these major task'areas is'clescribed in greater detail.
below.

,

Phase I of the original.pr8Posal was designated as the Planning
PhaSe, with thp.major objective of setting the stage for an'
effective study. To that end, the following tasks were completed

B. -Procedures Followed

in Phasp I:

'TASK 1 -- REFINEMENT .OF THE WORK,PLAN
.

,

At the time of negotiation .(May 15-20) of the contract, the'funds
available for execution of the statement of work were re4uced by
one-third from the initially requestdd total. The reduction,
principally in'persohnel (the research associate position was
deleted and consultant service was reducdd to ten days). and in
travel (reducedsby almost h41f); necessitated a reduction in the,
responsibility oZ the advlwry committee and as well in a reduced
consideration of rural vocational education programs in the ,

survey. . .-,,,

...

14
An abstrct of these changt,was submitted to the Project Offer
'n Nay 21, 1974, and a detailed revised work plan was submitted
on July 16, 1974. , ,

. .

4 O a

The principal changes in the' ,statement of work as outlined iii. the
July 16 revision Were:.

a . . the emp as is on urban. progra Me' project ered/
to ±ocus n the higly.'sc oo/ v ational.educatio pro ams

, in the districts salt' g-- fif y largest cities t the

U.S. In addition co ty liege programs a
approximately fifte.ep exempla man wer programs wer= to
be included. ,All references to.rural programs were del

/e
d.

////

4

117
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-

..

the responsibilityReduition'7in e -of the advisory com-
mlitee.The.advisory committee, originally to be com-
posed of, nominees supplied by 1Iie contractor and cognizant
representatives of the Bureau of occupational and Adult
Education, was to meetbi-montfily. With the severe reduc-

tt3on in consultant, travel and per diem monies, the compo-
. 'ition of the adyisory committee was changed to include

only nominees of the contractor, and its function re- ordered
, to review- of instruments and reports.

,

c`

c. EEphesis on elements within the instructional setting.
Where the original iroposal focused on-a number of-cate-
gories of elements which were thought to be influential' in
determining success or failure of voc-ed programs fox*
minorities -- community relations, placement services,
recruitment, promotion, planning, etc. -- the revision
of July 16 sought to narrow the dbmain of influences to
one over which the vocational teacher and/or the school
site had some appreciable control -- the classroom and
instructional setting. Teacher characteristics, materials,
.equipment, scheduling and such other items were within
the immediate jurisdiction of the teacher were highlighted,
and a commensurate attenuation of other categories. was
made

O

d. Stren?:thenin,c; of the methodology which -compared "more
successful' and "less successful' programs. The emphasis
in the original proposal was on. "successful" factors:It. The
objectives, and to some extent the methodology, was re,.
vised on July 16 to accommodate an. identification of-
elements Which were "perceived by ethnic minority students
to be causes of resistance to enrol-III-1g and persisting" in
voc-ed programs. The revision sought to take greatet
notice of factors associated with unsuccessfUT programs.
Moreover, the measures of success' were reduced to a single
criterion: persistentC or holding. power of the.course.

e. Further refinement of the scope of work. The revised
.scope of mixk as submitted on -July 16 was borisidered by
.the Project Officer and kndOledgeable staff, in the Research
Division Office. It was their judgment that the "emphasis'
on s{iccessful (exemplary) programs was too duplicative of
survey efforts which had been underta en by another Califor-
nia co tractor for the Department of Education in that
state. dditionally, the Division recommended that the
emphasis o instructional element's be broadened. Accordingly,
d second rev ion of -the statement of work was completed .

after a visit Washington,, D.C. by the kto'ect Director'',
and Submitted on AuguSt 27, 1974.

.
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The. salienz_changes iff the second revision were:
. ,

a. The focus in methodology and analysis, on "more succees-
full' and 'less stccessful".progrPms. The instruments and
data collection" exercises andthe contract were altered to
permit, on the basis of a single,criterion, attrition
rate, the separAtion of all programs canvassed into "high" .

Itand low It batag these strata to be aeteimined by a sorting
of those programs which fell one-half standard devi ion
above and one-half standard deviation below the' n for
all program surveyed. rt also'developed that e- "high's
and "low' categories would be the programs from which
samples for visitation, comparison and analysis of factors. -

associated with success would be selected.
., . -1

b% The expansion of categories of elements from 1. single
protocol -- intructiod"-- to six (6) functional- categories.
,While the original, proposal.sought to associate-a tToetr
range of factors with success in meeting the needs of
minority, students, this range was included in a single
category -- factors in- the instnictional (classroom)
setting deemed to be within the control of the teacher-
and/or site administrators. .The second revision broadened
and ,diStributed all factors into six (6) functional areas:

.1. Teadher.Characteristics

2. Teaching- Techniques -
3.

,

School.Environment
' .

4. Supportative Services

5. Participation of Parents and, Community

6. OrganizaE1365i-ForMat'

(111.6 revised work plan submitted on August 27 was:accepted and
approved.

TASK 2 -- SELECTION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE (1.

Task 2 became essentially a respOnsibility to nominate and select
persons,to serve on a document review panel, to the. study. The re-
duction'of travel and consultant money at,the beginning of the
survey decreed that the contractor select:a minimum number ,of
.knowledgeable vocational education' experts who would be represen-
tative of the ethnicity and educational levels;of the populations
,to be surveyed, and that they be in faiily clo$e proximity"40
the. contractor. "

38
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To that end,
,permanent ad
on the same
as alternate

1. Mar
E as

lye 'individuals were nominated as the continuing,
sory_committee members and five others, sel.ected'

asis as the continuing complement, agreed .to serve
. The continuing,membership.was composed .of the

us Contveras,'Program Director,
Bay Skills Center, Oakland, California

2. E est'Jones, Deputy Superintendent,
St Louis Public Schools, St. Louis; Missouri

3. Kunitani, Public Education Representative,
Ca fornia State Department of Employment Development,
Jaercgley, California

4. Jacl. MiChie, Dean of Vocational Education,
Long Beach City College, Long ,Death, California

5. Ralph Davis, Acting Dean of-liEiuction,
Navaj Community College, Tsaile,, Arizona

The alternate rnbership-was comprisqd of he following:

1. Cliffora Frazier, Director, y
Communit, Film Workshop Countil,,New York City, New York

2. Marshall Rogers, President
- Los Angel=s County Native American Empolyees

' Wssociatio Los Angeles, California .

3. Hubert Moli a, Spanish- American Education' Specialist,
Southwest R gional Education Laboratory,Seal Beach,
California

4. Neil V. Sull van,'Professor
School of Ed cation, Long Beach
Long Beach, C lifornia

William IfOore,
Department of
Ohio State Uni

The drafts, of the (Ives
to each of the permanen
Significant corrections
in wording .of a numbu
questionnaires.

1.

t

qtateUnpersity,
(

Professor ti

ducatiQn
ersity, Columbus, Ohio -

I

onnaires and- sheets were submitted
advisory committe ',embers for their review.

bx two of the me 11.. s resulted in changes Tri-

f items- on both the eacher and student
\
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Ikgr3 SELECTION OFcp1PLE PROWS

..By-desitn intoiwork plan, a final sample of thirfSr--fiive woea\-
. tional dducation progr , from urban high school. or K -i,2 sChodl

ity colleges with vocation-al: prograisdiStricts; from ur a II
and fiom exemplary adult manpower training programs, was to be
selected after completion of a number of methodological exercises.. ,

One set of such exercises represented, a series of contacts with
thedistriCts serving the latgeSt cities of .tie U.S.

State Departments of Education. Beginning on July 11, the first
-of one set of-exercises was initiated. 'A letter was sent to the
director of voc-ed in the state department of edUcation of each.,
of the fifty states.. These representatives of. state systems were
asked to identify any vocational education programs at any leVel
which had experienced particular success serving minority clients.
The yield was relatively productive, with notable contributiions
from the states of Florida, New Mexico, Michigan, Colorado, .New
YOrk, Texas, Wisconsin, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. Each-of these
states indicated programs they considered exemplary and supplied
names and contact personnel at each of the sites where - programs'.

..were. being 4onducte

The exercise thus inaugurated disclosed a basic complication in the
process of pin-pointing particular programs and particular cogniz-L
ant personnel who'could serve as contact representatives. While
the persons at the State Ievk could nominate programs, it developed
that a second contact, with the program itself, was necessary to
establish whether "Up.contractox:coulctcotint on the program s .

atparticipation and/ inclusion in the Study. In every case, these
second contacts eventuated in athird;'the program Was alwayi
under the jurisdiction' of a city school district: approval for
participation was prerogative of the superintendent. As a result,
a second canvass' was initiated, an invitation to superintendents
of the high school districts serving the larges Cities of the.U.S.

Superintendents of the Largest U.S. School Districts. On September
16, a letter was sent to thesuperintendents, serving the sixty-six
largest school districts in the U.S., inviting them to participate
in the Study,'and asking theth to name a contact perSon to act' for
the district in collecting information. Thirty-one of the-dis-
tricts -reSpOnded in the a rmative; those which declined, in
almost all cases pleaded tha the number.of studies already being

,conducted in their schools rep sented an dkhausting burden. In
some few cases, the districts were skeptical_of the availability
of classes of dalarequired by the stiOy census and drop-out
data by ethnic/rOial groupings. AgAn, the 'Contacts with super- '

intendents-invariably produced a second required contact, with a
.person named by the_ supeAntendent to, act asa liaison, usually an

t

*

/

4
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T.

atsOistanesuPerintendent or a superVisor of vocational educatidp._
and this in turn, a third contact, with the principal' of the .parN
ticular school, who often required a fourth contact, Agida a .

counselor or voc-ed coordinator-before we could approach teachers
and students. Other details, particular.to ehe modus. o e andi
of certain districts; served to,complicat d.leEETEen t e pfocess
_Of isolating programs for study., For one thi many districts-
hav,e prescribed. routines for approving requests or. research in
their schools: This procedure in some cases is quite cuMbersome.
Indianapolis, for instance, requires thecompletion of a lengthy
form' to be subMitted to a re -arch Committee, complete. with in-
struments, sampling procedur- etc. The lead-time for receipt

. .

Of approval-is considerable. ,,
....,-

.

. 1

Other complications arose 'fro,' parallel studies being conducted in
the districts contacted: Detroit, Michigan and Portland,, Oregon
had just completed extensive vo -ed research in their schools and,
were reluctant to impose on sta f and students again. Both these
districts graciously consented share results of their studies
with us.

One final development, f-!...2 i7iport nt effects of which did not
become fully known until some mon s later, occurred.in the case
Of the Orange County Schdols Or ando, Florida. Orlando -wished
to participate in the survey, but equested clarification oT the
Family Educational,Rights and Priva y Act of 1974 with respect to
release of student ilfsrmation. We made a quick telOahone survey
of three large distrOts in'the San rancisco Bay Area .-to deter-
mine how other districts were interp eting the Act. . We were told
that release of student names and aa resses without ,parental per-
mission constituted "no problem." Act was interpreted to pre-
vent the release of evaluative info i tion test'scores, disci-
plinary referrals, "etc. Statistical nformatiorr -- addresses,'
names, enrollment, drop-out, etc. was eld to be public knowledge.
We thus notified our Project Officer o the potentialities in this,
contingency, brit` felt that, the study . *uld proceed without serious
interference from any adverse conseque ces resulting from implemen-
tation of the 'Federal statute. , .

On December 5, immediately after,receips of not from the Project ,

Officer that OMB,cledrance of our study nstruments would not be
required, a kit was sent to each of thir y-one districts who' had
by that trove signified willingness to pa ticipate., Included in
the kit were: , ;

1. a syiapsis of the purposes, letho
of the study, :y

41,
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ology and work plan
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2. a sp cimen.of the course profile sheet,.. .

" 3. 'a 'over letter explaining general information about'
the survey..

0

The kits/were forwarded to those persons designated as contacts
by superintendents. The items included in the kit are. exhibits
in Appendix A o this report.

Other Cities and Programs. Since the first mailing of invitatiaris
to participate, did nbt yield a sufficient sample o,f programs, a
second' mailing of an itt4tation was made to thirty-three smaller
cities, including a number who had not responded to the initial
offer, direCted again to the superintendents, 'In addition,
invitationl were sent to thirty-one ,selected commurlity colleges
serving urban areas near the high school districts already con-
firMed as participating.

Finally, mailings were made December 2 to thirty-four special
programs which had been recommended earlier to us by consultantsl,
universities and state dellartment'ssof.edAtion as exemplary
minprity programs

.

On Dece
cities, w
pate-. Fr
of the nu

r 31, 1974, there were fifty,(50) programs, in'as many
had Confirmed acceptance of the invitation to partici-

m January I on, however, there began a gradual erosion
er of par.dipating programs. Chicago, Los Angeles and

Buffalo 10.thdrew outright on the basis of restrictions imposed by,
the EducationarRigh,lzs and Privacy Acct,. which had become, effective
November 19, 1974. ,,,P,ittsburgh,advised us that the Act and district
regulations, preventeAidisclosure of student names and addresses,
but indicated that a 'personal meeting with parents to explain the
questionnaire might produce approval. .That offer camp too late
(Mid -Nay) for realistic acceptance. Others Gary, Indiana, Denver,
Colorado; Navajo,Cammunity College,Arizoba;.Toledo; Ohio;
Long Aeach, California -- either could not'reiease students' names
to us as a matter of poliby or.did not have adequafe records to

,identify students in the categories, or classifications required.
Louisville, Kentucky becarie, involved in a unification-desegregation
issue which produced problems, thZt obliged that district to with-
draw. Indianapolis and Minnea:polis4 after processing our formal

.
applications to conduct the.research in their schools reluctantly
disapproved the request. Areorganization of districts in Jersey.
City, New. Jersey created a record.problem'which forced the North
Bergen jurisdiction to withdraw. As of March 21, thirty -eight
programs still remained in, the study, but-',of these, only thirty-

. one had.returned Course Profile Forms, and, four of that number
had not submitted. lists of student names and addresses.

.
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These are the thirty:-one districts which had returned Course P'ro-file- Forms as of March 21', 1975: .

1. Atlanta, Georgia

Bakersfield, CalifornF ia

Brigham City, -Utah
sz (Intermountain School)

4: Browning; Montana

17. Ilinneapolis Minnesota'
18. '''Milw'aukee, Wisconsin'

19. Norfolk,, Virginia ..
20. Oakland, -California
21.

5. 'Charleston, ..South Carolina
22.

6." Charlotte, North Carolina
23.7. Cincinnati; Ohio

8. Cleveland, Ohio

9. Denver, Colorado

10:- Des Moines, Iowa.

11. Lauderdale, Florida
12. Fresno, California
13. Hartfortl ,-,eonnecticu't

,

14. Kansas City, Missouri
'('Penn State Community

College)

15.' Las Cruces, New MexicO

Long Beach,' California \
(Long Beach Comnitinity

College)

Orlandoi Florida

Pho'enik, Arizona

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

I

24.* Rochester, New York

25. Rock Springs, Wyoming
(Western 'Wyoming Community'

College)

26. San Jose, C 'fornia-
.

27.: St. LOuis, Missouri
.st. Paul, klinnesot.

29. Seattle, Washington
.

30. Wichita, Kansas-

'31. Yon4rs, New York

A

Long: Beeach Communit College had submitted- an aggregate enrollmenti summary for wobatio al classes which was not usable in that form;On March al, we ten letters to _the, remaining districts- who had .a-onfirmed-.a 'desire to -participate and who had not forwarded ProfileSummary Fijrms. These were the participating districts who had 4fotyet .responded- at that-- time:

.t." Baton, Rouge,'LouiSiana" , - 2. .Cheye:nne, Wyoming,,
.(Cont'a)' .. , .44 \
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"

"

Gary,'.. Indians-

- a

4. ,Harrisburg, Pennsilvania

_
11. Knoxville, Tenpes.see

6, LitKville, Kentucky ,

4/
. , ,

. 14: Sioux City, IOwa
7.1 New Orlea0;" uisiana

11

t

12. San-Diego, California
(Sfin.Diego Qommunity 4

Colleg0

Sheer 144e, Visoftsin
dianhead'Dist,55.et,-

a hTorth Bergen, ew. Jersey2 P

9. Philadglphia, Pennsylvania

10. Pro4derice, Rhode IslAd
- 4 it

11. Riverside, California
(Riverside -City Colleg0

_ 15. Tampa, Florida

16, *Toledo, chin

. 17: saile, Arizona
(Navajo Community Collegels

18i. Tulsa, Oklahoma
(Tulsa County)'

traveled to'Washington,.
nd:Nz; with.s ecialists in d .sa ivantaged education to iden-

tify' i fhei file exemplary prograiad. Barbara Kemp, State
VrogramR And Service Branch, his . Velm Brawer, Specie4ist in the

/-.Retearch Branch, lieSsrs. Duffs and Kay racek: in the Research
sion, Vs. Glee Saupder, Voc-Tech Spe were all contacted
and gave t it `assistance. in most i stances, they had little data
°recurrent p c,rams which fit the des ription of the exemplars for
which we were s

lthes
(Mr, o Ei

/Foster) were
lAoduce "any
.

-

Earlier'contacts,wi
..Adviser, Office of Ed
ences provided through fr. Joel H, gisos Associate Director,

arching, but referre

1

turnus,in tu to other.sources.
National Centr. fo Educational Statistics

and the'OfTice of Youth Development (Dr. Robert
owed up by Dian, bui their search failed to .

ledge of 14a" in air area of concern. ..

USOE thrpugh 111.-brieanna-Syphax, Senior
BOAE, and laterrefer-.1.

--'''-,-,-- Thformatibp_and Field Services OibaograAy_Series 21 to 25)
'.- from the Centex. for Vocational Educationl-Ohi6 State University,

\ kic-
.

proved--of limited,value., ., A
-

.

./

-0.
The finalAud t on sources.espepi 1Xy devoted to our area of

_concern was-t at if any, dir.ct research effort had been
previously expended on the precise'f ctOrs of interest in the
preient atudy. - v

, .

. , ..
un

.. .

. A rested studyundertakers by a Cki opnia film fOr.the.State
.. Department of Education in Sacxament 'also offered no appreciable
. - ssistance: 'the al rettt.Or Was pr cipally a process formulation

. t <-
,

.
. d

4,, a

C-

'
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for vop-ed (minority) 13rosrams in a. restricted number of dimen sions
approximating the twelve functions of yocdtonal education wIliCh
are part of .'systems approaCh useskin the state plans in
California. No relationships'arp drawn between successful and-un-
successful program processes: the assessments are basically case
studies Of different successful approaches, anamodeling is;not
developed. One feature of ,4this recent study has important implica-
tions for the prdsent effort, however. The study was unable to
isolate any vocational education programs which attract a high
proportion of.Asian-American or Orientalstudents. This agreed.
with our own experience. Welad thought that.Hawaii,. New York'
and California would provide programs in which Asians were prom-
inent in the enrollment, 'but large cities in all 3 of these states
-indicated that they couIdnOt participatd in our study. Indeed,
as .the 'study developed, we -CouAd we could not identify any specimen
programs. for Asian-Americans elsewhere, Apr did we find Asians ,in

any.but microscopic proportions in the,,, enrollments of the classes
we fienal,ly included, from 28 cities.'

.

-

bn .As a deauding exercise in a search fot.exemplary programs, tne
Project Director attended the Conference on Vocational Education
Research at the Twin Bridges Marriott Hotel on November 3-5.

While all of the grantees attended, and many fruitful contacts .

and disclassions -ensued durinz the conference, little substantive
information directly relating to .out; -Stay was obtained.-

The contract, was also in continual contact during the contrast
`year with Dr., Edgar Parsons and Mr. Jim Hughes of Systems Sciences,
Inc., Chapel Hill, North qarblIna, who had a contract in the same.

4 prioriCy area and with bhom we 'have shared information. Again,
the useful/less of the information exchanged was limited, since
the focus of the SSI study was only_ superficially congruent with'
our own.

TASK 5 INS RUMENT CONSTRUCTION-

There were th ee tasic instruments used for collectidn of data in:'
the* project: 1

.
...

1. Course Profile summary -- on which contract persons in '''''----L-,/

. school districts indicated: programs (or courses) which had
substantial minority enrollment in five subjeet categories
-- new careers, pre-profe6ional businessgnibn crafts
and traditibnally women's OccUpations,-- andalso the
be&inning and, ending enrolltgents,for minority students
for the most recently Available period... Wording on the

. profile' summary was' such,ap.to .permit "completion by high
/

i schosis.and community colleges as well as adult programs.
... *I 6 14 ,

I.

or^

.-

45 ,

..
,
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2. Teacher Questionnaire - completed by teachers- of the
courses -named on the Course Profile .Summary Forms.

3., StVent Questionnaire -- completed by dropped students
in "more successfur.4.abd "less successful" programs .

Before construction of the instruments, a letter canvass was Made
(on August 28) of fourteen city school districts and.community

.colleges to ascertain "the mbst, effective means" by whidh
districts could identify progtams.of'interest to us, and could
judge the accessibility of "records, reports or other sources of
information which would yield,racial/ethnic census and course
completion data on individual' courses or programs." The follow7
ing districts were canvassed:

1. Atlanta, Georgia 8.

2, Birmingham, Alabo-ma 9.

3. Boston, Nassachusetts. NewYork, New York

.4. .Chicago, Illinois '11.

Hondlulu, Hawaii

Nashville, Tennessee

5. Cincinnati, Ohio

6. Compton; California . 12.
(Compton: College DiStrict) -

13. Portland, Oregon

e

Oakland, California 1

(Peralta Community College
District)

Phoenix, Arizona

7,, El PaSoi Texas-
14. St. Louisfrissouri

Responses were received2from six of the districts. They ranged
froth an expression of inability to provide.the data in categories..
requested -- Hondlulu -- through a disinclination to participate
at all -- Portland -- to the. provision of actual data -- St. Louis.
One respondent -- Nashville -- referred us to the-Research -,a

Coordinating Unit for the State of Tennessee, indicating that the .

RCU kept all census data the...major cities and could provide it
to us'for a fee. Sfecifieinsights for construction of data 4
collection instruments-were unfortunately of mixed value:

Several iterations of the instrumentA were produced and tentative
final versions submitted to the Project Officer on -September 17.

.Minor changes Were made by the BOAE Division and ccinveye0 t6 us
Eby telephone on October 301 . .

t

On November 18;t.copies of all three- instruments were mailed to
, .

the five Members of the advisory committee fOr their review and.

p.

I "k
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correetion. Suggestioni for changes in wording 0 items or'-
,

deletion /inclusion of additional, items and other**ammetlis were
received from three of the members. The instruments appear as

'exhibits in Appendix B. -

TA.Sit 6 -- AGENCY"(0116) AI5PROVAL OF INSTRUMENTS
"Mt

On October 15, 1974, two Copies of a five-Page syno&is of; the
methodology of the study, designated "Detail to Accompany Request
for Approval of Survey Indtruments by. Office of tlane.gement and
Budget (OMB)," was forwarded to the Project Officer, Mr. Mario
George, for his use in secufing such approval if it developed
.that it was necessary.

As.of November 18, one month lOter, we had releiv d no official
_ -

word as to 'the ecossity of OMB approval and Loma ded a letter
to th t eefect 'to -the Project: Officer. ,-

. . .
.

On over r 27, the Project Officer telephoned to ijform us that
the decision had been,pade that since "the nature and purposes
of (our) instruments end the Vocational Educatitn Reoearch (BIER)
grant p,rogram provide the basis for a rationale thas:IFederal

.

require=ents to be met for develop=dnt and uzilization of survey
instruments by contractors. (pro tit - :raking agencies) in. VER
activities should be the same as those to be met by.grantees (non-
profit making agencies)," we did 'need 01,Tapproval.

./

Subsequently, on December 2 1974, we received written corifirtha-
..

tiag of this intelligence prom Mr. George. i

TASK 7 -- FIELD-TEST OF INSTRUMENTS'

Early in October, contactwas made with Mr. WilliaM fortman,
Coordinator of Vocationalldueation,'Oakland, Tub is Schools, for
possible field-testing of the instruments with Oakla d high school
vocational instructors and selected drop-outS f om t e 1973-74
zchoot year. ; ;

Mr. Fortpan obtained approval of Oakland 'Schools
IkTartilent, canvaSsedihis 4nsEriVtors and ;asked for
All vete supplied with a 'synopsis of the methodology
copies-of the instruments and othqegeneral,informat
project:

On December 12, Mr. Forman" provided 114with the name
of seven vocational teachers, one each from a like n
different high'Schools, and the names and addresses o

58
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students who it -.ped the course taught by that instructor the,:
preceding schop Fourteen of the twenty-three questionnaires,
seven from teachers and seven from students, were returned completed.

Two of the dropped students' addresses proved to be unusable. 'Con -

structive suggestion44 but no adverse comments, were received from
all of the respondents; all indicated they had no dikfiguity,
completing the instruments easily and rapidly.'

Teachers participating in the field-test-qere paid an honorarium
of ten (10) dollars for completing the queltionnaire. Students;
whO had a shorter instrument to complete, were paid five (5)
dollars each.

1 41

TASK8 BAILING OF COURSE PROFILE FORM'

Beginning Janugry 15 as per schedule, Profile Summaries were mailed
to the approximately fifty (50) prograns who at that time had sig-
nified intentions to participate. By March- 15 and it took that
long, to obtain some responses -- Only thirty-one districts

thereturned'the'form: AS described earlier, at .least one of the
profile suromaries could not be used, others did not t-haTie courses
to fit all categories; some provided only names and agdresses,of,
teachers, indicating Fedara1 cr local Idgiclation pro ibited re ...ase
of student information; an,a some did not provide eith r teacher
or student names and addresses. A re-mailing of a r quest for tie
Course 'Profile Summary Form to. those distribtswohdnot repl ed,
including those where we needed better informati s made on
Narch 21. Ile Waited until April 15 for responses: B that time
only one (1) additional profile was received, and. also disappoint-
ingly, notices from at least a.half-dozbn other district. .that
circumstances now prevented them from taking part p tha extrac-
tion of data was proving exceedingly difficult. Since he selectiog
of a sample foesite visitation was dependent upon the. crop -out
rates in classes reported on the Course Profile Summa ,'we were
obliged to wait until at least most, of the fifty-odd, eturns were
in.before developing itineraries for site visits. As it developed;
thirty-one progrAms proved to be the final number which we could

-a_ include' in., the A third follow-up of cities whidh failed
" to follow through on.ineentions to participate revealed a basic

inability to complete 66 exercises necessary,.due to: .(1) the
implied or actual restrictionsjamposed by the Educational Rights
and Privacy Act; (2) the, inability of school record systems to
.identify racial/ethnic enrollments in individual classes and in
drop =out counts; (3) the fundamentallOabikity of school'dfstricts
to accommodate formal research inquiries; Ad (4) a substantial
and genuine wish to cooperate in external evaluations, but a_ deep
structural indifference to the urgency of deadlines, statistical .

-
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or accuradyr!required`to conduct suciviresearch. These
is are amplified in a later section of the report.

6

/
TASF 9 -- NAILING OF QUESTIONNAIRES TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

, . , 0 ..

MaAings of. questionnaires to students and to tedhets'was begun
Ap it 1.

Two hundred and sixty-eight (268) navies and addresses of dropped
students were provided us on the Courde Profile Summary sheets;
and one hundred era twenty-one (121) 'names of teachers. There

ifteen (15) classes represented which had no drop-out for
th criod reported (and conseqUently, no student names), and

'..eleven (11) programs which gave teacher names, but no student
,names and addresses. For the classes which had no drop-out and
for those programs which could not supply names and addresses of
drop-outs, we revised verb tenses in the questionnaire to accom-
modate currently enrolled students in the classes for which we had
data, and.requested that teachers distribute these to a selected
sample of minority students in their classes, thus obviating the
need of obtaining their names and addresses. We mailed two
hundred twenty five (225) questionnaires for such distribution
to current psi:dents, bringing to four hundred ninety-three.. (493).
the total mailings to students. (This is roughly 50%
of the maximum student mailing we had anticipated; the six
hundred fourteen (614) total is roughly 507 of the maximum total
of teacher -and student questionnaires (1,250) we had expected to

il) .

TASK 10 DEVELOPMENT OF PROFILES AND FREQUENCY SUN ARIES FOR
RESPONDING SITES AND CLASSES

The . iginal design called for the separation of reporting c asses,
int protocols of high, low and intermediate drop-out rate, the,

gins of 'each to 'be determined by calculating the programs fall-'
ng one-half_standax:d deviation 'above and below the mean rate.
The fact that the meamdrop-out rate fOr classes reporting was so
loTeis (12%),.a band described by a standard deviation would have .

eliminated all .but the fOurteen.na-drop-out.classes (0%) at the .

low end of the range., /Eight of these fourteen low-rangeclasses
were in prOgrams atjust three sites andithe fourteen included
but one IndiapAass and no Spanish - speaking students at all.

\ Moreover, thelfifteen classes which woad have been isolated at
the high end of the-r4nge would have contained no Indian students

,

and a disprbportionate number of Spanish-speaking students. In
view of the few classes'and scant ethnic spread generated by such

.

a stratification,, as- well as by- the paucity of numbers of students
responding through all Of,the.97 classes represented, the decision

.

g
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w s made. to effect a-siti Oivision into high -low ca
15% drop rate was seleagd as the,division-line. This .

c t yielded forty -'two cla4bes with a higher drpop-rate than 15%
an fifty-five with a lower rate, .and gave a better representation
of minority groups, types of classes and geographical locations.
in each category.

?Te ation in a class for any reason was considered the definition_
of a drop-out-for purposes of the study. Districts selected dropped-.
st dentitotals for the 197-74.school year. The frequency count
of classes by percentage of drop-out, course,title, and predominant
et is group is displayed in the fallowing table:

Table 1. Frequency Count -- Vocational.ClasSes
Percent of brop-Out, Course Title

and- Predominant Ethnic Croup

Course Title Predomibant Ethnic Group

Fire Science

Office Education

0 Drafting. . Am.+

0 Brick Masonry

0 -Cosmetology -

o Secreiarial

0 Child Care

0 Cooperative Vocational
Education

0 Welding

0 Fashion Merchandising

Computer Technology

0 .:Cooperative Office

0 'Health. Service

.0 Cabinet Making

1 'Sheet Metal

1 Child Care

.1. Secretarial

2. 'Medical Ofgrae*Skills

4

11..y,

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Indian

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Spanish

Black

Black ,

Spavish

50
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Table 1. Frequency Count -- Vocational. Classes
by Percent of Drop-Out, Course Title
and Predominant Ethnic Group (Cont)

Course Title
;

Pie4oMinant Ethnic Group

3

4

4

5

5.5

6

7

7

8

8

A

9

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

11

11.1

'12

12

I

Business -Steno

Nursing Assistant-

Child Oa*

Practical Nursing

Cooperative Vocational
Education

Clerical

Child Care /7.
Cooperative Vocational

Education /

Auto

Data Processing

Clerical Office

Dental Assistant

Food Service

Auto

Cosmetology

Food Service.

Health Occupation

Auto Body

Secretarial

Data Processing,

PrAc cal Nursing

Secretari

Electronics

Offset Printing

Clothing Management

Welding

0

51

62

Black

Spanish

Spanish

Black'

-Black.

Black

Indian

Black

Black

Black

Blackt
Black

Black

Black'

-Black

BlaAk

Spanish

Black

Spanish

Black

Spanish

Black'

Black

Black

I

I

I
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Table 1. Fregnency_Count -- Vocational Classes
by Percent ói Drpp -Out, Course,/,Title
and Predominant Ethnic Group ODont),

.

%
.

.._

Course Title
.

. ,

Predominant Ethnic Group

t

12

12

. 13.

13

,

14

.

-- -14

14

15

15

15

15'

16

16.

17

17

18

18

.

19

20

20

20

20

20-

20.

20
.

21
-...N...,

.

.

.

Buildingonstructionl
. .

Auto.

Auto
,

Banking and FinanCe\

Data Processing
.

,

Trowel Trades
. .

Drafting 0

Bookkeeping

Business .

,

Business Cooperative
....

Cosmetology '

Auto

Nurslng Aide-

Office ServiceS

,Small Engines .

Police Science

Allied .Health--.

Office Machines'

Vocational Clerical
Training

.

Cosmetology

Restaurant and Cooking

Welding .

.

Industfial Cooperative .

Education

.secretarial

Health Occupati
.

ons
..

Health Occupations

'''--

-.

..

-

'-

.

.

.

Black ,

Black

Black
,

Sp4m-i)sh

Black, Spanish,
Indian

Black

Indian ,

Black

Indian

Indian

Black

India ,

---Indian.
.

Black .

Indian

Spanish

Spanish,. Black

Black -

..-.,

Black

.

B1aCk
.,=,,.

Black

Black .

Black
. .

Black . ,

Black

Black
--,,

.

.

.

-

.152
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Table 1. Fre.u.
Perc

an 're

Count -- Vocational tlasses
t or ro -Out Course Title
minant tmic roue Gilt

7

.

Course Title. Predomin-ant Ethnic Group

21

25

25

25

25

25 :

.

Carpentry

Office Educes is

.

-

.

1

nal

e

',,

,,
,

;
Black, Spanish,

Indian

Black - .

Black,,

Spanish

Black

Indian

Black

Black

_

_

.

.

.

-

Rey Punch. ,

Nurse's Aide

Nurse's Aide

Cooperative Vocati
Education

25

25

25

425'

25

25

28

29..4

30

30

30 .

33.3

40

.50

50

55.

60

67

71

82 .

i

Construction

Electrical

Water Utilities

Nursing, -

Fashion

Cashiring for Sales
People

Clerical.
1'

Office Services

Auto Refinishing

Cosmetology

Body and -Fender

Carpentry
t.

Cosmetology . 1.

Licensed Practical
NurAng '

-,...

Machine Shop

.Pradtical Nursing'

.

8ecretarial
. .

Drafting .,

:,

Xuto

Child Care

---,..,

Spanish

Black (/

ack
.

Bl k' '-%c

Black,

Black

.Spanish

Black
;

Spanish

-Spanish.

Black

Black .

Black'

Black, Spanish,
An4ian

Spanish -

, Black

Black

Black,.
-.
0
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t'Descr* tion of the Student t'opulation. Table 2 (next pagt)Ishows the :.

prepon grant minority roup represented in,the,respondent popula-
tion is Black (61- 1/2 %). It was lso the only group with sub-
stantial representation in terms o milers (126 students). There
were only 4 Oriental students in the s le, but these are retained
in the tables, since, coming from three v delY scattered regions

(e and displaying a consistent trend At dramatic variance with other
minority group responses, theigive some creaibility to the
differences in cognitive - styles which we advanced for Asians
vis a vis other minorities' in Section III.

. e- - , , '

1 1

The classes reporting were from,seven (7) area vocational programs;

:.:, -
two (2) community colleges; four (4) technical or career centers
two (2) area technical institutes; two.--(2) vgrational.high schools;
one `(1) Opportunities Industrial Center olal and one ,(1) county

. -occupational program operated by a university (New.Mexico). All
.--.: other classes operated in comprehensive high schools.

i

Course Profile Summaries gave participating Oistricts the oppor-
tunity to: select one class from each of five types:.. . .

r 4

Type 1 Union Craft Area (Auto, M.adgine Shop, Carpentry, eit.)

Type 2 Service Occupations Previously 1Vegarded as Attracting,
Predominantly or Excliisively"FemaleEnrollments
(Cosmetology, Nursing, Fashion Arts, Medical/Dental
Assisting, etc.)

Type 3 New Careers (Teacher Aides Media Specialists,
Commutity Workers, Public Service Aides, etc%)

. ,.
.

. 1 .2.

Type 4 Semi-Professional Training (Metallurgy, Engineering
Technology, Drafting, Computer .Teanolpgy, etc.)

Type 5 Business Vocations (Secretarial, Sales, Accounting,
,

Distributive Educatiorr-. etd.)

Of the students responding, 82% were from minority .group backgrounds.
Fifty-nine (59) students were enrolled iri Type 1.classes; thirty-
nine (39) in Type 2; twenty-nine (29) in Type 3; eighteen (18) in
Types; and sixty (60) in Type 5 cla ses.

The proportion of minority ,to -wh3 students in the reporting
classes ranged from slightly below 10% to many classes with 100%
minority enrollment. Eighteen (18) districts were canvassed as
predominantly black;'four (4) as predominant 'y Spanishspeaking;
four as heavily Indian-enrolled; the remairli others were canvassed
as mixed populations.

..

>,



Table 2. "Characteristics of.Studen

. -

Character-
istics

.

Total
Cur.-

rent Dropst

High,
Drop -

Class

Low
Drop
Class

Class Type

\ ..2 3 - 4 5

Total 205 129 76. 85 120 59

\

-39 29 18 60.

Male
".

71-----
71 49 22 .. 25 46 53 1 3 12 2

134 - 80 54 -60 74 6 38 26 6- 58

Indian ; 20 17 3 1,12 8 8 1- 7 _-, 4!

;lack 126, 69 57 43 83 32 25 17. 9 43.

Oriental 4 2 2 '1 3 2 1 1
,

-Spanish 17 7 10 14 3 8.. 1 2 6

9 12 4 , 6White 1 37 34 5- 14 23
Other , 1 1. 1 - 1

Age:
1

16 or .under , 37 24 13 i 6 31 . 7 0 1 7 .12

17 - 19 -. 134 , 70' 64 i56 - 78 40 4 22 7 41

20 or older . 26 20 6" 116
f ,

10 10 4

. . .

Level of Classes. ,By far the,greatest number of
contained 11th and 12th grade.sttidents: 74%. On
contained 9th graderS (6k); twenty-to (237) incl
graders; and twenty-tqo were 13th, 14th grades an
only. ffie

Union Strength of Cities Reporting. th, cours
a suggestion arose concerning the influence of un
in the cities where cational programs were bei
seemed that strong union activity in the surroun
related to the success of programs in schools.
was-made to gauge the.degree or nature of union
School programs (e.g.,.through advisory,committe
tive-analysis prompted the iinclusion of a codi
"strong" union characteristfcs for each site in
ing ofthe responses. The Institutof Industri
the University of California, Berkeley was asked

ourses reporting
y six classes .

ded 10th
/or adult level

of site visits,
'on involvement
& observed. It
ing area was
ile no attempt

ooperation in
s), a retrospec-
by "weak" or
he machine process-
' Relations at '

to confirm ratings

r...

, . 55 .

66
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.

of the thirty-one cities %for Which data was available, made by
the three staff persons who visited site9. At the same time, the
Departmentof Labor, Office of'Contract Compliance, San Francisco,
supplied a listing by percentages of union membership for all
states .(for 1972), for employees in non-agrktfultural establish-
ments. These exertions resulted in an lability to "type"the
cities in'the study in a way in which was over 90% congruent
across the.sourceslaf judgment. Only two cities failed of a
unanimous placement among five raters: Bakersfield and Ft. Lauder-

,

dale. They were ultimatery listed'as shown.in the Complete'
tabul4tionWhich appears as Table 3 below. - ,

(

Table .;Ratings of Participating Cities' .

12XILEtE11LJInIlli.l..E -.

.

STRONG
.

.
.

Hartford
4

St. Louis
%

St.j'aul.Kansas'City

4-

'

.

Denver

Yonkers
0

Milwaukee '

Bittsburg

Seattle

Oakland.
#

Des Moine

Cleveland
.

Rochester

San Jose

Cincinnati.

Ft . Lauderdale

-, .

, _

.

. ,

. WEAK
.

.. .

Browning

Orlando

Charlotte

Charlest

-.

.

'Fresn6

Rock Springs

- Brigham City

Atlanta
,

.

Las Cruces

'Wichita

Phoenix

Memphis

.

Memphis

B ierifieid

Norfolk ..?-----,-.

,

. ,/

TASK 11 --'SELBCTION biF SITES FOR VISITS ,

.,
.

01 the thirty-one site available for -study, the ten programs whOse
., courses were represented in the highest drop-rate category and the

ten represented by courses in the lowest drop-rate classification
. were selected. There were six grogrpas which had individual courses7,

which fill into both categories, which permittedadditional.selec-
tiog on other criteria. TWO Indian programs and two programs with .
substantial Spanish-speaking enrollment were selected in the

56
0

0
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, / ,

twenty to be visited; and the two single programs with the greatest
number of\ low drop-out and 'high drop-out courses, respectively,
were those\n to make a- total' of twenty,

.

<
. .

:,-TASK- 12 ---VISITATIbN OF SITES
/

7.

Between May, and June`10, nineteen of the sites scheduled for
dcontact were' visited, each by a single staff ,member of the
contractor's firm, -for one of two days each. One site clo5.e, to
the contractor"s headquarters was .visited after June 30.''

Staff who visited the sites used a$ Site Observation Check-List
as a report of the visir (See, Appendix B). Each.- class and each
installation which was reported: on Course Profiles was visited and
the teacher interviewed. Additionally, coordinators, supervisors
and central office personnel; one of whom usually, accompanied the
observer, were interviewed, and discussions were held with' randpm
numbers of stude- s, community representatives and/or counselors
at o ne ol.site.

r

The sites -visited were:

Atlanta, Georgia

Charleston,South Carolina

Charlotte, Nortlea'rolina:

Orlando, Florida

___,---:-------:----p't.- Lauderdale, Florda.
-

',111.
Las Cruces --:-New Mexicb

. , ?..,

.PhOenix; 'Artize2ITi. Seattle, tta hirigt.qn...7..7

2z- Browning; ontana

BrighaM City, Ztah

.

Menvhis, -Tennessee:

.`.St."Louis, Missouri

Denver, Colo-rado

Des Moines, Iowa

Fresno, California

Bakersfield, California

Rochester, New York

Yonkers Nesw York

oakleind, :California-

San Jose,,Ca/iforni4:,

TASK 13 --t:JtkOCESSING AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

-/
. . .

Questionnaires were coded and prepared for key-punching' in Jay
and all p ching and processing was completed by August 28'. Tho
findings f the study are described in SeCtion V following,'

% .., . 4.
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V. 'Rrsups, AND FINDINGS 7 TLIE..-S*Y-' . , .

As prevlously stated; the instruments Use in the study bete de-

signed to elicit info7ntion Mlich could b related. to elements

laffett.-.ivg student attrition. *Items_ on bot teacher and, sttident'
qu'estiopriaires- were clustered so as to-provide descriptions of .

":elementt in school vocati-onal:eaucation programs in t e folloing
six 'areas of school operations: .., ..

:
.

;TeaCher Ch aracteristics

2.. Listructicrn
4

hool:Environment 4

.rte Seivices

'

: 7Parricipa.tion of Parqnts Community

J. ft-. -Organization \ .
-.;

.'-..The''findings of the; study are o'rganized bei6i
k major *headings._ =:

4-. . ,

;), A.. teacher Characteristics,

0'

undIer .theee-.six
.

0 -- ._ ' ,

-, .
: _en 'trip chasie. -ofIthe';:esparch referred

-: .. .toUrceS -of,. information as- well-as. our
-- tion , we ;Spade : several assumptior2S- regar

. teacher charactpristics on sttident "ätt

in _Section- II2/and allied -

wn experience in minority educ6.-
ing the ,influence of
tiop in vocational classes.

ibit differences in:
Pe. felt that low-drop, out' classes, 151o.uici

, 1 ,
__ . ..,

,L; Am, .Given r that the case 'could be made, among minority.

-:---,
.groups,- for a ,great. degree 4' resonance between -old.-and

'-'- ,,,. yOung grOu,ps,' we -;e\xp-Ected to see A ,tendency, .however -Slight-,r
, . - - :-.. ,,aniong,16w drop-out clag6es, 'toward older Ins.tructors. We ..

,--8
dropout ..

(.--,
, . .--. ,

, ,,
_. , --,-

. .
Lo,

C.2

-
tv
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recognized that tenure laws-and the recent costive growth
patterns of enrollmebts militated against latge numbers ,of

ichanges in teaching' staffs, but we felt.that these regres-
siveghfluences would be offset by the pritirities,ad .

affirmative action generated by a -decade of civil rights
enthusiasm and the sens#ility to-tHe research pall for
consideration of thit actox in the teaching staff.

2 . Ethnic affiliation: Thd same persuasion as that: operating
with age motivated us to suspect that more minority in- .

structors would characterize the low drop-out group, The
case made for "successful tole models" in the literature
presaged a visible concern .for this factor eventuating

: greater number of minority instructors teaching,minorities
successfully.

3. Extra-:curricular involuempnt in a job related to the teach- .

eo=itrien't, minority educationt training Or work with
youth outside class. -The'se seemed to us valid characteris-
tics to expect o2 spccessf91 teacher of minority youngsters.

,

As 'the tables on th following pages show,.none of these assumptions
were warranted. 7ile older teacher predominated in all classes,

. no dramatic differences are seen to relate to high or low diop-
out. The same holds true for most other characteristicof teachers
examined.

-If anything;"the-table
dedication' to the subj ct field, in terms of union membo!rs p
outside service activities and keeping updated'in respee4,to
formal education aboutthimAn relations .and cultural issues' is
sowething one can uniformly expect from most teachers, or that a
preoccupatj.on with these ,involvements has little effect on reten=
tion of students:

If there are dramatic differences between high andAow drop-out,
-classed with respect to teacher characteristics, it is obe seen
j.1.1 the generalized headings which we eldborated to check this Alen-.
omenon TIlle teacher had a good, understanding of the'problems
of young adults; The teacheg had a go understanding of e prob- :

Lems of other races," etc,. Consisteriflgiy and measurably, th low-
. drop classes reported these as:significant.operati9g ifariabl

seem to sugge'stleither that spirited.

o

p
:

.
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Treble 4. Teacher Charcacteristics '

"Oi.p, Sex, Ethnic Affiliation for 62 Teachers Responding)'

. - (Perceio.'ites in Parentheses)

,

. Low.- op lasses' High-Drop 'Classel
Cliaiacteristic D = na= 30

. _ z.. _

....... .

.

Age l,.. . " .

.

.

..

Under 25 s . . . 1 ,. '5(3.3).

26 -:30 - 2 (6.3) 6 :(20)
. -

31 - 35 7 . (21.'9) , 3 -_ cloy .,

36 - 40 -, 2 ' (6.) 4. -(13.3) --,_

' Over 40
---

- 21 (65:6) 16 (5-3.3)
.---. _

-Sex: \ _

'Male .
.

'17- (53A) 14 {46.7)11
.,.

-, Female 15 :-(46.7).- 1.6' , (53,3)
.

.._-_----,
. .- . .

,. .

'.-Ethnia"Grouli: .
._

.. . .

r ,' -Indian 1 0.1y . (3.3) , ,,
Black

,

. 7 (21.9) .21 % (6.7)\, -

1 Oriental '4. \'. . 0 .1 :(3.3)

Spanish - Speaking 0 - - 1 , "1(3.3), ../

-Albite -. 24 (75)' :25 (83.3) -.
,

0

ff
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Table 5. Teacher Characteristics'
(Outside Activities for 6-2 ,Teachers Responding

° (P.ercenteiges in larenthse*)
. .. .. .. . . 1

ftctivity -: ' - Low.-Drop Classes High:15rop4-Drop

1
. . .. -

-Race-Related.gumaii n :-,-- 31 . n = 30
Relations-Trainipg-:

..., -- ,
.--

- Yes - 17 (53.1) :18 0)
No 14 (43 . 8) , 12

...

.
. -

Work foi' Pay Plus n =-32 Tr= 30
Teachirig: , .

. .

Continuously, 2 (6.3). L. (3.3
.Frequently 4 . .(12-.5) 3 p.0).

_

Sinners Oiily ' 5 (15.6) 7 (23.3)
-i; .'_Hardly Ever :Er . (18.8) I 123.3\)

...

Never" '' 15' (48.9) 12 740- \\,

Cdurses iakeii. at : '-- ..n = 32 .
. :.-_- 30

\
.College in-Past 3 Years/

-,Yes . ,, 25 ;.- (78.1) "28 (93.3)
No z 7 (2.1. 9) 2 (6.7), . -,

. , . .. .

Years Worked Before- .. = 31,- = 29 .:.,

Began Teaching! - :-..
.t.

.
.

(--

Les
,

i--. '_-es -than.3 YearS ' 9 (28.1) . 5 (16.7)
. -. 3 - Years- '; 8 (25) .4;....:,- (13; 3)

)),
.

, < I - 10 Years = 4 / .(12.5)--- 5 (16.7)
.

9- -- P.v-i' 10 Years '- .1.,0 (31: 3) 15 (50). .
. A .4-...

7

4'
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Table" 5,, Teacher_Characterlstics (Cont)
(Outside Activities for 62 Teachers Responding)

(Percentages. to Prentheses)
.

Activity .
.

Low-Drop Classes
.

iligh-Drop Classe:s
. .

n = 30 .
-,_...

-. ...

.9 (30)
a (26.7)
8 (26.7.)
5 (16.7)

.
_ .t

:Teacher's- Teen-ige .

-Baclogrcignd v.' .

Students' Background:.:
Similar' to Most

Similar to Half
Similar to Few
Completely Different

n = 32

8'
8
7

. 9

.

-------;

.

(25)
(25)
(21:9)..

.(28,1).

=

cork with .Youth:
Once/Twice a WeekP/

OnCe/Twice a MOnth
dnce/Twi?ce a Year

:01Fever

n ?-i-- 41

4
: 11

tc
8

-1 .

(12.5)
(34.4)
(25).

.4255

:

n =-30',-
6`

4j.
. 11
. '9

.. ,

(20)
(13.3)
(36.7

.,

(30)
.

Professional Acitiveitie;:

Acave jJnion Methbir '''

-Advisory Committee .

Member of Service
Organization.

.Member Of. Voc-Ed. . ,,--
.9rgan itat ion .

Other -..
.
_.

. ..._...
,..

.

n = .32
:a

'8

4. d 8'.
.

24

5

.

-(25)
(25),,(25).

(75)

'(15..6)

n -=- 30
- 9 ..

13

9

23,

P .:-
.

(30) - 4,

(43.3)
(30)

(76.7)

,.3
... v

.

,
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Of pore than passing notice is the efanic tdentification'of
'feacheri. While 827 of the students were minority, ,only 21% of

teachers came from minority-culture backgrounds. A compariion
by et.. nic groups of teaelers and students:

Table6. Teachers and Students
.by Ethnic Affiliation.

^:.

Minority group Teachers

S r----

Low-;6;6p

.

nn = 62 High-Drop

:Indian 2 (3.27) -1 2 (60%). 8 (07) 20

Black .9 (14.57) 43 .* 34%) 83-(667) 126

Oriental 0 *1" (1.6%) 1 (257) 3 (757) 4

Spanish-Speaking 1 ' (1.67) i4 (827)- 3 (87) 17

White , 49 (MO 14 (387) 23 (6270) 37

-,. Other (East Indian)' - 1 (1007) -

.

, .

It is unlikely that congruence between teacher ethnicity and

overweening importance. A number of classe in the s
cultural affiliation of students can be substantiated441)

s
eing of
had in

fact absolute congruence in this regard/(e.g., a Black instructor
with all, Clack students), but such classes were both in the
,highest range:of drop-Out (over 407) and, the lowest (07):-

Tab 4 shows that drqp rates for both Black andghite.student
even, while thq. ratio 4,L students-to-teachers in the .groups is
'extremely disprdportionate -- 1:14 for Black and 1.3:1 for White
to be4almopt equal. This ghould not be construed as more than a
notice.of the2efhnic affiliation of students reporting and the'
typ-of Classes whence they ,came. Drops from all classes respond-

sing .are aggregated; thusuphireas:no direct reraTionship to
'student-teacher ratibs1"of to causal factors operating. ..

47

T&various characteristics of.,teachers were extended for inclusion
on the student westionnaire. Students were asked.mrespond to

066

'63
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it concerning the teachers' rapport with ethnic groups, under-
stan.ing of yOung people's problems and general statements concern-
ing is/her confidence in dealing with the respective vocational
subje t areas.

The r sponses to each of the five items in this set follow':

ITEM 1 -- THE TEACHBO'HAD A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEMS
OF YOUNG ADULTS

4

High Low
Drop Drop Ind- Span-

l'ofal Class Class ian Bleck Asian ish White
-J

1.-Strong y
Disagree

,

.2.. Disagre

3. Undecid i.

.. ,
,

. Agree

ti

5. Strongly
Agree

'MEAN 3.55 3.61 3.51 3%65 3.54 2:50 3,81 .3.51

14 4. 10 1 11 2

28 11 17 2 16 4 4

34 14 20, 4 2D \ 8

86. 38 48 9 50' . 7 19

41 16 / 25 28. 5 4

2 4r4- THE IICHER HAD A GOOD UNDERSTANDING OF THE PROBLEMS .

- OF OTH RAGES

Total

High
Drop
Class

1. Strdngly
Disagree 12 3

( 2. Disagree 26 13

3. Undecided 52 22

4. Agree
.

64
:.

27

5. Strongly
'liAgree 48

MEAN 3.54 3.51

Low
Drop
Class=

9

13

30

37

31

13.57

,411MININ.

Ind-
ian Black Asian

Span-
ish

.

White

-8 1

4 17 1. 3 . 2

3 U 2 1:5

7 .36 1 6 14

6 34 4 4

3.50 3.57 2.75' 3.56 3.50

64
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ITEg 3 -- THE TEACHER KNEWelfth LATEST DEVELOPMENTS IN HIS
,SUBJECT FIELD

Total

High
Drop
Class

Low
Drop
Class

Ind-
ran Black Asian

1. Strongly .-

. Disagree 7 2 4 :3

2. Disagree 18 8 6 2 11'

'3. Undecided 16 6 8 3 7-
,

4. Agree- 96 144 41 9 61 2

5. Strongly,.
Agree 65 15 24 6 43 1

MEAN 3.96 .,3.83,- 3.90 3.9A . 4.04 3.50

Span -
..sh White

2 .41 -

5
1. 5

er.- -15

'5 10

3.88 5.78 j

ITEM 4%, THE TEACHER WAS ALWAYS AVAILABLE TO TALK ABOUT, OUR
PROBLEMS k

N

Total

High
Drop
Claps

Low
Drop
Class

Ind,.

ler Black Asian
Span-

.

ish- White-

1. Strongly
Disagree 18 4, 14 12 1

--2. Disagree 43 ,26, 17-1 5 29 4 5,

3. Undecided 29 8 21 \ 3 18 6'
4. Agree - 75 32 43- \ 6 42 1 lb 16

. ,.5. Strongly
-24.Agree 37 ,13 24 1 5'

'TiF 1N 3:35 3.29, 3.39 3 65 3,3-0 "2.75 343 '3.36

4 -

65

6

0



ITEM 5 -- MOST TEACHERS TREATED US LIKE MATURE .ADULTS

1. 'Strongly
,%....Disagree

2, Disagree
r-
,a. Undecided.

(4. Agree

5. Strongly
Agree

MEAN 3.68 3.57 : 3.76 4.05 3.70 , 3,50- 4.00 3.30

f

Total..

High
Drop
ClaiS

Low
Drop
Class.

Ind=
ian Black Asian

Span-
ish. White'

' -

/2, 4 8 9 3

28 16 12 2 15 1 1/ 9

14 7 7 3 -. 7 2 2

103 39 64 7 65 . 3 8 20

43 16 27 8
.

27 4 3

It ,is of some int. rest to,note that for three:of the five Items,
the low drop-out c rtes exceed'the mean; on'only one item -- the
teachers' understanding =.g people -r,d0 high drop-out classes
exceed it. :In four out ,of five items, high dropout courses
exhibit a loVer mean response than low qrop-out courses. Granted
that: many/otri:2:1' factors'influen4 the teacher-student transaction
.td make it,nega4ve or produetive,'this-will be a tendency which;
uniformly throughout-this inquiry, 'Trill maniett itself. *High
drop -out classes, in the majority of mspons,es, will differ from=
the low-drop classes: ,

Summary. It is highly improbable ,,that one could make a strong
case for differences observeCin the general deportment of -

structors as,it projected itself to studefits, By and large,_
teachers' appear as friendly, understanding persons with a...sound
expertise in their subject field.. T4is is not tootsurprising, in
view of the fact that over. half had taken multicultural or human,.
relations traiving,,had at least Seven years' experience working f,
in their subject. field ang_mere_devoted all-the time to teaching
duties. Moreover, mosrvorked mlikyoUth in other than-class.7:\
room assignments, were extremely:active in wkatiOnai education-
related activities'and'came from educational and ecoxiomi back-,
,grounds. similar to the students they taught.

VV.
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As noted, there seems to be a general inverse relationship;
however slight, between teacher characteristics, factually reported,
and students' percdpfions of tffiYbehavior assumed to ensue from
these characteristics; For..example, the greater number of young
teachers, minority teachers; those who, had most trade experience,
who attend college in-service training classes; and whose back-
ground matdhes their students', are in the high drop -out class
category., Conversely, the greater-number.of students who perceive
teachers as being solidly grounded in their subject, able to .

relate to youth and cultural pluralism, etc., are, for the mat_
part, in the low drop-put classes. One can deduce either that
there is in fact a colinter-productive relationship in some
characteristics Or that their expression in real-life situations
is dependent more on other, related factors '(intuition-perhaps)
which facilitate their effective manifestation. Or, as laterdata
in the report seeMinily suggests, it may be that a general subtle_
appetite for an intelligent structure, on the part of the students
in the school and classroom environment, is the pre-eminent need
which rnuct be met, and.that positive characteristics of teachers

- it be adapted to provide sustenance for this, appetite.

B. Instruction

The initial emphasis in this study was to.have been exeIusiyely
on:elements relating directly to the instructional setting ,--
.integers which, it was felt, were accessible to melioratibn or
change by the teacher himself or the administration at the -school

. site. Evbn though that emphasis was changed, it remained-the
rejer_focal point, of the survey. A great many questions were
asked con'erni"Ig the it classroom environment. The fol-
lowinatable3 and charts summarize the Most Significant of the
findings derived from the items on both teacher and student
questionnaires. .

Location ,of Crosses. Most classes taught by reporting teachers
and students :zere held on A school. campus. There was a suggestion
that successful prograMs Would show,a high degree of inclination
to locate ii the comnunity, given the reality orientation of
minority zotudents. The fact is, a surprisingly large percentage
'did use off-site facilities -- over 20%, but their numbers were
almost equally spread over both low and jligh-drop categories.
The counts are.in4icated in Table 7 on the following page;

67
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. Table 7. Location of Classes

Class rypesHigh Log
Drop 'Drop 2 .3 4 5

k

TEACHERS: --
t i4

Main Site 20. .27 19
Off-Campus 10 5 2

STUDENTS:-

Site 64 99 43'
-Off-Campus 21 21 16

..

. 3

33 19 15 43
39 10 3 17

More Significantly,
part of your train
better- than 507 of
thpjrAnFtruc4:idn.
'ethnic geoup':

responses tO.4._related student question
_rig in a workexpeYience program? -- shows
all students went off campus for some part
The breakdoT.frn by drop-out categories and a

- Was
hat

d . .

Location
:

High
Drop'

LOW
Drep I

Ethnic.. Groilp
13 A S i

. On-Campus :
Work Experience

50
35

60
60

5

15

57 3 9
69 ' 71 :- 8

: 24 ':
'13

.
arid by type ofcla . .

.

.

i

Location . -
--

,.On- Campus ,
Work Experience

..
.

. ;

,
.

.

.

e

.

34
25

Type of Class '.
2 ,3 4

.

24 13' -14 .

15 16: 4

.

5

35 .,

25

68

79
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time of Class Meeting. All but three of the classes were `reported
by teachers as Meeting ail 'the morning. While there las decided
preference for .these hour's by both high and low dtop student
.categories, there was a marked differenae in degree a ross the two
classifications. Low drop -out classes chose by a 75% majority the
early classes; high drop -out classes by 58%. A furth= point of/
interest is the manner in _which ethnic groups related to this '

item. Taking the "undecided" responses tothe questio and:Adding
these to the two. protocols phiah-"agreed" or "strongly agreed': that'
the morning time vas inconvenient, the ethniC breakdoi revealed:

American Indians 75%-

CBlack

Asian.. 25%

Spanish 12%

White 0 8% ?

It would seem from the evidence that, Indian students are n t
par*ularly attracted to early hour classes. Remembering that
minthqty groups seem to be responsive to arf affective appro cit to

w ade the ,assumption that minority students wourd
reconat to riety in class format,_ activities, scheduling and.
organizati i. A number of awes Lions were asked of both tea hers'
and ctudc regarding a number of phenomena held to be expr ssions
of an infusion of such V4riety into the instructional setup;
Visiirig Experts. One practicable method. of. varying the fix'
routine of Occupational classes is to invite guest lecturers,
employers and experts from business and industry to die-cuss e

subject field with students .or to give demonstrations of beh
meUlods or practices. Byfar the major percentage of all classes
surveyed used this technique. There was. no appreciable differ nce
in use between high andclowTdrop classes, a ,slightly greater
frequency being observed in.hiEll-dropcourses.. Women's occUpaLions
and new careers training used the device far more (than union cr= ft,
business or preprbfessional`'courses,did: r

, , 'TYpe of Class T

Frequency of Use 1
.

2 3, .4' 5

Once a month or more , .9% 63% 67% ,20%.: 29%,

Once or twice a year . ' 67% -, 37% 22% 50% "50%

Never/almost never '24%.' 11% 30% . 21%
.

0 69
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-NStudents had .an appetrte for even more of such visitations by .

experts. Asked i .f,they a reed that'there was need for More outside
visitors, the ethnic group responded thus:

Response,..

'Agree .(%)

Disagree

Undecided

EthbA Group*

3

85 55, .q5 71 62 .100,

( %) - 0 9 0 18- 30 -04

(%) 15 16\ '25 11 8 0 '

.,
.'

Field Trips: Only eleveneof the 62 teachers reported. never :lasing
field tripVas an Adjunct to instruction. Hopever, only six
reported,using them more than once or twice a year. Again, there
teas not much difference n.use.between high and\low drop classes; /
but again the same pattern amongst ethnic group repeated itself;,-

. uniformly, y. felt they ,should have more: . ,

.\.
.

Eihnic Grou

Response 2 3 4' 6..

Agree (%)- : ;86 50 71 .59

Disagree (7) 15' 0 Ch 18. .14

Undecided (%) ::4 50 - 11 22

- ,

Block Scheduling. Flexible scheduling, on the college rgodel,,
TETbeen upheld as something desirable for minority lekenip&-st es.
It re eived no.justification in this udy Only five classes me
on a thr imes-a-week schedule. Two met four times a week, and,.
all'others were on the typical daily schedule, Nonday through
Friday. Eighty-two percent 4r more of In dins, Blacks, Whites and
Spanish-speaking students indicated that their present schedules
were adequate, and three-out'of the four Asian students concurred.

*
..

.*1 - Indian; 2 - Black; 3 -.Asian; 4'7 Spapish; 5 - White;' 6 -
,

,

o.

r
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Teaching Aids. Nast peoplewould,expecOihat c9ncrete, inductive,
,, reality-based cognitive sty/es would find a variefy of teaching\

styles assisted by visual aids compatible and helpful. A check--'.
list of such aids were ptesen'ted to teach with the request that
they indicate.the frequency;of their use such aids as video,
films, mock-.ups,'etc. The results are reported in Table 8 On the
following page. As can be seen, non-users or infrequent users
appear in about identical frequency with heavy users: (ikon-,

wsponse to a listing was regarded as non.-availabilrty-or-bon-use),
Furthermore, daily use appeared most often in two singular .cate-
gorielpf classes -- women's occupations an preprofessional --
and with two,ethnic groups - Indians ang.Bla ks.

?\.

As elparallel question, students were asked wh ther they felt r-
,

their instruction needed augmentation by the use of more films,
TV, mock-ups, etc. The reaction was mixed, except that' Indian
and Black students expressed the most decided wish for'more use
of these aids:

..1111

Response Indian Black Asian Spankh White

.

'Yes 85.

-"no" - 15'
%

4
There were no egregious. differences between teachers of ,gh and.
teachers, of low drop -rate, classes. .Where differences surrced'at
all; .they generally went a ainst expectations: high"drop-otit
classes were the on9s whie -reflected greater use-of media a d
other ids. The "daily" use among ,teachers provide this exam le
whtchraas typical of other ,degrees of use,

r

.67

33

50

50

40 \
60 \\. 4Q

Group, Models Slides
Overhead. -

Film Projector Strips

High -Drop Classes -147% -. 21A:

Low-Drop CI sses. 9% 31% , 0% 3%

33% .13%

34% 22% ,-

Class Size. Bo h st dents and teachers were asked about ther
number of students en olled in their classes.% By And large, both .

.71.

:82 ,
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gtoilps were contebtwi"th the class
spgfises
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sizes as they saw them.' The
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Resporise - ", 13.igh Drop tow Drop

TeaChers : -

5 -77.

33t
10%

.
.

69%

. -
25% ...

.6% ,

.

Ideal S i ,

lieed Fey r- .
Far Too- Ma

65%

5%

30%

,.

N
.

65%

-13% .

22%1
,
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Studentd :.,
Size No Factor

',Uri-decided .

, Too *Ilan)? -,S tuddnts

Table 8. Frecuerici
. .

.of Use of Te
(Video, Film.; Nock ups'

' -

-
Aids

etc.

.
.

. : Frequenc'
...
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.

.

. 6
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1111311113111,1MIninall

:10 =ICE
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111111
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3 P 117111MMERE
4. 16 or trim-,Film'-
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0
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- 111111 :7

6. Filia' Strips, ', 16 20 - En
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. .
92. 56 111111111 ..- 92 lin
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.
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Teacher Assistants. The 'theory has been implicit in t litera-.
ture .for some time, ,phat because of differenops g styles, ./
minority students will profit by the $resence of -teaeher..b.ides,
teacher assistants and other paraprofessionals in the classroom.
Black, White and Indian students did not feel that the irisecto'r '
.needed more esSistants,-Blackstifidents by a 66%, White st0ilentt by
a .79%; and, Indians 8y a 65% margin. Asians, -.however (7570 and
Spinish-speaking---itudents (47%) agreed that they wbuld welcome ,

more of thisNv1p. Regarding actual provision of paid assistants
in the classes? almost 90% of teachers did not answer. the item,
indicating thlt teacher aides,. interns 'and teacher assistants
were not being provided to any great extent in ,the districts
canvas sed-.

Grades. One o(the i.riieators of the subtle wish for structure
on the part of minority students derives from a qupstiOn. on another
aspec t 'of ins traction - gr,ades:-. The suppositiOn was that. these"
students, being more realistically oriented, at the same time tilat
they were less related to symbolic rewards would favor-grading
systems which eschewed strict levels of achievement br perrormance,
expecially as it put .them in competition with peers. The findings
begpez.-k an. attachment with letter grades that students do not wish
to--have. bvieen. .r .
All classes without 'exception, of type 2 (women's occupations).,
type 3 (new careers), and- type- 3(preprofessional) gaYe letter
grades. Eighteen out of ttienty-one union crafts._ trades (type ,1)
and 11 of 14 business classes (type 5) also gaveraVitkonal letter...
gradcst Only six. teachers in all (10%) used pasg-atfail, satisfactory-
unsatisfz.,-Story old other means of perlormance evaluation; five of
thesix wer2r teachers in high -drop -out classes. 2)1_ . ,

7,- 110- -_,_
- ;,,m, -. ' . \.!. '

ents Werpornapparently contentt witb.. the letter syskm. Ora* -,
3A7 agreed that_ there- ryas "toe much' empIaAis on grades. and ,per-
formande." Curiously; over 427 of high-slop cla.§s students agre64#
with the contention, against -on)..y .35% of low-?drop. clats:clientele.-
Theihigh-drop 'classes were almost the onli litki.pie.nts of other than _ .
letter grades 'In the teacher sury.e.y.- What this-mOy be saying is .- . ,

that" many students. Are st*-11 sdafehip:g for 'a meaningful structure.-
e --in Whieicktheir 14a-bins, activities_ .take -piece. A-lmoSt '0.niforntly

'the greategt clattering for .all group .took,--p1 acgin the mid-
d of ;five weighted responses. - in tE14-*'u gdecided" category,: -I
-quarter-tb over one-third of all. students in any grouping were

decided .aboyCgrading systems. lieres,tre ',the pereentage,$ of
, . ,...0-*. -defit4p0.--tesponses *cross the .groups:. .... ._ , at.

4*.
V . . ' ' ..i -,-;,...'.. -... --

. r; r.i,



Current .students.:., . . 20,9%

Dxoppat studenti 28.9%

High-drop" clastes

Low -drop classes

Strong union towns

.Weak. union'towns

'AmeriCan

23.5%

24.2%

23,3%

.25.0%

35.0%

.

Oriental C
Spanish-speaking 29.4%

18.9%

Xbion-crafts'claises- 25.470'

Women's occupation classes.17:9%

New cireers'.train ing., .- 24.1%

Peprofessional classes 1.1%
Business.clastes.... ..... . 30.0%

00

e.

9

4

1. .
_.

Team Learning -,Team Teaching.' Therr relatiorMooth to variety
and to the minority studentsIostentible desireifbt. convivial,
friendly sUrroundings.makes team -- teaching 'and studying_in teams. ,

addieives,4n.instruction *ith'suggested protise: _Students and
e.. 'teachers..both were asked, the extent ;to which each of these tedh-

.:. "; niques were used-.in their glasses.''
'i- .. . 'k

. - -:-

Slip -eight percent of the, rarely or never used the.,.
. _

tchniquelaof teaching, jointly with a colleague or other professional.,
. the vocatiOna/ classes undtr their jurisdictidni ,Twenty-seven ,,

, percent of-teachers in hi -drop-out classes used'a team apptoach. ,

,:!: 'regularly" or "often," a against. 34% of low-drop class .teachers. ,

Team-teaching was "most of eh seen in clastes with predomipant
Indian and .4anigh-speak g,en,rollment and ip nevi careers (44 %), .

.

preprofessional (50%) and womenhs occupations (50%) clastes.
_,-,/ .,,

-,... -
;

nifty -siX percelit of all tudepts had experience working in teams ..

in their classes: This `p rcentage held conetant through alioN-t,
all groups and:types of c asses in the study:, The highett percent-.
ages,df use of team-learn 'ng were in low-drop classes (67%Mv. 48%.
for highs-,raps) 55% amon Black students,,, and in momen'tunin .

craft and dareers dl set (over 607 it reach caiegorY)
, '

,(over
° ';'. \ .

N ,

" .

T.
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K.
S.

Ind iv
projec
characte
groups a
personal re tionships, as well.as'oriented toward imme
utilitarian. goal-setting. This implies an
profitable close pe onal contact in h teacher-1
That teachers were oZ these contingencies
on them is 44fle ted stude s' statements.c
Ikeeeiptofidivi aliz
all groups and types, the
of individualized teaching.

Instruction. Another prominent technique- whiqh
elf as a natural outgrowthof minority student
'es is individualized instruction. Minority' ah_ 1.1x a1 .
emed to be blessed with the capacity for clpsA.

arner $itue,tipn,"
d capitalize

cernineetar'!c..
ction in their clasies. Thrb_u

ority of students received some kind
analySis by

. .

.. A students 60%

Curr t students 64-
ropped s is ,56%

High drop-out classes 58

.Low drop-out classes 63%

American' Indians 65-
Bi4cks,:-....-

,---: 657; ,

AS i an s .
--7-3174".-. ...

'Spanish-speaking '- 7P%

tes, 46%
Union-cra:fts Blass r s 426.

WQmenis occUpati 6%

New bareeri - 6%
.

PreprofeSsional.....

... 53%
.

Business eduction.....
,

. c

Given the wide ra ge of,tpc ques attempted . .by- teacbe
. .

.repOrti,rig classes,'it is i.)/ surprising that students rec
such' wades '...ead.persoeal !rervide. Following is a frequenc
Of various ncE.ylualUed methods,employedloy teachers o
classes:

in the
ived
table

the.

.-

0
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Frequency -of 'Use *.Of Differential
Individualized Teachin g Approaches

(InPeicentiges)

;°.'

_,

"--_-_-_-__,-

ApproaCh-,, , -.-_-,.,..
HighDr Low

Drop
. Cls _Class

. 2 -

. ..
- , ... ';...----rearning Stations..t...4. ---

Sequenced Project's
Advanced Placement
1, in Teams .

Other*' --... '

25
56

50, -

41 -,,

-

17 ock

13'.
56,
38

-39'
*

-16

38
48
52-

52.
.

38'
38
13
-5-
38

22.

56
22
44
22

,10
:150

40
10'

10-

. 3.6'

--71 -

X64

50-
21 -

.

. :

. - .

A/ ,
v

. -- -- --. ,--
.4_

..-
s -...-.1_-_ _

---, ,
of Te:ac er Tithe .

iss, /

pud
Cop Work Teamso-.
fodular units

. Outside ,Assignments_-
--,- Individual Scheduling

. r
. .

. - .4'... ,. . ti.,Short -Vnit Instructimat rui8ules. An affective cqpikive style is ..
been als.o' as an inthgctive _approi to. the appitehefisionep.f, impressions.' 1..., Translated into practical terms, 'this, implies a predilection for .-

_short-spart,.. project,-otiOrrted,, .sQlf--_-ontp.in'ed shorter units. of
-. instru.ction. In two., Ways, 3..nstiativ were queried about the*iii-

letientaB.on of this.'insight." lihey Were-asked if their-program was.
sequePce of courses which ,have 'to be taken before-the student. is

judged ready to .-46eps mployme.. . 'Iliehesis Is that the shorte. g..

. the ,unit which c _p prow de, job" -F,.the more Atf.--racti:Cre'V 41'
-be-comes to 'd cr'nte.ie -0 ing, style is 'indee&tan accelerated

._, processing 'of .:: Thq he form (or -prOcess)...the more.:

t..,.; likely it' is t coiiiXet-eiy, rasped-. -, .

-. . . ,
,- ., . ct.', .''.. ,-.. .:.:-..,

Teachers vier also .asked.-if thy thqught their .courseo could, be
r7 --

4 , t shol.teried*.- - .... -responses .fo :t e questions: ! --, ... :
. . :- ;.,.. - -

.

..
QUESTION s the roue you teachh part "of a sequence- pk* ec4rses

the -studen- :naist 'complete before:he it.,ready to :'--.,'-''"-
0-. acce_Qta ..-n tl- .ffeld? .`..' - .- .,...--... -."- --` ,..--,-...-:

.

-.:-.--...\,-.... .,,,
,.

",..

.

..-",- 4

..." ' ..'--.*-----;:.- ;-el, . ., , -.....,....:#
4 .7;9 . ,,,,,-.11 :-....7., ..-. - '-.. - , .--" ,.- .

.,. ..,. - . 11/4.0

,.. ,t. : .1 . . '''''' 4.-

... ,/, 2...12"
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.1

(In Percentages).

..
Reeponse

High
.Drop

loil
Drop

_

Ii3d- .

ian -tlack
Span-
ish All.

Yes
No_

1
4o-

-60-

53

-41
57 43

, 43 53 ,

63

-37
47 .

50

.
. .

.

. .
Types of_ 'Classes

. -
,

4

,

',....
5--Response ; .. 2 3

,
:,Yd'i-

No
.

-

. .
57

38
.- 25 - 67

75,--- 33
40
50

36

64

. -AUESTION: 2n our on'lnion, -wou ld your -course (or pro,&ram) serve
stueents needs better if: it 'were shortened?

,

' .

(In Percentages.)

. -

I:capon-2'e' :.

.

High," --; Lou
Drop Drop .

-Ind- - ,
_Ian, Black

, t

Span-
ish

'' :

All

I

..1 Yes
No

. .

7.

93

13'
87 ;

14. 11
86 89

0

1.00 ,
;

,

10

- 90
,

.

.

. .

' .... .
-.

,
-I.

.
TypeTypes` of Classes.

Response .
_

1
.

2V ,---",-'-3-' `4-, 5

YeS ..,.

Rd< .. '
:

_ -
,.

..,--

--

13:--.
..,21

*--',

1 ,',
"13 :-. 22' .

-- --... . _

-87_ '-.1--
-;---...,..-;-,-7-

10
90 '--

. . [14
86 :

7..
-

the - concretes spatial, physical,.
.v.: t-iaa -anr"Tx-tigi*111:76±i_e_n_ta.t.j.,on, p.f:,..minor i t y studental-cognit.ime

,,

..,......

'Prqc..4Ps0g, ,11e made 'the aSst4iiption tfia.'t classroom environnients_woul4 -

_ contaiyi -sufietent_qitantite4..,of .equipment and §,uppiips, _paracw.,_
.= --- la 1,y pit-Tdes...ot -#dti --e. whi..6h- ould..*-1Ibw toit,stptre-iits .
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' In that connection, we asked a number of questions-of teachers'to
determine the extent .of equipment and instructional supplies
actually provided; and of students, to get some sense of the
effects of the classrdom environments available to them.

, ,'

Tea.cher responses are rmmarized in -Table 10..

.

The table shows that over all, space, equipment and supplies Are
not seen as a monumental problem and that the adequacy perceived
extends roughly in the same measure across all stratifications,
"eith the exception of some slight deviations in union....craftt and
prepzofessional classes and classes where black and Spanish-'-
speaking students preddminate.

The students: perceptions of these factors are summarized in Table
11.

From the students I standpoint, there is a consistent inverse
relationshin,in the perceptions of teachers with regard to equip-
ment, materials and supplies, so fa:r'as high and low drop classes
go. ResponSes of teachers of.high-drop claSseS implied that...such
classes were better. appointed with materials, equipment, 'etc.
than their 10w:-drop counterparts. Students responses inclined
toward a contrary impression: in each., instance, the lowldrop
claises appear to have been, better equipped.' At the sametime?
students responses, when divided by ethnic groups 'or by types of
classes, did not eihibit even the slight deviations associated
with these categories in the teachqr canvass.

.
.4 8. t

.

of
1.
R . 0

-Summy.e. A number or elemen4 directly oporative in the classroom
setting haKre seemingly strOngrelationship:to minority-students'
learning sLyles. These were,analyaed.froth the standpoint of degree
of presence or absence in liarious'types. of classes and Witti va ,ibus
student gfOtps in ,the stddy. :' 7

";!;;7'' /

No relevant differences were associa d withhigh;attriion classes
k4here,location of the programs was oncerned: about as many high
as low,dtop-dut classes sbuted off- ite,Sacilities for instruction.

So far as ,time of day fbr instruction. in the classes went, iow.-7_4:7',.;. .

dro-p programs definitely favored- arty-blur <morning) classes,-
,:,-.,

Interestingly., also., American IndInds averred, by a 3-to--1.44,5pi ..,....., filial shoat start 14t*. -s is totally in: 4seefing ..971.:.*;,-. s;A
Indians as "bosiy" typ-0.:-Odr,clatsiTicati of-other minoripy.
cognitive styles was:fOrt:her,:ratified by..the er.4prefere --, .._ ,,,,,
-Of=tie. other .4hrie:eroups. .,..---

-7..:.

, - 4 .. ,

'.:-;..:!..r.:''":-

11.

'
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tible 10. Teacher .Perceptions of the Equipment,
Supplies 'and Space Provided*

1'. Classroom Space

. Perception
.High
Drop

.

Low
Prop

.

Group . -Tyrie of -Class .

i .43 S 2 3 4 -

Well 'quited

Need Mart .

$ pace .

Not Fully ,

' Useful ,

Need Differ--
ent Facility

43'

47

1-0'

.

-

.

..

47..

.r

31

6
.

.16

86 36 '63

14 45 25

- 9 13

-

- 11

.38.

48

( 5

10

37. 67 60 36

. _

25 33 10 57
- ,

.

38 - 7
;

.

' - - 30 -
.

.

.

,

. - , .

-t.
. - A

2. -Supplies

, ,.

.

..,, .:

. .. 10
.,

Totally .

Spfficient

-Enough

!Minimum,

Insufficient.
---

53

43

3

,
.

38

47 .

13.
.

.

43, - 47 38-

57 43 50

- 11 -.
_

....-

..

29

62

10

..'

;

.

50 22 50 % 79'..

.. 38 ''-7'78, -.' 30 14
.

'13:' '',.= ,i0 101

% -. - 10
,

.

\
. . .. -

-

.

. -.- ,

"3. Equipment Apaunt)
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.
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'
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,

.

8,
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, 0 6

,

.

.

43:-. ''40 3R

.5 5i 438
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:- . ...'
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Table 10. Teacher Pe-i-c-e-iotionsof the Equipment,
_Suppl-ies and Space Pr6vide.d'C (Cont).

-.

_
/

..e.
"4. Equipment (Condition)

. . .u.''

-

. -

.

.

.

Perception

-
.

High
Drop

.
.-.Low

Drop

..)
/ Group

.

Type of Class
I f.'... A S A 2 3 .4 5

Totally
Adequate

Could Use
Some New

iapstly Out-
Dated ,

Obsolete,
Inadequate

N

'43

.

50

7

- -
.

,

25

66

9

,, .

---
.

..

29, 30

71 60'

- . 11

'
- -

'63

38

- ,

_ ..

3,8

52

10

.

-738 56 20

63 .44 .60
.

- - 20

- - -

.21

71
in...

7

.m.
-

(In

r

at. ,

A

Percentages;' I = Indian, B =t lack, S = Spanish-speaking)

Table 11. Student P-erceptions'af the Equipment,
Supplies- andSiTelde roVidedx

I-
. I,. . iClassroom. was Large, _,Well-Lighted,...

I

.

Comfortable..
.

.

Opiniondi
,

/'

, ..

Hish
D,rcip: .

..pw
Dtop'..

.

-., ,

Group z

, .

. _ Typtless
:' B y S

. .' ,
,.:-..2_ 7

i ,,--.
.

-. '
.-e--.:- .

S troll g ly
,Disagree.

,
`D.1.5agree",

UOdediaed
.: . .; .Agree -. ;

-,Strbegly
-,Agtee-

...,

''

.?..7

.,--,_

;--a
. 0- --,!,.

-'.8
..
-,O,

,--:

3.4-,

..

:
. .

... .3--

; -.79 -,,.....-:.

. .

'''

/ ; it,

:.
........

, r, .,
1.0

18 .

3,;----

::.' 39
-
---.- .."

..: ,.-
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Table 11. Studerit Perceptions of the E ment
uppEies and Space Provided,

i

2, Equipment was Ilodern,,Up-to-Date
..

,

Opinions
s

.

J

,---.

.111.6

Drop

.

Low
Drop

GrOup
t. .

Type of Class

I B S 1 2 3 4

-Strongly .

Disagree

Disagree

Undecided

Agree

Strongly
Agree

4 .0.7"`

17

8

44

24

1

/.-1C3

8

, 52

27-

,

5 1 -
'

5 14 6

-rs - 9" 6
50 48 53"

0 ' 29 n '

. .
. .

2, -t3 - - 2

17 21 10 ill 12/

10 5 3 /6 10i

37 '41.- 45 '56 758

1
31' , 18 8: 28 18

.

.

.

_ .

.
.

- / -
,

3. There was'EnoughMaterialS and Supplies ,-. .

-) ..____,
4...-

Strongly
".Disagree

5isagree

Undecided

. Agree,
,

Strongly
Agree

.

.

9

20,

8

-45

:15

. 5.

10

6

'52

28

..

- 5 -

5 16 18

2, .,, 6 --

35 ',..50' 59

,..

35,, 23 18

.
.

...P
.

____

9 15 - :5'

9 /.18 , 24 11 13

1,7 5 .14 6 :f....,5 I

41 46 38 67 58

t
.

;

32'. -15. 24 17 18

.. -

, .

. N
*(In Percentages k I = 'B =*Black,,.S = Spanish- speaking)
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Table 11. Student Perceptions of the_Equipment',
Supplies and Space Provided* (Cont)

.

-
4. There was Enough Equipment for All.

je . 0.t.
a

Opinions
.

/
High
Drop

'Iovy
Drop ,

.

Group
.

r

Type of Class

I B S 1 2 3= 4

.

Strongl
.

Disagree

Undecided'

.Agree

Strongly
Agree

.

\
1 8

'11 -

39-

13

.

i 8

15

41

28

t-.

v10

15

25

-35

.

7

21

40

24'

-

35-

47

29

7

12

39.

29

13',

23

36

J

).8

,

3 -

31

31
4

28

.

-

28

56
.

11

.
a

12

18

43
. .

18'

.

*(In Percentages; I = Indian, B = Black, S = Spanish - speaking),
g

No appreciable diffei'ences vemobserved'acrois the categories with
respect to use"of'outside experts from business And industry; though
usage of the technique verwhelmingly predominated ilf,women's
occupations and new career courses.

,
Mk

.. I"
All ethnic grougrfelt there Was definitely need fi.-r' more visiting
lecturers morefield"trips,atd greater use of audio-visual and
other mecta'aids. In the 'case of media' assistance, Indian.and
Black students impartieular felt,the need for more spirited_ ,-

. usage.' Ironically, howeyer, high use tended to be associated with
.C .. high drop -'out.

. f , II',

. ,

Class Size, letter grades (vt pass /fail 'off other systems) teacher
aides, shorter units-and'team-teaching/team leafnin; all seeded
slightly related to attrition and to ethnic groups, with trending
in the'direction of-a pbsitive relationship.to,ratention of these
stutents:

The provision of materials, supplies
facilities seemed of little Concern
tobe a definite association of the
of these resources with retention.

, equipment and- spacious
to teachers, but there appears
provision of amounts and types

r
1..y '

Al*
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C. School Environment'

In terms of the structu re which generates an ambience, a total
environment, around and in a school, American educational institu-
tions seem marked by a disturbing sameness. Inner city schools
in LoS Angeles are tot visiblymmucti different th'aim those of

$ Columbus, Ohio or Williamsport, Pennsylvania. Yet we knowthat
t institutions and campuses dohave deep differences, perceptible

perhaps only to students, but active and influential, nevertheless.
It appears that the ethos of the school, the unseen structure that
is the environment, owes its invisibility to the fact the total
surrounding is a sum of many parts. The classic dissection of a
school's atmosphere which proved that is, of,course, Ted Newcomb's
"Personalityand Social Change," a'four-year study of .attitude
formation at Bennington College, Vermont.L5 From the insights
generated by that study; Newcomb's colleague, Robert Pace, developed
the College and University Environment Scales (CUES) no widely,
Used (or adapted for use) by many schools and colleges.40 The test
is ,basically an acknowledgment that multitudinous little, subtle
factors go to snake up a school environment. It is composed of, .

some.50 items which constitute a measure of the "environmental
press" perceived by students, i.e., the psychological demands of
the school situation as a potential mediator satisfying or
frustrating students' needs.

2'

The Virtue of%the approach of CUES is that it depends'solely on a
spudent's 'Perception, on what he sees as present Or absent. It

....does not demand,sophistiated statistical analysis of variability
(hypothes of differenbe) anterior to acceptance of findings.

,The ifferetCes are in the perdeptionqw. ;,

Be ause661-therelatiVely,global 'boundariet and-intentions,of the
pret-ent-t-tudy and its relatively .crude protocols; most of the
questions put to students and teachers lent thcmselves,tb the CUES
method of presentation. Subjects were asked to report .if they saw
a certain condition and, at most, what they felt abput the phenom7.
enon Observed. The common Variable throgh all responses is the
character of the attrition*in,the clattts whence the obsetvatiots
come. clats suffered either high drop-out during the 1973-74

A

9 I-
25

Newcomb, Ted': Personality rind Change; Holt, Rinehart and Winston,
New York, 1943,

,

26The
PsychOlogical Corporation, New York,' 1956.

9 4
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school year, or it enjoyed good holding power- Individual
respondents, from item to item, may represent a.0ifferent,aggregate
of subjects, but whether they are current students enrolled in the
vocational education classes under study; studentswho discontinued
the voc-ed classes.but did not. drop'from school or students who -

dropped from schOol completely, their quondam perception of the
locus of a,course which had one of two -characteristics is likely
to be a perception of an external situation that' has remained ,

.constant for some time. 7 Schools change with glacial 6fomess. (Av-
erage ifferences of means for weighted responses between `tiurvent
and d oppgd students, for instance, on-the first three sections of,
stud nt questionnaires were on the order of ,17 On a 1.00-tO-5.00
gradient which included relatively inoperative 4nd widely fluctua-

. di-1g "undecided" response among the five choices).
.

./' A test of the general.environments Of the schools studied was
attempted by presenting a series of conditions (e.g., "part-
time jobs for sthidents'on-campits;" "students .are free` to smoke on
campus," etc.) and asking respondents toAndicate whether the con-
dition existed at their-schools or not.- Then, in the case of
students, depending on whether such student was- currently enrolled
or dropped, he/sheAwas asked to indicate whLher he/she felt the
condition was a factor in his/her staying or leaving,, Teachers
were asked simply to indicate the degree of presence or absence

°of the phenomena as they saw them.

Thejiterature extends the contention that minority.students in
general relate positively to a griendly, relaxed, supportive learn-
ing environment:: -Individual elementsin that configuration might -

be any one of aundreds of facets of campils life -- from Board of /

Education poliOees.to attitudesAf custodians or secretaries. We
selected ailist which could be separated into district areas
school'operatioirs - student support services, organization, and

iparticipaeion of students and the- community. Five of these w e
so peiwasive in their manifestation- that it seemed prudent to group,
them under the general heading sof "Envirdnment." This section deals
with findings rOrated to this portion of the study.

Smoking. The first iteWin this series was "Freedom to sm4e on
campts.'! The question was - asked :' Did the school protido.this?.
Current ,students were asked, "If 'Yes', how .helpful has it been. in
keeping you enrolled?" with three 15ossrble choices'of.reply! "No
Help" "S'orle Help" or '.'Great Help.!'-bropped studebts were asked

_J-7-44..1146', how helpful would it have been in keeping you enrolled?"
The ieS-lonses to the first item are aggregated by percenbakes in
.the/followingtable: p,

.7

4
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Table-12. Smoking on Campus*
.

.

"r

'Response Total
.- .

High
Drop.

Low
Drdp

.

Ethnic Group' I.

i- -

.

A 7-8 .

Yes,

No

No help

Sortie Help

Grear.-Est-f)

53

. 45

30

19

10

60 :

31'

29.-
.

15

, 12

. .

-.47

, 56

31

21

9

-4

65

25

30

15

10

'

.

45

52

24 ,

20

11

...

- '41

WO, 59

X50 18

25 Q9.

-..--.1 12'

.

:

81

19

54

11

8

*(In Percentages; I = Indian-.B= Black, IA = Asian, S = Spanish-
speaking, W = Whitey

.

0,
0

a* 4

11.

I'

It is seen that most's udens enjoyed, smoking privileges 'on their
," -campuses. At the samr times only about one /in ten .1elt it to' be '*

of some important as i6tance in keeping.them enrolled., -,
. ,

In respect to freedom of expression, students were asked whether
the school provided freedom to spak out, in the school ,paper.. The .

results appear in Table y3: Table .14 gives the summary -cif rbsponses
to' the item `freedom.,to move about the caltpus without .permission, "'
and Table 15, "freedom Co Wear hair and clothes til.e way -you .want:".-:.

/.,
-,--"

if these responses Are any indication, minoritystudents prize%
freedom of exprenion more than -their white counterparts,, perhaps

'because as the chatt -they have less of it,orjeelthat
they do. A sense of values is.1ikewise evident even ,

smoking privileges-Are far less' available than a voice it- the ,

school paper, the smoking is''seemirigly, not nearly wanted so
.Atich. .

,

,, , ;

Probably: the most Sigificant freedoM:which studentg respected.was
freedom of dress, OE the items mentioned, it Was also the freedom
students had in greatest abubdance Across 1011 sites and groups.
Just,. about 4 out of every 5 studerits enjoy0 it; .and 1 out of every
2 felt, it a factor in making life tolerable enough 1.n school to
stay there.. -, - y ,,

y. .

r

. c

tv,

*
.

C

t ,
" r I

' r.



Table 13. Freedom to Speak but
in School Paper*

1.,,. .

*

,

- 3 _ . Bic Group'
High- '-__,

.

---T B -A ,- S
r ,

WResponse Total. .Drop- 1
.

--t- . -.

Yes . 74

,

75 73 653 7,. _ 100 '877 81
,

No\ .21 18 23 25 23 - 18 16.

NO Help 16 1,9 14 15 7 - 24 ---4,..§._

Some Help 25 19 29 30 . 27 50, - 24 --'

Great Help 16 12 18 35 17 - "6 8

*Un Percentages; Z = Indian, B r- Black, A F Asian, S = Spanish-
speaking, W = White)

,Table 14. Freedom to Move about Campus
without. Permission*

. Response Total
High
<Drop. ,

.Low
Drop

'Et is GibUro
I B A S

4..... , .

Yes 40 -41"; 53' 31 70 29 . 25 65 51

'No 42 66 20 67 7 35 46

No Help 15 ' 14' 15 14' 25 18' 11

Some Help 2 26 21, 0 23 50 18 19

Great Help
.

16 19
. :

25, 14 25 12 22

*(In Percentages'
speaking, Whit

e

-a.

So

Indian, B = Black
, A = Asiiny S = Spanish-

86

97

1
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Takla- 15. t Freedom to 14eartair and Clothes
'the- Way You Want* ,- ;

.

i . .

.

Response. .- Total,
r

High
Drop.

.

Low,
'Drop..

. >
c Ethnic Group :'

-I'113
i

A' S W

.
Yes.

'No

No Help
I

Some Belp

Great Help

80

16

a

23

28

. f

74

22

1

24

6

.

83

11

lj

23

29'

'

90

-

-

30

45'

77

23

27 -

75.

25

-

'25

25

88 .

6

-'.

24

24

78

.22

19

22

24

*(In Percentages; I -= Indian, t = Black, A= Asian, S = Spanish-
speaking, V, = White)

awe

Student Voite in Discfnline. EspLIallyas.it relates to;an appte -(
elation of a friendly, cooperative'atmophere by minorities and to
theipreverence for freedom of expression (Tables 13, 14) the pro-
visibn for due proctss in the resoluti6n of student maladaptive
behatior or grievances seemed indicated. Indeed, only.freedom of
expressiM and dress seemed.tore impoi.tant to minorities. It is
interesting that Spanish-speaking students were tha least emphatic
inevery instance we- have mentioned regarding the importance of,
personal freedoms.. In respect to due procesS, they again ramati-
cally deviate froni the general trend, .which is heavily ino ined
toward a democratic, self-determined view - see Table 16.

4

It is interesting to note that low-drop classes, with the'exception
bf this and the preceding item, seem to have enjoyed less freedom
than their high-drop cohorts. Yet in each instance,4they hold the .

freedom to be far more importantly related 'to, staying in school
than high -drop class students. Why? Again,. the question of
structure is raised.. On the other hand, a startlingly,ehary,atti-
tude.appears in the Spanish-speaking sector of these tables:.
Spanish-speaking students seem to get fat more freedom than almost
any other group, but account it as being of far less help than any
other group. Why?

, As a final recapitulation of this series, the general question was
posed: Is 'school a very. friendly_ place?,

.

'fs

87

, . .98
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'fable 16. Students &ve Some ,Say
in ResolvinA Grievances*

J

Respon:le

.

.

Total
High
Drop

Lo-w
Drop

.Ethnic Group'

B Ak. S W

.

Yes

No

No .Help

Some Help

Great Hela ..

66

26

.9

26

21.
. '

65

28

8

17

17

.

67

25

, 9

33

24
-

A 65

15

10

20

25

62.

32

5

27

23

50 '

25

- .

50

-

88

-

;2

6

12

.

70

10

22

27

19

low.%

*(In Percdtages; B =.Black, A = Asian, S = Spanish-
speaking, W = White)

.

:The reactions of stud nes are sin;ImPrized i Table 17. As the
table iplies,only 5 . of all students felt 'their school to be a
friendly place th 1 out of more .than every five'-students un-
decided. -Moreover, only 2 our of, 10 Indiih.'students and just -

slightly better than 1 out of 5 Spanish-speaking studntg thought. .

their sclpooks. were friendly in their general atmosphere.

One final item, which bears on this item on the teacherquestionnaire conCerning-the attitude of the school toward male -. t.

female friendships as they were manifest on.campus...Again, there
was a tremendous amount of freedom implied.by.all teachers,

.
1 ,irrespective of the predominant ethnic group under their dtirisdic-J' .'

tion, for all types .of classes and in both high/low drop categories.
A "very'liberal" attitude prevailed in 71% of the .qa.ses (with.a .

high of 88% for Spanish-predominant classes)e,and only 3% of the
-,teachers Yat ieed their-ampus, as "intolerant" of boy-girl exchanges. ,-,

Y , .

Relations 'of Students with Campus Groups. Teachers were asked to
-rate thexelations of students with a number of discete populatipns
on campus with whom they had ,contact outside of.class. Ihe'totals
.in Table 18 are percentages ofthe frequency of the teachers' 4

/ ratings of "fair' and "poor" 'for each 'group. (All "excellent"
and "good" ratings- are deleted froM the totals);

88

9

7
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Table 17. -Responses to the Item: Schdol Was a
Very Friendly Place*

Response
4

Total
High Low

Drop

,

Ethnic group

Drop B A S

.

Not 410117
cable 2 4 -

-

- 2

.

- 6 -

1'. Strongly
Disagree 10 .t 11 5 14 - 6 -

2., Disagree 16 18 ,15 30 18 - 6 11

3'. Undecided 22, 14 27 .45 17 25 65. 32

4. Agree 36 38 ,34. 10 36 25 18 38

:5. Strongly
-.18,Agree lq 19 13 10 14 50 19

NEAP 3.32, 3.43 3.24 2.90 3.16 4.25 .3:94 3.65

i

Table 18 suggests that students experienced their greatest, difficul-..
tieswith,themselves and with distant authority'-- in thelperslans
of admiilistrators and police. Thebver 400 of "fair" and 'pour"
ratings (combined) in the pollee table.sugiestsbotEY that campuses
have c'onsiderable traffic with law enforcement officers and that ,

A

their presence prObably runs counter to their deep appetite for.
'freedom which we observed'in the preceding tables.

. . .

.,
Sufmary. A number.of items were chosen to sense the erceptions
of students with respect to the total dampuS gtmosphe Five

. alemgnts were chosen for their symbolic agd real value, freedom
to smoke, since it is an,example.of behavior controlled to some
extent by law off campus; kfreedoin to speak out'and-fre8pom to move
about without sanctions because they relatpd to the source of a
generation of campus youth unrest in this country;. freedom to wear
cSothef and groom one's self as one wishes, because it relates to,
h:e validity of, different personal opinion and tastes; and the
ability to be j.4dged by one's peers in an ilsme.Of discipline or ,

grievance, because it relates so, strongly to the fairness with
, which;we believe cultural pluralism is nourished. .

. .

. . * , .
.

" ,

L ..

Surprisingly, the Survey revealed a donsiderable amount of freedom
in respectto these concerns nation -wide. Freedom of expression,

ti

F.

4,
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Table 18. Teacher Perceptions of Student
Relations with Campus Groups*

A. With Administrators

.

Response

,

Total
High
Drop

ti .

to0
,

Ethnic Group "'

Drop, I B S 1

,

Course Types

2, 3 5

T

Fair

Poor

9
2 .

. 13

3

25 - 23 13 10

- - -2- i- 5

13 33, 20 29!

B. 'With Faculty
, -

Fair

Poor

10 19

3

11 14 11 - 19

3. ,- - 2 :- 5

13

-

Il

-

10

-. -

.

.

C. With One Another

Fair

Prior

24

2

20

-.

28 43 21 25 24

3 , ig- 2' - 5

-

-

44

,

40.

- -

B. WitVG:'leaching Staff

Fair

- Poor
.

13

i

10

e

16, . - 17' - 15
. -.

3 n 2
. A

1- 11 -10
, -

22

.:.

b

-
,

Eli, With 'Police
.

Fair

. Poor /

29

13 . ('

13

20

44 29 30 25 33

:6' . 7.,' 15 13 , 14

-

13

422

33

50

-

29

7

4

It(In Percentages; I' a B a Black, S = Spanish speaking)

1 st 1
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e \ American Indian i 5% ..,

Black.. 8%;
.

Spantsh .
. .

cp- 67. :' ,
.

. 'White .
,

. ,370- ..,

r : Asian
, .....o%'.

,. .

The disparity between teacher and studen- .appraisal ,of the's;ame
phenomenon is brgadened by the' student's' appraisal'of their und,er
standing of English. With about 82% of thhe.

.students coming from
minority cui,tures, one would have ek-pected a great -r feeling.of
insecurita with the language.. Not so. Fewe than 6% of the
students f&lt they,did not understand English well enough to.
handle the- language'demands of their glasses. ,OnlIbdian students
evaluated their language skill as deficient in a proportion to
warrant notice -- 15; agreed that they were,not competent in
English. ,

Remedial Nssistal; e The, extent to which remedial assi§tance to .

imp ve fe-adtrig, writing and math skills was available to students
was impressive' in terms of both the''variety of aSsiAp as*17e11.
.a its general accessibility across the groups., : .." ,

.
...

%

.4.b e 19: Remediah Assistance Available
to Improve 3asic_Salls

/
(Teacher RespOnses Li Percentages)

I

Assistance

.

,

,

'4'

- Total

.

1.11

Drop -

.-

T

Drop

.Etlylid

_Indian

Group
.

Black
,

.

Spanish
.

Reading Lab

Writing Lab

Math Lab :

.x,

Learning Center

Tutorial Herr

Mine of these -,
..

.., 68':

31

-15
4a

53

2

' -

.
.

.

.

70,

33'

''-'63
.

50

, 60

3..

.
.

.

66

28,

47
,. ,

47'

.47

..3'

.

'4

..

100

43'.

100

100

.86

, -

.
,

6
26

49'

-38

45

2
-

..

.,'

50

50,

50 .

63' ,

75

-il

92
4

..103

.4
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\ American Indian , , 5%' .

Black.. ''. ,.., 8%; -.., .

Spantsh - - 6%;-,..
White / 87.,--,, .. ,r : Asian . .

..---. .. ....o7.
The disparity between teacher and studern .appraisal .pf .he'sme
phenomenon is broadened by the student's' appraisal'of their under*standing of EngliSh. With about 827, of th& students cording fromminority curures, one would have eX-pected a greatex fgeling.pif
insecuritx with the language... Not so. Few thin 67. of thestudents felt they,did riot understand English well enbUgh.sto
handle the-language-demands of their glasses. .,OnrYrndian studentsevaluated their language skill as deficient in a proportion to
warrant notice -- 157. agreed that they werevnat competent in,.Eng-rish.

ReTriedial A's-sista:n e The. extent to which remedial assistance to
imp ve tt-ititrg, writing' and math skills was availab,le to studentswas impressive in terms of both the of aSstsat as yell.aS its general accessibility across the groups., : ---.--- , ---,..

":
. Table 19. Remedial Assistance Available

'V

to Improve Basic

(Teacher Responses in Percentages)

Assistance '.,.. . -

. .

:
- Total

,

ILI.
Drop

T

. .

Low
Drop

.
. . ,

Ethnie Group
.-r'

_Indian Black
,

. -
Spanish

Reading Lab -

Writing Lab -

Math Lab
..v.

Learning Center-
'' Tutorial Help
. No;ne of these

.

... 68',
31

-15 ..

48
53 ;

2

'-
,

:

.

_.;

f

70

33'

63

50
60
3.

... 4.47

'

66*

28,

47r ..

47
3

,

J .

100
43

100
100
.86

, -
r

66-

26

49
38
45

2
.

2

50
50
50 .

63' ,

75

-,'9

92
4

s.
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Two characteristiCs of these figures axe `worthy of mention. Prot
the teachers' reports of their classes; 16w-drop students appear
regularly,to have less access to remedial resources than high-

__drop classes This relates to their seeming aversion to media-
,

oriented instructional aids which we observed earlier. The
disproportionate provision of writing skill6 laboratories -- the
strategy with .the lowest frequency reported -- is indication
probably of a general inability to deal with this deficiency.

Regular Services Provided Students. A Summary of services pro-
vided by schools on a regualr basis, as reported by teachers,
appears in Table 20.' The table shows a rich infusion of-ancillary
pupil personnel services into school programs. We ilicluded the
union strength..of towns in this table to test ,one of the assump-
tions made from, feelings derived in the .site qisits,.that districts
with "weak" union ,strength in the surrounding work force were

. providing more support to their.studentoclientele than those with
"strong' union me.r.bership in the surrounding area's work force,
In two relevant, services -- full-time placement counselor and full-

, time vocational counselor, this indeed.waS the case. In others ,-
. free loan of tools; career guidance center and tutoring -- the

obverse was true:

In connection with placement, Table 20 is extended (starred items)
to include a.further detailing.8f explicit job-l-elated services.
In the extension, one can detect again a larger provision of
services consistently. in the hih-drop category, directly counter
to the expectancy Union- oriented districts also contravene
our expectancy, 'They provide more of most of .these services,
though not by'much,,than weak, union localities.

A, further cheCk was made of the Services available to provide re-
view, brush-up or make-up opportunities ,to students. The 'results
appear in Table 21. The striking. note is that, in most cases no
formal, provision seems to be made for review or reinforcement
through Means that do not depend on'theclassroom instructor.
Again, it. appears low-drop students'have,a scantier die 4 of media-,
oriented resources than-high -drop class students; weak union
.localities seem to provide more resources' than strong union
environs; and Blacks, who with Indians relate strongly to "media,
have rather restricted.access't6 these artifacts%

1

Services to Bilingual
concerned the ability
'don presented almost

'we asked'.students and
lingual students.'

students. A large assumption in .this study.!',
of mj.nority students to understand instruc-..x
exclusively in English. With that in m#14.
teachers about services available to -

J E:s;:,
,

. ,

93..

1G4
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Table 20. Services Schools'Regularlv Provide
to Students**

Services

- .

Total
High
Drop

Low
Drop

Strong
Union

Weak
Union

Ethnic Group

I B S

Social Services
Referral 63 70

.

56
.

56 '73 100 55 75
.

Psychological
Diagrrosis 62

.

-67 56 56 70 100 57 50
Scholarships, \
Prizes 66

65

,67

70

65

,60

67

56

65

77

72

100

62 88
. . . .

Full-Time Place-
ment Aide 60 63 .

tree 1.-leals 53 57 50 42 69 100. 49 38
Career Guidance
Center - 10 10

.

9
.

11 a 29 9 -
Health Services 55 63 47 58 50 86 49 63

Free Loa. of
Tools. 26 .23 28 33 -' 15 14 32 -

,--

F'ree Tutoring 40- 34 42. 31 43 34 50

Full-Time oca-
tional Counselor 61 63 60

1

48 81 100' 53 75

None of the Above 3 ' -,, 6 2 - - . 4 -
*Locate Jobs 77 80 75 75 81 ,100 75 75

*Supply Employers
Applicants

".
27 22 28 19

.,

14 30 --

*Preparation for
Job Interview 68. ' 63 47 69 71 66 75

*Aptitude testing
.

57 , ..63-,- 50 64. 50 71 53 '63
*Apprentice Test-

ibg A : 19 20 19
*

28 8 29 21
.

-
*Civil Service

', Testing ,, . 34 :27 41 39 27 29 \-38 13

-.

None of Theit: (*)'
,

.3 ...- ,3 3 6
_

3

-

, 4 '' -

**(In 'percentage.; I =-Ifidian, B,=.Black, S = Spanish-speaking)
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Table 21. Resources Available Neaib for Student
to Review or Brush-Up Material

Resources Total
.High
Drop

Low
Drop

Strong
Union

Weak
Union---i

Ethnic Group

B S

. . _

Individual Pro-
gramed Units 36 --- 43 28 31 '42 43 36. 25

Caisette-Slide .

Units 3 _17 28 25 19 29 23 .13'

Learning Resourc,

o
Center 24 19 31

, _

29 23
/----

/2540 9

Tutorial Help 23 20 25 .17 31 72 13 38

None ofThese 39 40 38 42 35 29 41 38
......_ .

*(In Percentages; I Indian, B = Black, S = Spanish-speaking)
O

Table 22; Extra Assistance Provided
for Bilingual Students*

.

Assistance Total
High
Drop

Low'
Drop

.

Strong
Union

Weak
Union

thnic Group

I B S

English, as Second
.Language . ,

Bilingual Voca-
tional Teachers

Bilingual Tutors.
,

Bilingual Texts

,Review in Second
Language

None of These

tic) AnSwer'

27

11

23

11

.

10

44

16
I

.

-33

10

23

10

10.

43

13
-

.

22

13

, 22

13

9

44

19

22

8

22

11

13.

53

17

/

35

15.

23

L2

8

31

5

71 .

29

29

43

29

-

17

.6

13'

9

9

55

21

.

50

25

75

-

-

13

-
\

*(In Percentages; I .=

'J

1 ,

1

B ... Black, S

95
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his 'can be sepn,*over half of the districts seem, to have. no special
resources for bilingual students. Weak union towns again seem, to
provikie more of thee services. 'Similarly high-dfop classes appear
to'hetre access to more, by a slight margin, than low -drop classes.
Students judged the importance ofthese services as a factor.in
their remaining in school. Their reactions:

table 23. Bilingual Aides and Tatars*-

ResponseA
High Low

Total Drop, Drop
Strong Weak
Union Union

,

nic GroupEthnic

. B' S

No Help 14

25
12 15 16 11 5 10 18

Some Help ,

Great Help . i 10

26'

15

25

6

23

8

27

712

45

21

24

10

18

.12_,

School Provided 35 38 331
\

.3. 38 40 34 12

School Did Not
Provide 48 ,47 48

.

50 44 45 48 77
/

*(In Percentages;,I = Indian, B = Black, S1= Spanish-speaking)

Student Valuation of Sipportive Servides Provided. .Table 24 op.the"
next page sum9arizes ,the students' appraisal of andIlldry services
provided, ip terms of their heIp_as a factor in keeping them.
enraled.

Remembering that only about half of the districts provided the
services listed, the percentages reflecting ,a "help' valuation' at
anything-near 50% are of special note. -In-that regard, Indian .

students, for all services, with the exception of cash loan, or
grants, exhibited an appreciation that stands out amOng cat:- ,

egories shown. Peculiarly, for all students, financial aids were
considered the least attractive of the forms of_4ssistance offered.
This is surprip:ing, in view of the fact that in educatpnal oppor-
tunity programs,,designed in community colleges and universities
to attract more minority students, students account the indispensable
element to be 'financial assistance. The other major element in
EOP programs is pltorial service, which-also did not receive

96
/-)
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leictraordinary consideration in this%seudy.' The four forms of
assistance which do stand out this.analysis-are aptitude te;ting,
part -time employment and tools and equipment supplied fife by the
school: Apparently, studehtS are diffident about accepting direct e.
aid (V4.z. all services listed as free, except iopli) and prefer an :\
oblique form of support. This seems.to.be especially true of
Spanish-Speaking student's. At the same time, generally speaking,'
students from low-drop classes did n'ot sehese services as being
as helpful as students from\high -drbp classes.,
Summary. Thg provision, of a wealth qf s portive.services was,
calculated to represent an initiative toUhicki most schools with

4',

minority.populations in their'student bodies would readily'
subscribe. The. basic thrust of compensatory eduration projects
and educational opportunity programs (EOP) is a rich framework of
ancillary services to reinforce curriculUm content and instruction

Only' about half of the school:4 provided what was felt to be a-repre-
sentative array of human development support services. Of those
services which were provided, part-time jabs, aptitude testing and..
free shop :tools Jere, most valued by studenls. Of- the Three prin-
cipal minolNity:group tlassifications, American Indians seemed to
relate.mpst posttively to all types.af-servipg-4"; Black.Students
'lik6isg seemed generally to regard all services as valuable. /.

Spanish,Jpe'zikit3 students seemed deeply. diVided between typesof
assistance. Free, direct subsidies (free'breakfast or lunch, free

(legal aid, cash loans, etc) were not nearly valued so highly, as
indirect support (part-time .lobs, preparation for taking tests;
loan of toots to work with 1

P ;
E. Organization .

4 A number of influences sourced in *the fundamental organizational
format of school sites are believed t'p affect the success of in,-
structional program, Particularly dos-Aii.s stand true where
-minority students constitute the major portion of the enrollment..- 4K .

The general,predisposition of minorities to open exchangeSwit134.
'each other, the sense cktf cofilmunity which identifies their group
befloior and the high emotionality cdffiponentof their learning .

style's would predicate the need for a wide spAptrunibf differential
experiences; project-oriented undertakings; .0cldiblurring of.
boundaries between school and Communipy, betwOn, day and evening
(ot"week-end) operations and ,between bne kind of-.program and others
within the same

/
jurisdietion.

Teachers and students were asked to'
.

of the school's .endeavor which relat
i'Zational structure.

Ia.

4,

.

Ibf

r
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eact to a number of aspects
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Teathersi indications of the presdhce of these elements'were
recorded In their retpoOSe to several questions. The percentages
of their responses are tabulated below:

QUESTION: ,Are'tile facilities of the school regularly open-
,eveningsr 4

("YES" ANSWERS)

,

_.

.

High Low Strong Weak
Total Drop Drop Union Union

Ethnic Group
.

Type Of CoUrse
,

IND ELK
,

SPA 1. 2 3 4 5

d

-68 63
.

&
72 78 54 71 68

.

63 81 50 67 80 50

.

QUESTION:

_.

i
.

3k.
.

e

Do students completinf7-. vocational7courses r ceive e-waiver
or time on apprellticeship?

,

,
.

- ,

' ("YESI! ANSWERS)

.

23 ..-.27

.

19- '23
.

43
.

, -

,

your

.

courses

13 33 38' Tr--10.,
. /

.
.

at any time duringQUESTION:

.
.

. ,,-

,..

Can students enroll in
the school year?

ANSWERS)

,

,

.

-, -`--
'. CYEt".

5'2 60
.

.

44 50 -54 ..-8 53 13 62' 25 56 50 50
I' 'it

'. .

QUESTION:
.

. .

Is
.

.

Rate tie students

,t

on your Campus_haveto
,.....

WV ?4...

afj

0
'o'' .

C

work while e attending-school.

("EXCELLATit)e.
i .. .

36 37\1 34 31 42' 14 36 50 .33 50 33 50 21
..

r

'4Cont)

110
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QUESTION: Rate the opportunities students on your campus have to Ni

while attending' school. (Cont)

( "GooD")

Total

. ,

High Low Strong Weak ''

prop Drop Union Union

_
.

Ethni,c Group Type ofCourse

\IND BLK _SPA 1' z 3 1_4 5

48 50 50 47 2 47 38 31 67

.

:

20 71

'1-7
r

-.

-
- ("FAIR

AN

15 13- 13 20 20 14.. 15 13 19 13 - 30 7.

.

("POOR")
I .

. i .

./ 2
1 `

: 3 3
.

- 2 - 5 -
,

- -

-

QUESTION:

- .

\
.

. .

-
Are facilities regularly opeil week-ends?

-

.

. ("YES': ANSWERS)
*.J

16 13 19 19 12 - 19 12 24 - 11 30 7

,t

,

QUESTION:
Ts,

.

.

Is the school orpanized'into

.

sub schools, mini-schools,
adiiiiiiistered?or divisions each se.aratel

7

.

A 40~

16 17 16 17 15 29 13 25 14 25 33-20-2
,

100
t'

1.1.1
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No significant patterns appear to emerge fromrtheie analyses. The
figures each,of the classifications generally approximate the
total response-for an groups. The sdrprisesare in the extent
.to which most Schools (most were high schools) are open eyenings
.(a similar check showed only 167 &f the schools are open on week-
ends) and the optimism displayed by teachers about opportunities
for stildent employment -- at a time, it must be recalled, the
nation was at the nadir of the present economic recession. In
connection with the use of evening hours, four,ottler itemvob the
questionnaires are .of some.relevance. Only 11% of theteache'rs
taught at schools which did not have ()then special programs funded
by the government. But fewer than half (4570) were in districts
which used VEA funds' to ossistrminorities. One of the uses of
.evering hours observed during our site visits was provision of
,additional vocational courses whereby students could t4e more
than one vac -.ed major. The extent to which this expedient operated
is _indicated in the students'reactipons to such an opportunity:

' (In Percentages)

,
.

.

Reaction Total
High
Drop*

Low
Drop

Strong
Union

Weak -

Union

Ethnic Group

DM. N, BLK SPA .

.

No Help

Some Help

Great Help

-School, Did Not
Provide

10

20

25

43
,

12

18

20

Al
(4,

.

if

21'

28

39,

13

17

20

48

.7

24

32-

36
.

10

5
,-;

40
.

35

7

16

25

.

44

12

41

12'

65

Obviously, students accounted the availability of these additional
training options to be helpful. Again it is of more than passing
notice that students in strong union ,towns, even though they had
more of such opportunities available in their localities, did not
feel the additional training choieds were of,,as much help as their
counterparts in weak union regions. The sameletndency,appear,s in .

a summary on the following page of student responses to credit for
school training given by unions and employers after employment.

In terms-of extension of the school into the community, 41% of the
programs 'reported their students worked on community projects as
part of their school experience and almost 80% of the students .

indicated they had a wide choice of vocational subjects in which to
enroll. About 28% said students had additional vocational educa-
tion programs in the immediate vicinity, skills centers, on-the-job

101 . .
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(In ,Percentages)

-

'4.

Re4icton
.

Total.
High
Drop

Low
Drop

Strong
Union

Weak
Union

Types-of Classes

1
,

2 3 4 .5

.

4 .

School Pro-

,

.

vided This 54, 48 56 53 55 57 .62, 35 33` 60-

No Help 5 8 3 8" .2 7 10 3 ki -.

Some Help 14 12 16' 16 12 5 18 10 - 27

Great Help . 34 25 40 28 42 39 33 24 22 '37
A1.

.

training, ROP's, 10Cfs, teanical institutes, manpower'-training, etc.,
in which they could also enroll.

Summary. An encouraging majority of the schools under study re-
Dorted great .flexibility in sshool_hours, a wide variety of voca-
tiqnal mnjors, open enrollmg.nt and opus and community employment,
'opportunii:ies for spidents, Sixteen percent reported .decentralized
administration in t'ie form of mini- schools, pods `or sub-schools,
each under separate admiqistrarion Within the .main jurisdiction.

zDespo_pe variations in organizational fOtmat and a number of flex-
ible options, in curriculum, enrollment, arrangements With the
commuflil:yoand witjl employers andlabor, no major differences were
observdd in the effects on'students across, the stratifications.

F. Participation
P

The involvement
0
of parents and community epresettatives at

decision-making levels of the schools' operation is an historical
tradition in American education that has been respected more in
the breach than in fulfillment. The participation of these grass-
roots community groups never amounted to thuch until the demo-
cratic principles it exemplifies experienced a .4remendous resur-
gence through the poverty program, Model Cities and Head Start.

. We take it now as almost axiomatic ip,Federal fuhding of school
programs that cpmmbnity persons need 'to participate, and some -

programs s tutorily requireit. .

4

\ Does it work? It was not the concern of this study to.determine
the answer to that question; but we did feel it was germand to
'sense the effects of such participation on students. A number
items which reflect specific- intervention in the school ptoces4.of
parents, students and community'representatives were presented to
teachers and students for theirseaction.%

.. 102
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Parents. The following table summarizes the indication-s-by
teachers of the frequency with which,parents wete included on

,various policy committees of the schnoldi$trict.

Table 25. /Parent Participation on School
District CoMmittees*

ti

Committees Total

.

High .Low' StroPg Weak
Drop Drop Union Union.

Ethnic Group

IND -"ILK SPA

i'.4
Evaluation 21 22 20 19 23 1,4 lr- 38

--Guidance . 8 . 13 7 8 12 29 6 13N

Planning 1 26. 28 23 28 . 23 43 21 38

Administration - 3.1 10 3,3 17 4 ';... .. - -

-Budget
. i',::10 10 10 14 4 14 11 25

Buildirig and J w .

FAcilities 10 'f> 3 14 4 - 9, 13

'Curi.i.Clum - 1513' 16 4 20 8 . 14 11 f J3
None of These i7' 34; 20' 33 19 14. 32 "1.3.

, \ '

*(In Percentages)
- : ,

Students i' The general impression is that far fewer than one in ,

fair districts, except for plapning purposes, use parents as col-
leagues in the dec,ision-making processes of the schoOl. The in-
clusion of students on these'committees is even leSS. Table a on,
the following page summarizes student participation.

. '

....: .

. P

Labor/Management. 'Other voices in.the7commupity at,large did not
fare much better. The totals fbr labor-management representatives'
participating pn school, committees are summarized in Table 27.

nut reactions of students to 'participation of community persons on
school committees was,a reflection of the rather impoverished com-
mittees they saw. The,students concurred that only 35% of them
observed "lots of community people on committees helping to make
Vecisions." Three out of four of them saw this participation as

103 ,
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Tatile 26. Student Participatjpon on School
bistrict Conuni-tr&.is*

- r

-
,

Committee.s
'-'--

Total

it-
RiglrLciw-
Drop

,
,

Drop
Strong
Union

I
Weak
Union

ei.
'Ethnic -Group

IND BLK SPA

- --
E-valuation 19 19. 20 17. 23 43'.

*
13 '.38

Guidance, 10 13 7, 8 12 43, 6 -
planning .19 .19 20 14 27 57 13 25

Administration .3. 7 - 6 - - 4 - .

Budget ' - - - . -. - - -
Buildings' and., ,

-Facilities* 3 6 - 6 - - 4 -
, Curriculum "; . 8 13 3 14 - - 11 -

Non, of These 45 . 53 37' 47 42 , - 53 38

!f--,-..!.-- -1--*----i-
/ .

4.

*(In Percentages),

kit L 15,

Table 27.\ Labor/Management Participation
on Schbol District Committees*'

r.

Committees
- . - - Total

t

High:
Drop

Low
Drop

trpng
Union

Weak
Union-

Ethniup'
IND BLK SSA

Evaluation 21 25 17 22 19 29 19 /25

Guidance --' 13 22 3 8 - 15 13,

Planning '26 .. 19 33/ 33 15 14 23 50
Administration )..6 9 23 19 12 29 15 13-

Budget 6 7 11 9
...

, i 7

Building aid
--Eaci.litie4,, 11 17 11 - 12 - 11.! 25

CurriculuM --/ 16 -27 25 15 - '; 19 -50
None of These 18

. - ,
22

_ .

13 17 19 14 21

*(In Percentages)

1°4
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.. being of "no help."' Only Indian students -,.. 55% of theM -- saw
z the participation as.really help r, aather expected.eveftuality,

.

since the Indian students relate r ngly to family, community and,
,

clan relationships. . . .7 . .

'Ai to their o/ sumably appre
'did not enjoy
an average of

. keeping them'

wn participation in school 'decisions, students pre-
ciate it. Even tough, as we saw previously, they
widespread representation on district committees,
nearly 50% said it was, or would be, helpful in

enrolled in school.

Parent Employment at School. Ac important adjunct of parent and,
cormunity.participation,in school affairs is the provision, through
these contacts, crf greater numbers of positilye role models and
"concerned others" for students. ecially in the case of minority
youth, who traditio , rienced large numbers of
their on racial or cultural backgroun s in professional or even
classified positions on the staff, to say nothing of supervisory
or administrative classifications We therefore asked to what
extent the schools we_were studying had hired parents'of.the young-
sters enrolled for paraprofessional atdother positiOn at the

.-school. Table 28 gives a summary of such hiring.

Table.28. Employment of. Parents
at the Schools*

Position Total
High
Drop

Low
Drop

7- --'

Strong
Union

\
Weak N
anion

Ethnic coup .

IND BLK 'SPA

No Answer

Teacher
Assistants

Tutois

Monitors.

Teacher Aides
A
41ingval
..pecialists

Lib..7ry
As-. stants

66

,

.23

1.6

19

10

23

53

23

2,0

27

43

10

33

78

22

13

13'

16

9

13'

61

/ 33

22

28

33

11

28

73
,.

8

8

8

-'23

8

25

71's.

14

14

14

29

14

14

^;68.

21

13

19

26

9

23.

50.

38

,38

'>'25

50

13

25

*(In e Y'tvntagesla

105

116
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It is clear* from the preponderance of "no answer that such
employment has not in fact reached serious proportions. Yet the
totals are encouraging. One expects spirited involvement of
parents and community at the elementary level; high school students
are prone'to resent, or e embarrasspd by, parental presence on
school turf. Indeed, t is probably a misrepresentation, espe-
cially as, innately, the minority youngstdr devoutly wishes to
maintain family ties. In any case, students' reactions were also
heartening: they accounted, by better than 40% across' all-groups
that they found the presence'of parents in school jobs helpful:

,Note particularly the Indian and Spanish-speaking totals.in
Table 29:

Table 29. Student Reaction to Minority. Persons
L12212Yf42aLEELE**"

.

Reaction Total
High
Drop

Low
Drop

Strong
Union

Weak
Union

Ethpic Group

IND BLK SPA

No Help

Some Help

Great145-

..

12

23.

16

8

.18

19

,

14

28

14 i

13

24

16

,

10

-7.3

17

30

39

.

8

22

18

12

18

::,-

Ican Percentages)
4

.,
.. .

Summary., It seems evident that widespread, meaningful involvement
of parents and other community representatives in the decision -
making processes' f school sites or school districts has still a

7 long way to, go. D tricts are exhibiting-.a tendebcy toward greater
development of this esource", andlpertainly as it affects the

1

welfare of students, .t.must be considered a good thing. One is
inclined to, think of the achievement of tie schools we observed in
this regard as modest, but, truth to tell, we-have no reliable
yardstick by which to measure theireffor4t.

t the very least, the data do jot particularly differentiate
among groups as we have aggregated them. Indians stand out as
using parents and community to a greater'\ degree than other groups

i and liking it,more than other groups.. I nically, Spanish-speaking
students, whose'affinity for close family ties is everywhere ex-
tolled, observed some of the lowest, level of participation and

(
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saw it as of far less use as a glappart for refining in scbc01
than any other group. Without questioli, only two types of cam-

'. mittees got substantial parent, community or student participation
-- planning and evaluation bodies. One wanders whether this is
the _result of legal requirements in such Federally funded projects
as E.S.E.A., E.S.A.A., Head Start, etc.,, or a genuine attempt on
the part of schools to involve ,interested others outside the pro-,
fegsional educational establishment.

V.
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. VI. SITE VISITAT/0NS

t.

Task 12 in the statement of-work was to visit aselected sample of
sites which were'represettative of high and low drop-ou classes
in the study. The objectof the visits was to gain fir t-hand im-
pressions of the different school envionments and cla's s, to
the end that information provided by the instrument su y would
be extended,,enriched and validated.

Twenty sites were selected. The cities where they are
noted on page 57. Besides being representative of hligh
drop -out classes, they also constitute e-a cross-secti

c gro
olle

by geograp
of progra
programs
ImentS; f

cal location, by predominant ethn
with the exception of community

eke made up almost ex lusively of
had substantial S ish-sReakin

xemainderiere either exclusiv y or,predom
by Black Otudents. As mention d earlier, t
areas which, might have had classes with pr
enrollments{ chose not to participate in th
for other locatipns to fill this specific

For seventeen of the sites, a *hcipal,
he visit; in the c the three

'Dr. Hato d E. p_eb-ftrmer Director of
for the BerkeleTUnified Scho &k Distrib
EdlicatiOn and Training, Westsid
San' Francisco --,made.the contac
superiiisOr_or assistant supetinte
-educatioh was interviewed and eac

s.

ndian stud
pop atio

anti subs
e four metr politan
oMihantly, A ian-Oriental
study, -And search

ipn was nom .Successful. -

a

Iocated are
and slow
f sites
d by types
Two of the
lit enrol-
s; and the
ribed to

the contracting firm
others,,a consultant --
iddtpe and ComRseling
and presently Director of

CommuFfity Mental Health Centr,
Ih each case, as coordinator,

dent in charge.of vocation
of the classes for w a

Course Profile Form had been submitted was visited, andth-e-teachers

d
interviewed., Visigs wer for the * ter portions of one or tO
ays and opportuni were provided for lunches and discussions

with staff, `s ents and other personhel at the campuses. Approx-
. imately sixty individual classes were ,H.fittedv

\
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No formal interview schedules were used at the sites, but a Site
Visitation Check-List was.provided to staff visiting sites, basic-
ally as an outline to guidend check impressions. After site
visits, the staffexchanged.at.length the observations made. A
summary discussion of relevant information gleaned from the twenty ,

site visits follows. OP!

General Impressions, If the recent resurgence of interest in voca-
tional education has made a significant impact on local progtams,
it would be difficult to read the evidence in the physical facilities
which we saw in our sitevisits. Most programs were housed in old
buildings and, most equipment,'especkaqy intechnical and indus-
trial classes, was hardly of recent vintage.. The bulk of.the high
school programs were ensconced in these aged structures, near the
center of the, city,'in elthet seasoned structures that were what
may have been once thg,vocationa P. schoollof the district; pr in
the town's showcase secopdarylsp

q
ooldecades ago; or in other

t
moribund buildings leas o r hased and remodeled by the district.r fik
Newer programs -- skills centers or regOnal.occupational enters --
were usually some distancle outside own, with'at least so compo-
nents of the building com lex re sonably, recently built. *ceptiiii
proprietary trade classes (Auto, MaChin Shop, Weldilig, e .) , ,.

A
most of 'the equipment was adequa e zo'velry good, and the aces

i- were cle n and well maintained. , .

\.
Comprehensive high-schools had the'besti?d,worst of the facilities.
Several,of_gheeger high school were ex ellently'outfitted4, but
where_inner-city desuetude had ckiertakcen the installation, even

__----eht5-5cademic classes did not'lodk inviting. Regional programs,
technical institutes and special career.,Centers looked to, to
be where vocational training capital investment should be hence-
forth made. More comprehensive,and varied use in these facilities
.with adults, college students and! npot4er program clientele --
appears better able to .justify-large e pedicures. t , --x.

Almost all campuses had either,uniformed police, security guard
'----aridentifiable security liaison, people to prOteCt student welfare.

And campuses for the most' part seemed busy and Crowded. The prac-
tice of blising h school students to th4 vocational classes
eithet morning or a on, and rrning them on a contrary
schedule to their home sc oo s was a ftactice observed in a amber
of vocational and/or technicalcenters..

And there were some undeniably eciting,progr s, which," unhampered
by poor facilities-- clocatiOn, seemed to be developing innovative
strategies for meeting the' needs of.minority youth., That last
concern was one thing all programs had in common. They seemed_to
be acutely aware of the need for differ tial educational eXkr-
-iences for students of minority or.disadv ntaged cultures.

N
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Staff. As the analysis of teachers' ethnic affiliations showed, -

airrtwelve of sixty-two responding instructors were from minority
groups, against 82% of the students. That was just about the
representation we encountered in our visits. The most striking
impressiqp of all was the absence of teachers whose racial grip
identification matched that of.most of the students they were
teaching.' In the total congregation of faculty on campus, some .

schools displayed the evidence of a vigorbus affirmative action
program: there were appreciable numbers of minority sta

,- ,

but
Consistently in the vocational programs, the ratio seeme badly
out ,of balance. Moreover, the weight of the disproport n =las
questionably tendeditoward'older white instructors,:

I

The most vibrant configuration, for vocational program as well/
_..'

as for total school environments, appeared to be a genuinely 1 te-a
'grated one -- a robust mixture of yofing and old, male and fem4 e
and minority/white pe onnel. each case where we observed a
completely monolithic staff ethnicity -- all Kack or all 1 to

, ) in a minority studen ieu -- and we saw at least four ins nces
of this -- the pros noticeably lacked' vitality from a nu er
of standpoints -F-t absence of innovative new courses; the
tradipiopal mode of scheduling. and instruction; the impoveri hed
enrollments; and the uninviting imagery of tired -and ternpt class-
room ppaces.\

It is of course beyond documentation in this study, but the density
of the racial/ethnic mix oLany staff teaching m stly minority
students, may have a criticalT:FrodUttive hreak-p nt and should
:befurther investigated.\ 'P 4

other persistent impression was that. ,staff needs to :reflect a
mixture of indigenoUs and non-native professional leaders4p.
? There the, staff was Wholly yome-grdwn, i \so to, speak, there '-also
appeared to us to be an attenuation of, the vitality of the pro-
: ram. The more vigorous and .forward-looking programs seemed
--ded by a good combination of hometown talent and imported ex-

pe ,'se. in the persons of experien ed voc-ed coordinators and 1:
super,. ors who were 'either fr,om o her sections of ,the) country or

ceive. professignal.creden ials there._ This cross-
f rtilizatiO so was strongesvIhRit again was a ix of old
an young, ma e a 5. female, minorit and white constituents.

*Comiiiunity 'nka:ges. Without questim, the' imp eSsive pro ams
Made use of Community facilities and resources hospitals,
businesses, child care centers, recreation foci ities and hotels,
construttion'projects, as well as doctors, nurses arid other pro-
fessional experts.
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'lloreover, while it could not pe reflected in the'documentation
/i

/ 2

the work-experience programs and the off-carnpUrs curricula seemed
to, impart a more enthpsiastic tenor to training efforts than pro,-
grams wholly based at single traditional school environments.

p

L

Unionjartioipation. It was difficult, to resist the impression
EEat the pr¢grams undergoing most change -- those that were break-
ing into nek; modes of presentetionz\gatiing involved-in community_
projects, incorporating or opeeatitgiOit !tudent businesses5 drop-

.

ping unpopular classes and instituting,.path-breaking itnieztcrafts
preprations -- were programs in the Sogpleast, the Sduthufeit,. the

/ co belt and is,olated-areas :where,;trade union strength was
weakest. This-gave rise to the suggestion to incorporate a strati
fication-for "weak' union and "strong° Union strength in . the
approach to analysis of collected info'rmation. As was seen in an
earlier section; the tabulation by such a division did not yield.
any pronounced, clear judgments,, though the drift of the, data did
slightly incline toward a ratification-01tm-r--suppesitiop.
ously, the data were not numero s en ugh nor criteria precise
enough to warrant arbitrary cone S. Neverthelest,' the point
,needs to 'be made in the perspecti
not nice tojop1y,that unions were not

which if was seen. We do %

volved -in schoOl programs
in sectio .6f the country 'which,had\low cents es of union. ,

membership the surrounding area's work forde. They seemed.far -

more inVolve than they were.in "strong" union localities --. but .

-in a differen way,. The typical union involvtment,with a school's
voc -ed prograi is through a.joint apprenticeship or trod advisory
committee. Mot sites seemed to have those. But the coukses which
'marked the exe platy programs, if they y be called that, mere
those where urn n support -eventuated in itiatives which unions
typically have of been known to foster o encburage;through such
committee structures: nursing and surgic 1 assistants' programs
for 11th and 12th graders; 'home construct,aw as a Rrelprietary.
business venture by high schoolers and young adults;- printing _

and graphic 'arts on atomercialprofit basis;.conStrOction trades
which included sheetAdFal, masdffry, electrical, plumbing' and
.other union crafts not'ordinar'ly'seen in the framework, of on-

' the-job training, in the high- s hool or for minority clariaidates,
The key,, as told ils\by,the lead rship Who initiated the programs,
was early involvement of, ,and pi omotion by, union leadership,
residual impression was ttit union participatignfflaS critical in
vouchsafing the Successful' initiationtof these ,programs, but the
notion persists that it was easier to achieve such. cooperation in
these areasJe.Apuse the unions' attention was free enough to focus

developi ing potentials among minorities for their continu-
in membership..-
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Innovation. A glance'at the number s of programs. in each Orttee .
five categories used in the study immediately suggests (eimn while.
this was not a deliberate canvass of innovative 'programs),' that.
"there is not mue6-fgat is liewin vocational education. There
was indeed-a.disappointing paucity of pew careers and preprofes-
sional course. The courses in computer sciences; -banking and
finance; cooperatiye (work-study) distributive education; tulinary
arts and catering; hotel (front-office)-managem&lt; surgical -

assistants; -pre-med cooperative study and the high school courses.
in cosmetology, vocational nursing and day care center Supervision
were the high spots -- and the limits -- of hew, inventive currid,-

, .
ular ent,erpri,es. The fact that these were the programs-in N.Thioh
minority students seemed to enroll heavily and pursue diligently
(we had no check on 'their success; except in this indirect way),
implied that this was a promiSing direction for future develOpmep.
Interestingly, the programs were asked to indicate if their dis- .

tricts.had, within the past five years, discontinued any vocational
programs because they were not meeting the peas of minorities. By
a ratio of 8:1, the reporting.distticts hid not di ontinued any.

. courses. Those which had, had phased out only "on or two."

Promotion. The program which advertisedaelf to the community
strongly, broadly and persistently was rare. That statement is
tantamunt to a synopsis. It would be naive.totsay that advertis-
ing begets succesA and dangerous to suggest that one should ad-
vertise a piogra4 that does not "deliver" to students. Yet wesaw
some excellent pfograms -- good placement, great access for de.di a-
ted young minority(Itudents -- destined to languish because fe
people ,knew 'about them.

.

'Career Eductal-Pon. FulTy'80% pf the reporting schools indic4 e4 the
existence of a career education.-program in'their schools or in
.feeder junior high schools for at least 1-2 years. A 'number had
had 'career education programs in the 'district far as Long asAsix
years. In at least some diodicum of greater releif,, the programs
whichstood out as having exceptional vitality were those which
had had a. career education program in fender schools for some little
.time. Yet it would be a mistake tp say that the career education
c-influence had transformed any vocational classes- The"iattice"-
oncept, or "family of occupations" cluster.which so characterize's
the philosophy, at least, of career education, was not much in evi.
Bence: "Transportation Trades" was still Auto Mechanics and Body;
and Fender; nowhere did we see jet or wankel engines, diesel, motor-
cycle repair or an auto shop that looked nearly so varied, clean
and inviting as the service department of the local new car dealer.
The concept of career education seemed to' be at work most visibly

-the zjob type training involvements in community construction
projects and cooperative industrial and business education programs.

4
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Evaluation. Surprisingly, most programs conduct follow-up studies
of .their students on an annual Formal evaluations, too,
were coiiducted by many districts once ayear. The scarcity of
readpi-ly avaitable data on minority enrollments-and d

m,nev-irfheless, leads one to believe that most ;of these 'evaluations :

areosndertaken primrily to satisfy state departments of education
in connection with reporting on Federally- funded programs. Upon
questiOning, it developed that most "evaluatiobs" vere indeed
statistical counts and hardly subject to Vigorous analysis'by
objectives, cost-benefits, program pay-offs, or precise "success"
criteria.. It dppeared to us that the absence of a systematic,
'formal and scrupulous eStuation of programs was a singular de-

- ficiency.aCross most of the sites visited.

'University Assistance. In a few graphic Instance;, progiamt which
seemed to us barely surviving -- very ;ow enrollment, apparent bore-
dom on the part of students -- were ilv:anUsually close proximity to
a large university c9mplex, either the largest state institution of
higher learning or a consortium of sixjpr seven colleges apd uni-
versities. Yet the articulation with the university in any obvious
model of resource delivery -- training'of teachers, conduct or
dissemination of voc-ed research, :Workshops, seminarsr demonstra-

_don projects., internships of teachers -- was practically non-
existent., Certainly we. can deelop More direct service delivery
systems to the scho6ls from university centers. 'There needs to
lbe somere-thinking of the way in-which centers of higher learning
or research coordination centers are using thir personnel
and funds. They do not seethto'be infusing much red lolood into
the ongoing vocational education endeavor.

Summary. The site visits, among other benefits, impressed us with'-
thiact that, despite the ambitiousness of the study, there were

numerous other profocols which might_ have been included in'
t e methodology. Critical levels of racial/ethnic densitytof
faculty and staff "mix;" the modes of union cooperation and inter-
vention; levels and degrees of community involvement in instruc-
tional prdcesses; innovation; promotion; and other elements all .appeared to possess some relationship with the attraction and 're-
tention of minority students in vocational education prograMs

. 1.13
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VII. MODEL PROGRAIS FOR MINORITY STUDENTS

One hesitates to write specific prescriptions_ for educational treat-
ments for any group; the dynamic of learnin&, is so incredibly
sensitive to such a multitude of factors, seen and unseen. And
surely a consistent, clear-cut documentation to underwrite suggested
methods and Strategies has not really been provided by this study,
To a considerable extent, however, we feel confident that the
study did, discover an unquestionably muscular bridge between the
case that previous research ui minority and disadvantaged education
has made for differential treatments. cif ethnic groups and what sine r.

of the realistic xpressions of those treatments in actual exper-
ience should be. We covered a great kleal,of ground in the hope of
harvesting pulse-beat indicators of the right directions for mov-
ing minority vocational education, and we feel we found a great
many. Mich additional research assuredly needs to be undertaken,
but,the initial signposts are here.

'The Instructor's Needs. Probably no better way to present a con-
sidered estimate of (ghat worksith minority groups is to recount
the responses which the teachers of the surveyed classes supplied
when asked what they would provide in their programs if they had
complete toy so to change them to increase their effectiveness.
Recalling that over 8 out of 10 .of the learners in their clas6eS
were non-white students, it is more than.inteiesting to note how
intimately their reactions dovetail with the elements we have
observed in the study as being the expressions of needs of minority
students. ,'

The specific question asked was:

qUESTION: If you could change your...teaching situation in any way
you wished-, what are three changes "VN would make to
improve the effectiveness of your instruction?'
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'The responses in order of freiuency:

Rank 'Response Frequency

,

1

.

.

Screen in-coming students
.

. .

11

. Better facilities' e 11'

2 More addio-visilal aids, films,
permanent AV center 10

3 'Smaller class size 9
4 . More teacher aides, pars-

professionals

4' More and better equipment and
supplies _

More off-site and cooperative
work -study experiences . 7

6 Shorter courses and uAlts ,

-.,

Mere contacts in community to
interact with students and for
contacts in .placement _

.-

- 6 .

7 . Remedial basic skills -.

7 ,. Concentration of prograMs. in a
regional center- drawing from other
local schools.

8 Better research and evaluation
i

i 4
8 More parent involvement . 4

9 More inservice training of teachers

9 Team-teaching

10 - Start school at a later hour 1

,r

There were a few other single-frequency-responses, but not many.
The question was open-ended; no check -list was pEovided. For 62
teachers in wide scattered, locations, of t'he co ntry, thd,consensts

kaseems to u "s remar ble:.
dn.

Types of Programs. The broad outlines of an improved address to
vocational education for all studentsliare implicit in the reactions
of these teachers. .The school,simply has to replicate more realis-
tically the environment in which most of business and industry's

"11.5
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workers are trained. Few'large companies would tolerate an
occupational training program for future employees cast in the
.mold of a typical high school vocational training,, program. Which
probably explains why American high schools have never provided -N

more than 15% of t o trained work farce in this country.

Granted that a large number of .districts are c,urtently in financial
crisis, and that obsolete proprietary trade installatidns could.not
be replaced except at prohibitive cost, there is still the expedient
of regional occupational centers to offset this handicap. And
trade courses need not be-so comprehensive that they demand a full
spectrum of expensive equipment, like electronically automated
machine shop milling machines or giant web presses in print shops.
But more than anything else, schools have'a whole range of pro-

-- gram types which they are not offering, as witness the heavy em-
phasis on trade and industrial (T&I) and busirthss classes in the
survey. If minorities are to make a quantum leap to parity with

."1

whites in the!employment statistics, .it will be accelerated most
by an exppsion of training in new and developing sectors where
traditional impediments to minority entry have not or may not'
crystallize --: in new careers and nei induStries, paraprofessional'
and pre-professional training. It is in theSe areas where expen-
ditures for materials, equipment al space,are least costly, and

4.where interaction with the communfty's resources is;mOst easily
achieved -- electronics, computer sciences, ealth services,
services to the aged, banking, finance, insure real estate
and e host of other growing new sel7vice industr s.-

A Minority Model. We feel there are innumerable va id inferences
one can take from the results of the iniquiry presented herewith,
with respect at least to general directions in which one might
proceed in developing an optimal learning environment for minority
students in vocational education: We have chosen below twenty (20)
elements in the school setting for whose implementation we feel
there is.sufficiently strong documentation in the study to justify
recommending serious consideration. Overall, we conclude that a
changing attitude prevails within 14.rning styles of m'nority
groups oftthe order of the following progression:

. . .

INDIAN BLACK SPANISH ASIAN WHITE.

One can .read the continuum in any direction; there. is an ascending
orderwhich evolves in its applicatibn to certain elements (effec-
tive class size,- for example, would increase .as one gmm,e4 from
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left to righ); a descending.orderin others (e.g.', need for
parental or community involvement decreases from.lefr to right).
This is enough to indicate that there is no judgment of better-or'
worse in, the paradigm!' It flatly only indicates differences. It
is necessary to point out that the placement of Spanish.speaking
and Black groups is tenuous so far as,order goes: we had earlier
made the case for a greater propinquity between. the Hispanic and
Indian cultures. We are here reversing the order, since -most of
the tables we have presented seemed to tend in this direction.

For reasons,previously described, we have been unable to include
Asian-Oriental populations in the study. There yere not enough
of them in tie respondent groups. The components of our model,
then, are limited to the three remaining ethnicgroups: Indian,
Black and Spanish-speaking.

'Teacher Characteristis- N.

With respect to age, ethnic affiliation, background and pergonality
characteristics of teachers, the study indicated that-for at least
Black students, Slack teachers made some constructive difference
between high and low drop-out. Age seemed not ta- be 'related --

\.4,nmost teachers were over 40, but the low-drop class did have
a larger percentage of them. No trending appeared It the trade
background or out-of-class dat_ivitie:s of teachers_as rviated to
attrition of enrollment. There was, 41owe,zer, a strorigNpersistent
trend in the low-drop category ioward'teaohers Who had a good under-
standing of young people and of other races; who were up-to-date
in their subject field; who were always. available to talk to .

students about their prob],eps; and who'treated students "like mature
adults."

'
'' .

.

..,

3

Instruction

Lower class size was the fourth most pressing wish of.the. nstruc-
tors seeking change. Since the ratios of students to teachers.were
only in rare instances above 20-to-1, it is apparent,that.teachers
find even these numbers a handicap% Time of class ,meetings was of
major concern to ethnic groups: Indians seemed least able to
tolerate morning hours, Blacks next,and Whites and Span fish- speaking,
students not very concerned about early meetings.;

.

Fifty-percent of students went off campus for some part.oi\their
instruction, and both students and teachers accounted this e.\de-.
sirable component. All ethnic groups wished more visiting exerts
from industry,-as.did teachers; students also seemed to desire
greater use of media, visual aids and hdrdwake such as models and
mock-ups. More paraprofessionals -- teacher assistants, aides --
were dei'lredby Asians and Spanis -spedking students, but.not by
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Zlacks or Indians. The pfoject or team method wag used extensively
throughout the classes surveyed, most prominently among Black
students.

.

-

Individualized instruction and shorter instructional units also
seemed to be aptractive in strong measure, espedially to Spanish-
speaking students`, and teachers rated the provision of more such
personalized teaching's high priority.

.
Students generally feltthey hacideqmate facilities, equipmbnt,

.and supplies. Teachers emphatically did-not. In small but con-,
sistenp deviation, minority students did not feel they had suffic-
ient space, equipment or supplies, the Black students' 'sentiments .

'the strongest in the three groups.

School Environment'
All indicators pai.nted to the provision of a friendly,,fliberal at-
mosphere as being conducive to minority group learning. On issues
such as smoking, freedom of speech and Movement, liberal dress
codes and, provision of due process, Indians, were foremos in
counting these as helgul,,Blacks next,and Spanish-speaki students
last

Inditns s erred to get along with school Administrators best, but
poorest wi One another. Indians arid' Blacks had poorer relations
with lacult than anish-spec ing s'tOdents: Blacks and Spanish
heritage stud. is ha poorer relationg withpolic9 than Indians,
but the differ-ides were slight Non-teaching staff related to

' Indian anti Spam_
Il

h students exce lentiy, but Black students had
some prob' ms in iSLcrectiork.\ .

.
. ,

f ;
\ .

',Supportive Services
s"?

\
\

Almost.unifo ly, st dens regar ed supportive hymen development
services (free als, free tools, inancial aids,)etc.) as helpful,
most he pful in the case of IndiaA , next with Blacks, clOsely

' followe by.Spanish-spe4in&spudepts:
.

-,
p .

Or 'n z lion
Using the extent of provision of ffetent organizational compon-

. ents as a reflection of itsccompat bility with the needs of the
ethnic-grou s served, the same pro ession was rioted with respect
to studenps. exposure,to these .compdilents, Indian, Black and
Spanish-speaking students, in that order, had, generally speaking,
a diminishimg positive.attitade toward innovative conditions oper-
ating in the organizational format. The school open evenings,
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receiving' credit for training with employers, open enrollment,
ability to work while attending*schpol, and ability to take more
than one voc-ed major at one time all:thowed,this general --t-erffeiidy:

Participation "
In respect to parent and' community participation in policy-making
at school, labor-management participation in school affairs and
parents of students hired as paraprofessional employees of the
school district, the inverse order mas true: the Spanish-speaking
community was more involved than B1Seks and Blacks morb than
Indians. (It needs to be pointed out that of the two predominantly
Indian programs which were included, one was exclus4yely a res-
1.pntial (dormitory) program involving students from\11 sections
of he country. The likelihood of parent participation in this
cas6 would be virtually nil).

N,

The ;10de1. Listed below are twenty elements in the school setting
which appear the bases cited above to,have merit in considering
improvements in\che educational climate of vocational education
programs for minorities .

A%
4

.
.

'Teacher
Characteristics

1.*. .

Indian Black
. .

Hispanic
,

.

(1. AGE:)

, -

.

.

Young persons, *mixed.
.

gender
,

.-

.
.

,
,

Mature males pri-
manly; women in
appropriate oc-
cupations

.

Older persons, male
..

44
W

(2. RACE/ETHNICITY:)
e

Need substantial num-
berg of Blacks

.

--\ - .

r
.

.

.

Ned a considerable
number of Spanish-
speaking instruc-
tors

.
. o

. .

Need few Indians

,

.

.
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A. Teacher Characteristics (Cont)

Indian Black

'MD

(3. PERSONALITY:)

a,.

*:

Understands modern,
urban, black, young
people

a.A,N Understands In-
dian tradition

b. Understands young
people_ . Knowledgeable in

subject area

c. Knowledgeable in . -

d.

subject field

Available to talk
over problems,
"friendly" but
stern

c. Per6onable, "cool"
but involved c.

Understands
Mexican-America
Hispanic) tradi-
tion

Knowledgeable in
subject area

Personable "in-,
telligent,' but
approachable

. 4
B. Instruction .,

1

Indian Black - Hispanic

Vi. TINE pF CLASS :)
.

,Later than typical --:-
school day .

Early
,

.

,

Later starting times

(5. CLASS SIZE:),

12 = 15

.

.

.

, .

15,. -18 -.7 -,12

6. OFF-CAMPUS -
,

.

.

HIghly desirable

.

Desirable to .

some extent

E PER EN ES:

Unquestionably,

120,
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/
- B. Instruction (Cont)-,.

. \
k, Indian Black anic

(

.

.

(7. USE OF MEDIA, i

. .

DEMONSTRATIONS,
!

,

MOCK-UPS, ETC.:) I

80% of the time if SO% of 'the time 25% of the time
possible !

'8. PARAPRO- '

PESSIONALS:) 1

.

Desirable, Desirable .Critical
/

.19,,_ LEMING IN

I TEAILS,:) 1

.

Not seri 'cal :, Very Importa!15-- Important
- ...,

.

1.10: SHORTER UNITS / , .

OR MODULES O" t

, ...

I

Not critical Important Very Importarit

11. INDIVIDUALIZED
TION7)

.

,----...,

..Desirable Important
---,,,

,. Very Important

12. EQUIPMENT AND
SUPPLIESO ' ,(

1

Important Critical ,...,?* Very Important

121
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.

C.. School Environment
..

Indian. Black Hisphnic
.

(13. FRIENDLY
- -

1

Very Important

.

.

Important

ATMOSPHEREO

k

Highest Importance

X14. ETHNIC MIX*

[

,

S

Need some
ethnicity,

.

Need considerable
other; ethnicity

,

:Tolerate separatism
well

115. DRESS CODE, .
.

,

Liberal, but struc-
tured

.

e

Conservative
Y
stuc-

tured

211DiagL0 ,

.

Conform to own con-
servative style

(16. JUSTICE, DEMO-

,

.

.

Very Important

.

. .

Very Important

CRATIC DUEPROCESS:)

Very Important

D. 'Supportive Services
.

Indian
..

Black

.

Hispanic
.

17a. BILINGUAL
. ,...

-

.

Of Some Help-
,

,
.

.

---,

HelpfulVery HO.pful

ti

i

4



1

,

. .

,

.

.

D. Supportive Services (Cont ) . ''''' _
, . ..

Indian Black\
,..,

liispanic
4

WI). TUTORIN60 .

Very helpful -

. .

,Helpful
,

Extremely helpful

e
(17c: FREE LEGAL

Helpful

.

.

Very helpful

AID:) ')

Ext-i7emely helpful---

(17d. FREE HEALTH
.

Helpful

.

.

_.
.

Helpful

SERVICtS:)

Critical I 1

(17e. FREE MEAtS4,)

Verykjielpful Helpful.Critical

(17f. CASH LOANS/

Valuable. ".

,

,......././

GRANTS:)
i .

bf some value 'Not critical

(17 . AVTTUDE
.

Important
,

: .

ImportAnt.
.

.

.

TES ING:)

-Important

123
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, .

_ D. Supportive Services (Cont). .
. .

. ,

.' Indian
.

.

.

Black
,

'Hispanic

4,

(17h. TRAINING TO . ,
,.

.
a:

Very Important

,

..

Very ,Imp,ortant

.

, ,.

Important

a

..
-

Very Important
, ,

Very Important

Very Important

TAKE EMPLOYER TESTS:)

Very Important,

-(17i. PART- TIME.
JOBSJ:)i

\

Critical ,

(171. FREE TOOLSO

.
Indispensable

, .
.

E. Organization

\ .

IIndian

.

2 Blaick

. .

. - Hiipanit - '

(1.8 .INNOVATIVE .

. ,

7..
., ..

. *. .

,

.7-4.:*0- /
..

_Very _Desirable
1, \

1 ,

.

...

4.
1 a a

a

''',
, ..

.

- ,.
4

...

.. e

.

, .',

-Very_ 4rab

ARRANGEMENTS : )*

' ':(*double-majors,
. credit 'for training .

with future employ-
ers, open enrollment,
Work-s tudy o grams ,
school open e nings.
and weekends)

-

Very Desirable
1.



v

ei t F. Participation :, .
.

jt

_

.' -
. .

Indian
4,

Black .

-. ,./
HispaniC.

419a. PARENT AND
COMMUNITY PARTICI-

..

r.

Important
A

.. -

.

Very Important

PATION ON SCHOOL
COMMITTEES:) .

critical ,

,

\
(19b. STUDENT PAR- ,

''.4,1"),

)
,

.Desirable '

.
.

. -

Very Desirable

TICIPATION ON SCHOOL
COMMITTEES:)

.

Extremely Desirable

(20. AIRING OF 10Ag-
i

,

1

.

Some e

1

..-

'4

-
.

.

.

.

.

Not Critical
......

,

ENTS AS PARAPROFES-
SIONALSO

Great Help

.

,Bekond these general injunctions, one m ust. add that the preparatory.
ambience and reinforcement provided by career education progra* at
lower grade levels seems' to be 6.--pourerful spisfiort factor. Remember
that except for the last decade or so.milfority students'have not
seen very many people in many prithary pccupationt who'were of the
same ethnic identifiqation as'theywAre, let alopOinderstoodwhat
.those occupations were about (*What preparation tt-K.ene,ai,led:
The exemplar of one exciting progral on an Indian reservatibif
which we visited -- wher,eareer dducation was an, integral part, of
`e,Iementary and junior high school educatidly -- was a profound in-
sight. ,The respohsibility to orient a whole generation of children
to a world of work which might or might not be only zymbolid.and.
then to provide, in the face of historic, ingrained institutional
barriers, a viable, successful program, culminating in real jObs
at the other end of the process -- high School--,is an iglterprise
of 'sobering proportions. .

'1.25
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
t,

The contract for whose activities this report is the comprehensive -
description was an ambitious attempt to identify factors' associated
with successful vocational education prograam for minority students.
It as predicated on a body of research which suggested critical
differences in learning styles .between' and, among different ethnic
and racial groups, differences which were bound to manifest them-
selves as variable needs and requirements In the total learning
nvironment. It was also ba.ed on the assumption that schools

.

maintained records and statistics which provided ready.:Identifica-
tion Of students by ethnic and racial characteristics. Despite
some,considerable absence of the latter condition ac;oss-ldige,
urban school districts,'enough dada were - collected' to give appre-
viable, if not imposing, eVidende to support the basic premises
upon which the study was based.

/-

In approaching the responsibility to summarize'conciusions and make
recommendations from the. study, the contractor is impelled ta
recount the implications generated in two directions; (1) for
practitioners interested; in the theoretical and practical assump-
tions which motivated'ther'research and the findings rleated thereto;
and (2) for the agency which funded the effort and must pf neces-
sity be concerned, not only with the findings; but also with the'
contingencies oteountered as being an integral part of a 'larger and,
more inclusive researeh enterprise.

. ip,Conclusions
.

.

Overview. In the face of a number of conditions which surfaced
during the progress of the study -- and particularly its latex'
stages -- it isn many ways surprising that we elicited as much
cooperation as we did. There were four structural inhi12itors
which delayed, '.complicated and/or impeded tbe.intentions ant con-
duct of the research;

)

r
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1. The passage of the 'Educational Rights and Privady Act of 1974
(P.L. 93-380), which took effeft mid-way through the'study
(November 19, 1974), and which implied a proscription on

of student names and addresses and other information
necessary for successful completion of the syrvey. The legis-
lation caused immediately a number of districts to withdraw
their offer to cooperate, and prevented others later_from fol-
lowing through obi their commitment to participate.

2. The inability of many school record systems to identify enrol-
lments, plat ents,'transfers and drop-outs.by rapial/ethnic-u
categories. P.esumably official reports by districts' require
no periodic su.m.ries by these classifications.

'3. The multi-level bureaucratic hierarchy, especially in large
districts,, which ne4s- to belpegotiated before one can contact
teachers and students at the site level. In many instances,
requests for participation must be channeled to the superin-
tendent, a research department, a research committeeb,the
Board, the principal and perliaps several other persons before
approval can be obtained.-

4. The restrictions bn staff'timP.,as well as the absence of a
precise research or data collection responsibility at the
school sites. In a number' of instances, schools elected to
participate, but never assigned the; responsibility to follow
through to any pafticular person, or if they did, assigned it
to someone' already so burdened with other duties that:dead-
lines could not be met, or else data was provided in a form which
Was not usable.

44,
ti

To acilibete future research efforts and to attenuate the restric-
. 'time influences.of the conditionf outlined above, the following

recommendations are made:

1. Issue Immediately SOtrelVteci,se directives to guide school
districts in determining the actual information whose 'dissem-
ination is prohibited by P.L. 93-380. The interpretation made
by,

in
school districts who felt release of dropped students'

names and addresses was not n violation of the Act was that
only evaluative information was restricted: test scores,

,ciplinary referrals, grades, etc. Most schools' indeed. have
student directories in thepain office where any citizen may
have access to moot of the very, information some districts
felt constrained to withhold. Certainly a categorization of
information to-separate that which is statistical (enrollment,'

. name, address, drop or transfer) from that which is personal
is in order%

,
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2. Allow free use of the funding agency's name on all correspon-
,dente and instruments directed to school districts. The

aRproach by a private contractor or granee is often treated
as an intervention for which the researcher should pay a fee.

3. InvOke as a special condition of award of VEA-Part C funds to.
districts the injunction to cooperate with research contractors
and grantees studying problems within the Part C priority
framework.

4. Develop a cooperative initiative with data-gathering depart-' '-
ments of thd Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education and

other divisions of the Office of Education to modify reporting,
requirementsthat reports on enrollment, placements and
drop=buts are classified by racial/ethnic identification.

,

The, rationale and the modus operandi of the applied research', exem-'
plary deMonscration and curriculum programs within the Bureau con-
tains a number of strut-Oa-cal constraints which impinge upon the
effectiveness of the research in the Programs. Two major liabilities
derive from the method of funding:

. (1) the unCllar guidelines for
mounting studies which are national id scopeLan (2) the level of
funding which inheres in the total progrka for national efforts.

While the available funds for the total research program is.subject
to "competition", regulated in general by amounts earmarked for in-'
dividual states, an indeterminate amount is withheld as-discretion-
ary for projects whose range and significance-transcend state or
local concerns. Such projects perforce demand greatpr travel-ex-
penditures, more numerods personnel, larger, samples and in general,
longer periods to complete. These considerations are sufficient
to warrant a 1ifferent treatment of such applications.

Further, any program of longer than a year's duration involving
travel to,different sections of the cuntry will involve expendi-
tures commensurate with a four or. five prafefsional person=year
level of effort. Few if any of projects funded thus far have,
been 'funded at or near that range.

The Bureau should seriously consider:

1. A separate division of the research program for a limited
number of.projects national in scope, with different guide-

. lines and regulations.
,

2 2. Analyzing the cost-effectivene of projects thus: far funded,
. to determine whetherfewer prof cts more securely funded would
not increase the quality c3..out t over many, projects funded
at marginal levels.,.

, '128 ,
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gonclusions From the Study. 'While S4ction VII of the report rather
dffinitively commits itself to.a number of syggestiorks regarding !,

differential models of educational environments for dinprity
student's, the impulse to cavil at the absence of solid'documenta-
tion to aut4enticate the suggestions is not easily:forborne. For

.

/P that reason, the recommendations which follow are as much a jtefec-.
Lion of fruitful' areas for furthbr research as they are admonitions
to practitioners to changes in present learning ebvironmenti.

.
.

#

Following are the major conclusions which we feel,mere generated
----6Y the study: ,

%

1. Vocational education programs, 'at least in the cities we
visited( do not appear to contain evidence of the'advances in
technology which have lately transpired in related business
and industries. Neither in the range of offerings, variety

. of equipment and materials, redesign of spaces or in innovative
techniqu'es for transmitting knowledge and skills do most schools

.

appear to have changed much fram the, treatments of twenty to
twenty-five years ago. .,

_....

2. New career programs -- in ecology, allied health services,rin: '

formation storage and retrieval,' services to agirit, fteprofes-
sional and paraprbfessional training -- do not appear in great
numbers to relieve the traditional offerings observed.

3. Aefinite groundswell of movement' for all ov%part of student-sl'
.occupational training experience away-frOm the comprehensive
school site seems eo_be taking place.

lb

4. A sizable growth of concentrated vo ional skilX programs, in_
regional centers, skill centersi.tec nical institutes and the
technical high scho appears to be taking places.

5. Little differentiatio in methods, techniques and environments
except somewhat in the case of American Indian itUdentt, seems
to be offered to miribrity student groups predominantly
white groups.

6. There is evidence to support the contention that there are
substantial differentes in cognitive (learningKstyles among
at least three of the minority groups observed in the study:

1 Indian, Black and Spanish-speaking. These differences are
doubtless based on neuroanatomical differences in the way in
which sensory impressions are processed as well as on environ-
mental differences, and seem to be affecte0 by how educational
materials are presented, by whom, when, and by the general

/11

surround!ngs in which learning takes place.
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7. Low drop -out appears to, be associated with the understanding
the teacher has with young people'and minority cultures and
mith the grasp he/she'has of the ubject field. It seems also
to be associated with the density f ethnic/racial mix in a
class or program, clam size, a'de cratic, open, meaningful
structure on the school campus, shor -units and individualized
nstruction. Some relationship is suggested.with work in
t ams, working on real-life community projects'(on-the,-job
training) and participation of communi (especially labor
and management representatives). Most f these assertiOnsare
subject to some qualification across e three ethnic groups .
studied.

Recommendations "

The probability of finding ongoirk.g proearnZith fixed character-
istics of the types _which project-thPmselves in this study as being

1 worthy of investigation is.probably minimal. Yet the absolute test
of -15F of the implications which arose in'the study would depend -

on th
ficul

ability to hold certain conditions constant which are dig-
to'arEest, in the-dynamicof c t school district opera-

tions. Public institutions serving rimer y or exclusively
American Indian students-are ava., ale to'c pare with esidential

programs or with prog itb st st tial Angl and Indian
enrollments. But few programs wi h Subs 1 members of Black
andor Spanish-speaking students can.be 1' ter out of an Anglo-
dominated jurisdiction ,for "purewstudy. reove- even fairly
i:deal situations/would require the invoilvem t cooperation, if

. not the intenttonal'revision of, sizeable comp ements of school
staffs and Programs. Be that as it may, the following recommenda-
.tions.are made in the belief that the 'commitment to minority
students' welfare is considered important enough -- and 'some of the
findings of this study cogent enough -- that a number of school .

districts or sites and the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Educa-,
tion would see fit to support'formal inquiries in these directions.

1. Ratification of verifiably different learning conditions. --
starting times, length of courses; small v. large classes,
variable densities of ethnic mix, comparison of verbal v.
concrete materials presentation and others -- should be attemp-
ted in both primarily integrated and primarily separatist '

settings. .,.

2. Some attempts to study an elaboration of teacher
ir

personalities
across the three major ethnic groups in voc-ed programs should
be 'made. The gravitation of minority students to teachers
with particular minority backgrounds and particular skills in
dealing with young people has hardly been examined in depth.
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3. The total Orocessof enrollment, instruction and follow-up
appears in most instances not to be viewed as a systematic
commitment. Teachers lamented the fact that most students
came to their classes without being screened, and they were
not particularly impressed by the evaluation which their
schools provided for their programs: School officials, per-
haps with assistance from the Bureau and universiq centers,
should develop a functional model fo quick, systematic,,on-
going evaluation o,f the individual and total vocationat.educa7
tio9 programs.

4. There needs not only to be greater involvement,with business
and industry in the programs, but some evaluation of such in
volvement whiCh would lead to thedevelopment of the mast
promising types of business-industry participktion. The.tra-
ditiorial advilpry committee arrangement does not seem any
longer to be. re than a symbolic or show-case .comraitmerit,. In
this connection, schools migbt look for ideas_to the success
ofthe employer-based career education models which have been
operated and tested for some time by the National Institute of
Education,

'5. Closely related is the matter of contacts with experts from
the community; both teachers and students.ptermined that they.
would appreciate more of such intervention. This does not
seem a difficult additive to infuse into present operations.

There appear to be certain configurations of supportive services
to uhich minority students relate more than they do to others.
Screening, apeitudetesting, preparatiOn for test-taking, place-
ment, and other indirect service seemed- to be held in greater
esteem than direct largesse, as for instance, cash loans and
grants, free meals and free health services. Some study
should be given'to.the identifiCation 'of the optimal constel-
lation_of services definitely suited to respective ethnic
groups.

7. The need for a meaningful structure within an open, friendly
total atmosphere. seemed apparent., The wish for freedom-of
expression, and a sense of fairplay would' seem to augur a
promising potential for a relaxaeion of some basic blocks in
the school's overall structure,as against any permissive "atmos-
phere having to do, with smoking, male-female. relations or dress
codes. The need seems to be in the area of wider choices of
subjects, alternative, patterns of courses, variable scheduling
and basic routines of the school. The technical institutes,
regional occupational programs and community colleges appear
to represent an "adult' model which might feasibly be tried

131
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with our 11th and 12th 'grade students. An experimental_ Ltudytin this direction- might be, difficult, to mount, but it begs
tryip
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APPENDIX A'

APPENDICES

Specimens of Letters Inviting Districts
to Participate

APPENDIX B.. Specimens of Instruments Used in the
Study;

1. Course-Profilt-Fo

2. Teacher Questionnaire

3. Student Questionnaire - Drop-out,

4. Student Questionnaire - Current

ir 5. Site Visitation Check-List
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13- APPENTRX. A --WVIIKTION

TO PARTICIPATE

Dear Superintendent:

We are under contract to the Office of Education,
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education (Contract

,

OEC-74-1740) to develop models of vocational educa-
. tion- programs to meet better the needs of ethnic

minority-students.
, .

. .

The 'main focus of the study are high: school yoca-
tional education programs in'the fifty largestU.S.
cities and the'factors-,-- strategies, techniques,.

r ,approaches -- associated with effective delivery of
voc-ed services to minority students. As a preliminary
exerciseiin the study, we wish to identify within the.
fifty cities-a smaller sample -of programs to observe
more closely. To do this, we will require the coopera-
tiop of the districts to provide us with some brief
initial data on minority enrollments and course com-
pletions in vocational programs for the,1973-74 (or
most recently selected available) school year.

Once we have identified the sample districts,. we shall
be seeking to identify.a small number of staff persons

, (teachers, for the most part) to interview on a site .:
visit or to complete a brief, self-adinistered ques- .

tionnaire. Additionally, Fe will be conducting a .

follaw-up.canvass of selected students who discontinued
a vocational course of study during the 19/344 year.
Student respondents will be paid an honorarium for .

completing questionnaires.

9
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Any 4uestionnalres or other survey idstruments.will, of
course, be subject to approval b' the Office of Eftcation,
the Office of :Management and' Budget and an Advisory Com-
mittee before dissemination.

We do not expect to'bjegin,field or questionnaire
mailings before the first of the ye r, but we do need to
identify the sample ok programs to b studied as soon
after the start of the fall term as p sible. The.intxu-
sion on the regular routine of .any par icular school or
individual will be minimal, in any even

We have had a long-standing commitment toward helping
teachers to improve their skills in meetin special needs
of students, and we feel this study can con "ibute signi-
ficantly to the body of knowledge related to this extremely
critical problem in inner city Schools.,

We are asking for your assistance in.this impor -nt study.
Can you confirm your willingness to participate indicat-
ing to. us the name of a contact person knowledgea. e in
matters pertaining to high schaol vbcational educa on
programs in your district? `If you should wish furt -r
particulars concerning the study, or the firm, we sh6 d
be pleased to provide it.

Thank you for your cp4s4ration.

Sincerely,

Wallace T. Homitz,
Project Director

WTH:gg

:14
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Dedeber 27, 1974

3 APPENDEC'A

INVITATION TO PAM PATE

We are conducting a survey of vocational education
for U.S. Office of ducation, Bureati of Occupational
and Adult Educat Washington-, D.C.. The study
seeks to identify, characteristics assoolfred with

, successful voced, prograts serving minority students.
-- Black, Asian, Hispanic and American Indian. We
have thus far secured, an indication of willingness
&f some thirty-five school districts in the ma4or
metropokitan areas of the U.S. to participate in the
.study. We.would liye to include - program from your

,

I am. attaching a 'brii.ef synOpsis of the methodology ytof
the study; it is d4tailed enough to give yeti-answers
to most of the questions I suspect you mar have. AI
stimmary, three -exercises would be completed -if a pro-
gram (or programs) is inc.luded in the final.- sample
fromyour distiict: it would be an itidiation from
your -office (or other cognizant representative of the
voc-ed component) . of enrollments in . five types of
vocational programs. (or courses) tstith some estimate
of the completion/drop-dut rate. for.'each in the last
school year. for which figure's are available.

area.
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The second task, as the synopsis describes "Would be
the receipt of names of a, select number.<04'instRctqrs
currently teaching the courses to makejoottatt wItth
them in order to have them complete a' selfadminigtered
.questionnaire. The number of teachers.in any given
district might 'be as few as five, andprobably no more
than that, unless sampling requirements decree a larger
number.

Exercise three would lie 1the provision of names and
addresses of students w dropped the course during
the period for vhich data was provided,. From thesp,
a sample would be drawn and a brief questiannaire
mailed to the .selected students. Egch student would
be paid a modest honorarium (2 or 3 dollars) for.re-
sponding.

All replies are, of coutse, strictly confidential.
Our interest is in 'aggregate data only; no individual.
city, school.or person will be identified in tHe study.

The q*tiOnnaires for students and teachers have been
reviewed by a national advisory committee and'the staff
of OE -- Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education.
They are now at the printer, and I-can forward specimens
if you should wish to see them. .'

. ,

We expect to be starting`the field canvass (for profile,
. information) about January 15th. I enclose .a. specimen

of the profile sheet we will be using in that first
exercises; you can see it is fairly simple, though if
exact data is not readily available, a person.knoyledge-
able about the voc-ed.program will need to make- some
estimates or calculations to give us a spread of pro-.
grams known to, attract high minority enrollment.

4
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We woulciveal'nhch like to i nclude one or more of
* your - programs in\ our study. Can you4review our Fe-,

. quest with your staff and let us knowyour willingness
to par0100.pati? If you need additional information,,
please contact -

.,,
. ,

,

Sincerely,

Wallace T. Homitv,
1 Project Director

Synopsis
CdUrse Profile Sheet

WTH:gg
Enclosures:

1 1

,
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{

Z
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APPENDIX ENCLOSURE WHICH ACCOMPANIED I NVITATION
TO PARTICIPATE

SYNOPSIS: *

-A STUDY OF DESIGN tieFECTIVE AP- t .

PROACHES,-METHODS & TECHNIQUES
TO SERVE MINORITY STUDENTS.IN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The Bureau of Occupational and Adult EdticatiOn, Con-

tracts and Grants Management Pivision, has issueda contract

(OEC -O -74 -1740) to Homitz, Allen andAssociates, of Oakland, 7

Ca., to conduct a study to ,develop models of vocational edu-

( .
cation programs for minority S'eudents.-

The Central focus of the study is to.ideritify vocational

education program (or course) el,ments which are associated'

with "more successful"--and "less successful" programs 4s de-

termined by rates of completion by minority. students enrolled..

in the program.for the 1973-74 school year. The study. proposes

to use data from the school' districts serving the fifty largest

cities in the U.S., aswell.as ten community-college programs

and fifteen exemplary manpowei or :other vocational education

( programs.

The basic instruments necessary io-achieve the tasks

outlined in the contract statement are:

l
,I

'

,P;
(1) a program (course) by which districts. will

',

;.:
identify vocational edUcqtion programs with ,the highest ini-

4.

v pt tial enrollment in 1973-74. by minority students in four cate-

iies,(Black, Spanish-surname, erientaliAsian and American
o dian) in programs.(or courses) of five types (union crafts;
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women's technical'occipations,. new careers, semi-professional

yocationt and. business careers). Additionally; the districts

will indicate an the profile the course completion/drop-out

rate for each program and at school within their jurisdiction

where the courses) is beidg offered.

Districts with high general vocational education program

enrollments in-the four racial /ethnic categories will be

identified from records already supplied by the Reseach Divi-

sion of the Bureau of Ocdupational and Adult Education anck

from other extant sources.

After districts have identified high minority enrollment '

programs (courses) the contractor will sort the programs by

racial/ethnic categories and by',"high" and "low" attrition

(diop-out) rates. The criteria for division into "lOw and

high" categories will depend on the distribution of drop -out

rate scores, but it is presumqd that it will be possible to

define a band of ± 1/2 around the distribution mean asp

separating a set of neutral scores representing experiences

of "average success." By such means, it should be pos3ible'to

divide the total blither of programs into three equal -size

groups'. The lowest set (scores at least 1/2 below the mean)

will represent "less successful experiences; the uppermost set
.

(scores at least 1/2 above the mean) will represent "more

successful" experiences.

.(2) teacher questionnaire; by which teachers. of phe
t

.vocatianal programs (or courses) in the "less successful" and

"more successful" strata defined above will describe elements

(conditions, methods and techniques) used by them in the conduct
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of their programs. These elements will beicategorized into

six areas: (a). Instructor characteristics; (b) Classroom

environment; (c) Supportive (Student) services; (d School

environment; (e)' Organization and (f) Communityitarent par- ,

ticipation. . .

. -

Responses for the most part are graded (weiglited) from

high to low, so that individual and/or cumulatiw analyses of

responAes from "less successful" and "more successful" experi-

ences can be compared. Areas of greatest incongruity between

the two sets will be used to identify approximately .thirty-

five (35) high school, community college and exemplary vocational

traintu programs which can be visited for more detailed obser6.

io

(3) student drop-out questionnaire, by whicli a 20% sample

of students who discontinued their vocational education pro

grams_ (courses) in 1973-74 will be caevassed to respond to

items which match the six categories of program elements in

the teacher questionnaire. The object of the canvass is to

determine 1f there are any differedces ents declared by
,

drop-ailts to be associated with their dis tinuance oia pro-

gram (course) and those which are associated with "lessItaccessful"

and "more successful" program experiences. The difference in

the magnitude of the standard error between a sample size of

150 and 1000 in similar follow-up studies using sex, ethnic.

background and performance (grade point-average) as stratifica-

tion variables -his on the order of .008 (p = .5) .1

1 TRACE I and TRACE II, Field Test and Evaluation of a System
to Follow Up High School Graduates Using Sampling Techniques,
Humafl Factors Research, inc. Coleta,"43., January,1 1974.
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Construction Models

After site si ions and analysis of all findings

. ha've been complete rkommekations for vocational educe-

tion programs for each of foUr mircairgroups will be=

drawn. These will be detailed descriptions-of voEittimak

education program modeihich appear to meet the needs of

each ethic group and a detailed description of the most

effective methods and strategies for implementing the pro-
,

fgrPms for these yo s.

Field Test of Instruments

A Preliminary field test of instruments is planned

during the month of Octobek. Trial respondents will be a

volunteer sample of vocational education teachers and i973-74

drop-outs frpm Berkeley and/or Oakland high schools, a neigh-

boring community colpl-ege and the cast Bay Skills Center.

Honoraria ($5 per-tesi)anse) will be paid thp volunteers for

return of Completed responses.
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.APPENDIX B

COURSE PROFILE SHEET

The completion 4 the attached Course Profile
Sheet is intended to rovide baseline information
on vocational education programs (courses) in your.
district. Data derived from the-Profile Sheet will
-permit us to identify particular,COurs.es for a sub-
sequent second contact with teachers anA students.
The completion of the form represents the first major
exercise in the field phase of *our Office of Education
supported study cif vocational education in urban dis-
tricts, in -which your district has agreed to participate.

Please note that the instructions ask for informa-
tion concerning-the specific minority grouR, The term
"largest" in the instructions ("please list the names
of at least one vocational course ... in which the /-largest number of minority students are enrolled...) is
usedadvisealy. The intention is to identify courses in
which the minority enrollment is substantial: twenty-
five to thirty-five .per cent or more. We expect that
whoever fills outithe form will know immediately the
courses where such large enrollments obtain.

J
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Approved:
USOE Voc-Ed
Research-Division
12-2-74

liOMITZ, ALLEN :',4 ASSOCIATES
6175 Shatrdck Avenue

Oakland, California 94609

tVOCATIONAL EDUCATION. OURh PROFILE- SHEET

PART I COURSES

Instructions: For each o the'five categories below, please list

the name of one vocationa -666rse or program in which the largest

number of ,-students (as percentage of
total course enrollment) s ere enrolled at the beginning of the

1973-74 school year.
For each course you list kndicate the name and address of,a high
school or district -upon red program in your district we the
course is now being offe ed.' For each entry, indicate the per-
centage of students who did not com-
plete (dropped) the course for any reason (Use the most recent
semester or school year r r which data are available).

1.1 UNIONIZED CRAFTS AREA (e.g. Auto Mechanics, Machine Shop,
Carpentry, etc.):

Name of Course:

Name of School Where Course is Currently Offe

Address of School Where Course is. Presently Offered:

Grade:Level:

Minority Percentage of Starting Enrollment:
Percentage of Minority Students Who Dropped:-

Minority Group Indicated: (If different from that indicated in the
instructions in Part I)
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2. SFRVICF OCCU?APT(M PRE7InU3t,Y RET=ARDED AS ATTRACTING PR3DMINANTLY
OR EXCL1JSIV2.2.Y FEXALE EYROLLTS: (e.g., Cosmetology, Medical and
Dental Assistin3, Nursing, Fashion Arts, etc.)

'N:me' of Course:

Name of School Where Course is Currently Offered:

Address of School Where CoUrse is Presently Offered:
AM.

Grade Level:

'Minority Percentage of Stirting Enroilment4 4

Percentage of Minority Students Who Dropped:

Minority Group Indicated: (If different,from that indicated in'the
instructions.i.,n Part I)

3. NEW CAREERS (e.g., Teacher-Aides, Community Workers, Public
Service Aides, etc.):

*NM

Name of Course:

Name of School Where Course is currently Offered:

Address of School Where Course is Presently Offered:

Grade Level:

Minority Percentage of Starting Enrollment:
Percentage 'of Minority Students Who Dropped:

Minority Group Indicated: (If different from that indicated in
the instructions in Fart I)

4. SEMI-PROFESSIONAL TRAINING (e.g., MetallurZr, Engineering,
Technology Computer Science, et.

Name of Course.:

Name of School Where Course is Currently Offered:

Address of School Where Course is Presently Offered:

Grade Leval:

Minority Percentage of Starting Enrollment:
Percentage of Minority Students Who Dropped:

11,J.nority Group Indicated:- (If different from that indicated in
the instructions in Part I)
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BUSINESS VOCATIONS (e.g., Sec etarial, Sales, ACcounting,
Banking) :

Name'ofCourse:

Name of School Where.Course is Currently Offered:
-

Address of School Where Course is Presently Offered:

Grade Leve1:

Minority Percentage of Starting Enrollment:
Percentage of Minority Students W-po Dropped:

Minority Group Indicated: (If different from that indicated-in
the instructions in Part I)

r

PART 2 -- GENERAL INFORMATION

Instrnctio-is: Please complete the following five items with
respect to vocational education programs in your district.

1. Has your District discontinued any vocational prograbs within
- the last five years because,they were not meeting the needs

of minority students?
Many Coursed I

Some Few Cpuz-ses---
One or Two

None

2, Does your District operate a career education program in its
junior high schools and/or elementaryschools?

Yes
No

If yes, how long, has it been operating?

3. What is the range of diff,erent. vocational education spjects
t your school proilidqk for students to` study?

Mare than 30 major choicest
Between 20 and 30 major choices
Between 10 and 20 major choices

Fewer'than 10 major choices

11=11

4. How often does the District make follow-up studies of its
graduates and/or drop7outs?

Oftener than once 'a year
Once each year

-Less than once a year
Almost never
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5. How ondn do you formally undertake a cftplete evaluation of
the effective 'ss of the District's vocatiot educatiart
program?

-.2-.

Oftener then 0- c- a year,
ceeach year:,

Less e an once a year
Almost never

PART 3

y

ADDRESS LISTS

Instructions: Please attaching the following:

. 1. the names of the teachers who are currently'
teaching the courses you have listed in Part

2. thewkames and addresses of students who dropped
the tourse (listed in Part I) in the most,
recent school year or term.'

O
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APPENDIX B -- TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE .

HOMITZ, ALLEN & ASSOCIATES

6175 Shattuck Avenue, Oakland, Ca. 94609

[TEACHER QUESTIDMNA

-""

Homitz, Allen A Associates is under contract to con ct a study to determine hay
teachers of vocational education classes in urban se 1 districts may be assisted
in better meeting the needs of minority students en lled. Accordingly, they are
seeking to identify factors associated with effectiv delivery of services to mi-
norities. Your District has agreed to participate n the study and your subject
area is one about which we would like to collect informAtion,. Would you therefore
be kind enough to take a few minutes of your time to respond to the questions it
each of the following sections? Most of theresOonses are graded to allow you to
indicate the degree, extent or amount of service used or provided by you. Com-
plete all sections of the questionnaire.

Confidentiality. All individual responses will be held completely confidential.
The interest of the study is in aggregate information only. No individual school
or instructor will,be identified in the study.

Instructions. Complete the section below before proceeding to the main body of
the questionnaire.

SECTION I. Program

Course or Program Title

Per Cent of current class enrollment who ae members of minority groups.

Per cent of minority students who normally do not complete the course
for any reason.

Where is the course offered: (Please check)'
(A) At the main school site

(B) At a location separate from the main school site

If you checked "3" above, specify whether the separate location is a
school site, industrial setting, community location, or other special
environment:

What is the usual rate of job placement of minority students who.complete
your course (program) satisfactorily?

75 - 100% 50 - 75% 25 - 507 10 - 25% Less than 10%

SECTION II. Instructor

What is your prelent age/ II-1

Under 25 - 26 - 30 31 - 35 36 - 40 'Over 40

What sec are your T1-2

Male Female

Of what ethnic group are you a member/ II-3

American Indian ,Spanish Speak gBlack Wh to..
Oriental Other(not included above)

' /

Have.you ever had any race '-related burner.) relations training? 11-4 ,

Yes

po you work for pay in your subject field in Addition to teaching?

No,

11-5

Continuously . Frequently Only during su r Hardly ever -

Never

Have you taken a course(s) at'a nearby dollege hin the past 3 years 11-6
/

:Yes No
N

If yes, what kind(s) of courses? (Specify)
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How would you say your own teen-age educational bxperience and socio-
economic background compare to that of your students? 11-7

Very similar to most of my students
i Very similar to about half of my students

Very similar to a shall percentage of my students
. Completely different

. ,

How do you keep up-to -date in your subject field? (Check all that apply) 11-8

ler...- Magazines, periodicals, newspapers,
'Visits to conventions, fairs, exhibits

% Serve on business-industry committees
Take college courses, workshops, seminars

Other (specify)

What professional activities, related to your job, do you take part in? ;>
(Check all that apply) -9

Active union membership
State or local advisory committee

Membership in non-educational service or trade group
Membership in vocational education association

Othef (specify)

Number of years you worked at a-job in the held you are teaching before
you began teaching'

Less than 3 years 3 - 7 years 7 - 10 years Over 10 years

Do you, in your spare'time, work with organizations or groups of young
people whose ages match those of the students you teach

Once or rwice-a week
Once or twice a month

SECTION III. Classroom .

Sow,
Once or twice a year

Never

II-11

4

Can students enroll in your course at any time during the school year? 111-12

Yes No

What part of the day does the class usually meet' . . 111-13

Morning Afternoon 4 Evening

How often does the class meet? 111-14

3 times a week 4 times a week 5 times a week Other

How often does the class go on field trips' 111-15,

Once a week * Once or twice,a-yeat
Once a month - Never, or almost never

How often do you bring employers or practicing experts who work in your
subject field to discuss and/or consult with students' 111.16

Once a month or more Once or twice a year Never/almost never

Does the school provide you with paid assistants in your classroom ?
(Check all that apply)

Teacher interns Teacher aides Other (specify) 1.

To what extent do you use any of the following audf;-visual aids? 111-18.

Almost Once or Twice 'Almost
Never a Year Monthly Yearly Daily

Film Strips
Overhead Projectors

Slides
16 or 35 &n. films

.
Models or Mock-Ups
Video Tape ._s-

11n your opinion, would your course (or program) -serve students' needs
better if it were shortened? 111-19

Yea , No

-2-
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;What grading system do you use? ...
2 .

II140
. '

i Letter grades
Pass-Fail
'Other (specify)

Do you feel the space in your classroom is adequate for you to teach

effectively'
Yet, it is well suited to my needs

Yes, but I could upe more space
Not completely useful; needs remodeling
No, I neiaia different type of facility

Satisfactory-Unsatisfactory
Record of completion only

Do you use the team-teaching approach do several teachers col-
,

erate to share responsibility for teaching the skillyin-your course ? 111-22

Regularly . Often Rar,1Y
Never

How do you feel about the size of the clais enrollment which you teach? 111-23

Ideal- size

Tolerable, but would be better if I had fewer students
Far too many students to do an adequate job

How do you feel about the amount of equipment you have to teach your
course? IIT-24

Totally sufficient to do a quality. job
Enough to do a good job, but could use more

Only enough to do a minimum job
Totally insufficient

How do you feel shout the amount of supplies you receive to teach your
course'

Totally sufficient to do a quality job
Enough to do's good job, hilt could use more

Only enough to do a minimum job
Totally insufficient

Are alrof the activities of the course, except field trios, conducted
inside'a classroom' 111-26

Check
needs

Yes
No, students complete part of their studies in a

work experience program with a local employer
No,'studeats complea part of their studies working

on projects in the community
No, 'students work on projects or assignments at other

locations on the campus
Other out-ofAcIalts activities than the above
(Please speCify).

the methaid(s) youuse to adapt the course to each individual:fa

Use of learning stations
Specially designed sequence of activities

for each student
.Accelerating to more advanced units'atudents

-"""*.-3

who already have proficiency
< Students work in teams

Other (specify)

-27

Do you feel students who enroll in your course have adequate preparation
in basic skills - reading, writing, -mathematics? ...... 111-28

Yes, it is no handicap
Host are well prepared

About half are prepared, half are not
A few are prepared, but most are not

No, it is one of the biggest handicaps to success

.

Isthe course you'teach part of a sequence of courses the student most ,-
complete before he is ready to accept a job in the field? . . . .

Yes, part of a sequence of courses

III- 9

No, the student is job-ready when he.finishei my course

-3-
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What do you feel is the condition of the equipment you haZre.to do you

job?
Up-to-date, totally equate

Mostly up-to-date, cou14 use some new.items
.}costly out-dated, some handicap

Obsolete, totally inadequate

If you could change your teach situation in any way yon WieHed,what are
the three major changes you weal take to improve the effectiveness of your

instruction? 111-31

a.

b.

C.

SECTION IV. Supportive Services

'Check the services below which your school regularly provides to students. IV -32

Social service referrals (welfare, legal aid, etc.)
- Psychological diagnosis and referral

Scholarships, prizes, cash awards
Full -wine Placement Counselor

Free meal programs
Off:lite community career guidance centefi
Health services (in addition to referrals)
Free loan of tools in vocational classes- /

Free tutorial services
Full-time Vocational Counselor

None of these

Cheek the placement services below which your school regularly provides
to students IV-33

Locating full and part-time jobs for students
gements with employers to provide a continuous

000l of applicants
reparation for Job interviews-

Aptitude testing -

Apprentice testing
Preparationjor Civil Service or other job. tests ,

None ofothese

For bilingual students, which of the following does you school provide
. as extra assistance? . . .

Bilingual vocational teachers
Bilingual tutors or aides

Bilingual textbooks and materials
Review sessions where the subject is presented

again to students in a second language ..9.1111.
A separate program in English as a second language

None of these'

What kinds of remedial assistance can students get if, they need to improve
basic skills, -- reading, writing, mathematics? IV-95

Ya4 NO
Reading Laboratory
Writing 'Laboratory

14, Math Laboratory
Learning resources center

Tuterial help
Nobe of these44

Do you have available in your class or nearby, resources. where a student
can go by himself to review, brush -up, makerup,.or teachhimself units
which you are teaching in class? IV-36

Yes, individuallysprogrammed is
Yes, cassette-slide un s

Yes, a learning center or media laboratory
Yea, tutorial help

None of these

a
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SECTION V. SChool gnvironmenr.
.

,

Flease rate theattitude of your school toward the following student

bebalaor ..,

Freedom to move about or leave
Freedom of Speech
Dress
Grooming
Smoking
Male -Female friendships
Student expression in school pub-
lications

ci=pds

'

Isthare a procedure for handling student grievances in the school.
whereby students determine the disposition of the grievance? . . . . ti

Very"
Liberal Nixed-

!ND1

Yes

Please rate your school with respect 9. the following:

.

.--

T.I.G.alent Good
, 1

a of students with administrators ---...-- ----
s of students with faculty -. ,

of students with one another
s of students-with police 7
s of faculty with one another
s of faculty with co
of non-teaching.staff with 7 ,

-amaty

is and faculty .

ities bf the school regularly open evenings?

Relic ion
Reis
Relict

.e81.01. Relit on
Relict
Relict
7lati

Are fee

V-37

Intolerant

V,-3§

No

V-39
Fair' Poor

.1.1 IIfm,

Are fa i1 t Lei schOol regulary open- weekends? .

Nov would yoU.,taxmluggortuilities your
time while art

acellent Good-0.r88.8

SECT/ON VI. Organization

bias; your District used funds provided by
Ora) to help with strategies to improve
of miuoxIty students?

.Yes

s' If "yes"; how?

. . -
0

students-have to work part-.

Fair

4'

tik

V-40

No'

V-41'

No

V.42

_Poor .

the Vocational Education Acts
your ability to meet the needs

VI-43

No

liyhicb of the following special p rams do your students have.=
opportunief fo enroll for other vocational andojects? Check all that
apply)

.11

VI-44

Skills Center
o Regional Occupational ter

Regional Occupational P gram
Community College Occupational gram

,Specialized technical institute
On- the -job Training

' Special manpower Programs
None of these8,

es Is-the school wh4e you teach in any sense organized into sub - schools,
mini-schdols or division, etch under,a.,different adminictrative .

leadership?.. . .. . . . . .. I . VI-45
.

. "-----yes .

. Are there other-45ecial'progrems funded by,goverimment
at your school to assist minority students.

_Marry. of .thew Few of them
-

.

Do students . complete tour course receive a waiver of time on appren-
ticeship as a milt? (Shortened probationary periods, higher beginning\
Pay) s VI-47

No

monies o rating

VI-46
None

a

Yes

18'5
'
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Please rate the planning activities of your District (or school) with
respect to vocational education programs for minority students: VI-48

We have an effective lang-range and short-range planning
capability in the-District

We do effective planning, but it is not efficiently
coordinated

There is 'quite a bit of planning, but it is not consistently
im:plemented

There ts very little planning of ay kind

Does the Distrlit (school) conduct prombtianal effOr'ts deiigned to
attract minorint students to Vocational offeringsr ..... . . . VI-49 ''.

I

Yes

If 'yea", what kin s?

SECTION VII. .fart pat ion

Which of the following conmittees
students as meMbers"

t Evaluation .

Guidance Et Counseling
Planning
Bone of

tese Other (specify)

Whig of the following combictees in your school or District include
laborrmilagement representatives as members"

in your' school or District include

Administration
Budget

Buildings and facilities
Curriculum

VII -50

Evaluation
Guidance & Counseling
Planning
None of these

Administration
Budget

Building's and facilities
. Curriculum

Other (specify)

VII -51

Which of the following committees in your school or District include
parents as members' VII -52

' Evaluation
Guidance & Counseling
Planning
None of these

Other (specify]

(or Distilct5 hire parents

Administration
Budget

Buildings and facilities
Curriculum

In which of the following jobs does the school
of students enrolled'

Teacher Assistants
Tutors
Monitors

111100

Other (specify)

r . VII -53

Teacher aides
Bilingual specialists

Library assistants-

How would you rate the rticipation of students, parents and community
persons in making decisnns concerning the following issues' VII-54

Hiring & assignment of staff
Budget allocations

`,Administrative policy
durriculun change
Ihnr'Programs
Planning
Board of Education policy
Students' rights,and respon-
sibilities

Very
Effective

"""'.7

-6-

Moderately Bon-
Effective Ineffective Existent
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APPENDIX t-15'

HOMITZ, ALLEN 6:'ASSOCIATES
6175 Shattuck Avenue

Oakland,, California 94609

. STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

,cbde DAP' -OUT

s)

During the 1973-74 school year, ynu discontinued i course of
vocational studies at a school in your city; You are thus
in a special position to help school officials determine
where certain aspects of high school and college vocational
education programs need to be changed or improved. -

We are interested in your impressions and evaluations of your
vocational training experience. Will au, therefore, take a
'few minutes of your time to answer tre estions in the
following brief questionnaire? Answer a stions that
apply to you as completely and honestly a you c

Confidentiality. All individual respOns will be strictly
confidential. The interest of the eval tors and the contract-
ing agency is in aggregate informatio only. No indivi-
dual responses or individual schools will be identified
publicly in the study.

Instructions. Please complete the section below before
proceeding to the ma4.n part of the questionnaire.

SECTION A- -- Demographic Data

What sex are you9

4 4.

Of what ethnic group are'you a member9-

:

bale'
Female

American Indian
Black

'-Oriental
Spanish-Speaking

White
Other (not included above)

I-1

1-2

That is your present age') 1-3

Years-

hat is the title of the vocational .course which
discontinued last school year? 1-4.

167
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SECITON B Oa Present Statli

Wimt are you doing at,the present time? (Check each item
that describes your present activity) c- 11-5

In school, full-time Working, full-time
In school, part-time Working, part-tithe
In Armed Forces Not working, looking
Housewife fbr a job

Not working, not looking . 4116

for d, job
Other (Please specify)

IF YOU ARE ATTENDING SCHOOL FULL -TIME OR PART-TIME, ANSWER
THE FOLLOWINP,QUESTIONS:

What type of school are you attending? 11-6

Technical School' (Type)
Trade School (Type)
Private Business School
Adult School or Continuation Sch 1
Other (Specify)

IF YOU ARE WORKING FULL-TIME OR PART-iME
JOB, ANSWER THE FOLLOW

Which of the following is your present jo situation?

OR LOOKING FOR A

'Unemployed, but looking for a job
In an apprenticesh'p program

Receiving on-the-job training
In a job I am fully quali ied for

Which statement best describes your
unemployed, the job You are looking

In a field for witch

. In a ftAid related to
In a field tritrel-6410

-ffilich of the following reasons. iT any, daused you
your program of vocational studies in high-school?

',didn't like the subject
I didn't like the Instructor'" ,

I didn't like the-way the total school operated
I had to find a job

_None )of these
Other (Please specify)'

present jdb-o if
for?

I received speci c.

vocational rainin
vocational training
vocational training

ti

11-8

to dr
9

Do you plan eventually to resume vocational training? 'II-10
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SECTION C Instruction

Listed below are conditions which may or may not have existed
in the school where you were enrolled in a vocational program.
Will you make an "x" in the column opposite each item which
best tells whether you agree or disagree with the statement as
it relates to the vocational.course(s) which you took in high
school? .

II-1' The teacher had a
good understanding
of the problems of
youpg adults

±I-T

Strongly Not Sure/ , Strongly
Disagree Disagree' Undecided Agree Agree

The teacher seemed to
knowallsthe latest
developments in the
subject he wels teaching

11-3 The teacher had a good
understanding of the
problems of students
of other races and cul-
ures

The teacher tv?..s a1 9ays .

available to tall(' about
our problems, no matter
what they were.

11-5 Most teachers treated
us like mature adults

The class met at a time
that was inconvenient
for me .

V-7 Thi school was a very
friendly place where
everyone got along

111-8 We needed to have more
experts,.-..ffom industry'
code to class and dis-
cuss the subect with
us

111-9 The Instructor needed
more assistants or aides
to help him in class

7%I1-10 tre should have had more
'1! *. films, TV, mock-up6and

other audio-visual aides
4
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III-11 The classroom was

comfortable to work
in

111-12 The school put too
much emphasis on
grades and per-
formance

,III-13 The equipment was
modern, up-to-date
and efficient

.III-14,-There was enough
equipment for all
students to complete
their assignments

111-15 There were always
-enough materials
and supplies to com-
plete our assignments

111-16 Sttdents usually
worked in teas in
class

111=17 TheC-Oarse was set
up so that everyone
got individual help,.
whether he was a
slow or fast learner

111-18 The class was always

Strongly Not- Sure/ Strongly
Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Agree

=rwomma

held in a shop or .

classroom on the
school campus

111-19 Students completed
part of their train-
ing in a'work-exper-,
ience program with a
local employer

III-20 Students worked on
commtnity projects as
part of their class
assignment

.

.11 111

&

I11-21 The cliss had too
-many students for the
teacher to handle at
one time , 11 0
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1Y-Strongly-- Not Suie Strdng

Disagree Dlsae.eeAkdecided Agree
/ .

111-22 My reading, writing,
and arithmetic were
good enough to keep .

up with the rest of
the class

111-23 I didn't understand
the English language '

well enough to keep.
up with the rest of
the class

111-24 Classes did not need
to meet as often as
they did

111-25 We should have
more fled trips and
visits toVmsiness
and 5:ndustri.al sites

SECTI9ND - ices

Read each itet in the following list of services or conditions,
then check whether you had such service or not at your school.
If you ala-Fat have it at your school, indicate how helpful
you thi#k it might ve been in keeping you enrolled in the voca-
tional Bourse which )ou drop ed. 4

If "No", Haw 'Helpful Would
Did he School It Have Been in Keeping

Pait-time jobs on campus

IV -27 Part-time sobs to the
community

IV-28 Special Vocational School
Technical ,Institute, or
Sk5.411 Center

IV -29 4ainng in how to take
Civil Service, Appren-
gccship, and other
tests required to get
jobs

IV-30 Tests to find out my
aptitudes and Interests

IV-31 Cash loans and. grants
for students.

IV -32 Free breakfast and/or:
lunch

1V-33 Free health services

Provide This? You Enrolled?
Yes No No Some -Great

Help 'Help Help .

el

0.1
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IV -34 Free legal aid

TV-35 Free tutorial help

IV -36 Bilingual teachers

ri7-37 Bilingual teacher aides
and tutors

IV-'3$ Free tools or equip-
ment for the course

-39 Freedom tb smoke on
campus

17-40 Freedom to speak out
in school paper

V-41 Freedom to move about
the campus without
having to get permission

reedom to near clothes
a d hair the way, you
w nt

-42
I., 4

V-43 S uderts to have .some
s y in resolving grie-
vances

VI-44 Wide choice of 'vocational
subjects

VI-45 Opportunity to take more
than one vocational sub-
je t at one time

VI- 46 Cr dit for training by
unions and employers after
getting a job

,

Did the School
Provide This?

Tea. No

VII-47 Stu ents on committees
he ing to make. policies
an decisio k

VTI-48 minority persons
toyed at the school_

VTI -49 Lo
on
po

VIT-50 St
tr

4111.=1,

If Mo",.,
It Have Beia41114414
You Enrolled? .7.

go Some , Great-=
Help Help \ Help

millEND

S.

11/

1

--,

s_of community people i

-
. ,

committees making .

ivies and decisions e l' -.. ,* e

ff and faculty 71-to- ,

aced everyone likei
yre,adults

Alb

.01141

(
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Code current

APPENDIX B Aoproyed:
- Voc-Ed

'ResearCa Division
12-2-74

HOMITZ, ALLEN & ASSOCIATES ,

6175 Shattuck Avenue
. Oakland, California 94609

STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

During the 1973-74 school year, you enrolied in a 'course of
vocational studies at a school in your ciTYT--You are thus

ecial position to help school.officials,determine
where cer school and college vocational
education programs hang!d or improved.,

1

We are interested in your impressions and evaluations of your
vocational training experience.. Will you,., therefore, take
few minutes of yqur time to answer'ihe queStions in the
following brief questionna re? Anqwer all questions that
appLy to you as Completely and honelstIy.as you can.

Confidentiality. All indi
confidential. Thy interes

idual responses will be strictly
of the evaluators and'the contract-

ing agency is in aggrega, e information only. No indivi-
dual responses or l individu 1 school gill bb identified
publicly in the study.

Instructions. Please compl te.the lection below before
proceeding-to the ma4.n part of the questionnaire.

SECTION A -- Demographib ata

What sex are you"

Off` 'what ethnic group are a membe

.,

Other (np-t.

What is your present age? 1-3 '

Male
Female

American Indian
Black

Oriental.

E-1

1-2

Spanish-Speaking
White

includedlabove)

Years

-Whgt is- the title Of the vocational c urse in which you
we 4e enrolled the past year 1-4
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SECTION C Instruction

Listed below are cd4ditions w ich,may or may not have existed
in the school whereiyou were nrolled in a vocational program.
Will you make an "x" in the lump opposite each item which
best tells whether you agree or disagree with the statement as
it relates to the vocational course(s) which you took in high
school?

Strongly Not Sure/ Strongly
Disagree Disagree` Undecided Agree Agee__

II-1 The teacher had a
good understanding
of the problems of
young adults

tr-? The teacher seemed to
know all the latest
developments in the
subject he was teaching

11-3 The teacher had a good
Understanding of the
problems of students -
o other races And cul-
tures.

.--1I-4 -The teacher was always
available to tall, ab'fit

our problems, no mat6ier
what they were.

1--5 Most teachers treated
us like mature adults

111-6 The class met at a time
that was irconvenienl
for'mj

V-7 The- school was a very
,friendly place where
everyone got along

111-8 We need4dto hclve more
experts from ind
cometo is -

cuss the :ect wi
us

IIIT-7---The Instructor netded
more assistantsaides
to help him in class.

III-10 We s d have had more
.n-
'Ll 2 TV, mock-ups and

er audio-visual aides
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1
III-11 The classroom was

large, well-lighted,
comfortable to work
in

111-12 The school put too
much emphasis on
grades and per-
formance

111-13 The equipment was
modern, up-to-date
and effic-r_ent

111-14 There was enough
equipment for a.11
students to complete
their assignments

111-15 There were always
enough materials
and supplies to com-
plete our assignments

111-16 Students usually
worked in teams in
class,,

111-17 The course was set
up so that everyone
got individual help,
whether he was a
slow or fast learner

111-18 The class was alftys
held in 2a shop or
classroom on the
school campus

Students completed
part of their train-
ing in a work- exper-
ience program, w-Ith a
'local employer

111-20 Students worked on
community projects as
part.of*their class
assignment

111-21 The class had too
many studehts for the
teacher to handle at.

' one time

.

Strongly Not Sure/ Strongly
Disagree Disagree Undecided Agree Agree

aml....



111 -22 My reading, writing,
and arithmetic were.
good enough to keep
up with the rest of
the class

111-23' I didn't understand
the English language
well enough to keep
up with the rest of
the.class

111-24 Classes did not need
to meet as often as
they did ,

111-25 We should have had
more field trips and
visits to business
and industrial sites

Strongly *Not,-Stii0, s--

Didagree- Disagree Undecided': Agri

am

Ct.

IMIN..1110
n

ON11.110IMM

SECTION D Services

Read each item in the following list of services or donditlkons,
then check whether you had such service or not at your school.
If you did -have- it at your school, indicate how helpful
you think it has been in keeping you enrolled in the voca-
tional course which you are, taking.

IV-26 Part-time jobs on campus

IV -27 ,Part-time fobs in the
community

IV -28 Special, Vocational School
Technical Institute, or
Skill Center

TV=29 Training in how to take
Civil Service, Appren-
ticeship, and other
tests required to get,,

,jobs

IV -30 Tests to find out my
aptitudes and interests

IV -31 Cash loans and grants
for students

IV -32 Free breakfast and/or
lunch

IVY -.33. Free health services

Did the
'.,Provide
'Yes

41111min

.11
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If Helpful
School
This?

No
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"Yes", How
It Been in Keeping
Enrolled in-the
No Some

Help Help

a

Has.-
You

Course? .

Great"
Help

/.
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IV -34 Free legal aid

- Iy -35 Free tutorial help

IV-36 Bilingual teachers

IV-17. Bilingual teacher aides
and-tutors.

1V-38 Pee.toOls or equip-
ment for the course

If .'Yes', Howgelp
Did the SchoOl Yt Been in Keeping:To/-
Provide This? _Enrolled in the Colli,ie?

Yes t No No Some Great
Help Help Help.

a. C

a J

V-39 Flreedom to smoke on
campus

V-40 Frgedcmito speak out
in school paper

V-41 ,Freedom to move about,
the:campus without
having to, get permission

V-42 Freedom to mear clothes
and hair the way you

14art-- --\/1
V-43 Students to have some

say in resolving grie-
yances-

,

VI-44 Wide choice of. vocational
subjects

Opportunity to take more
than one vocational sub-
ject at one-time-

Credit for training by
unions and employers after
getting a job

V11-47 Students on committees .

helping to make policies
and decisions

VII-48 Many minority persons
employed at the school

VII --49 Lots of community people'
on committees making
policies and decisions

vp---50- Staff7and faculty who
treated everyone like
'mature adults ,

177
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IX 1

chool District.

. CHECK-LIST OF IMPPISSIONS

FROM SI 2--IS IT -AND

-CIASSRC,,,OBSERVATIONS

SCHOOL
r -

..0F y IT

OBSERVER

LOCAL CONTACT

PERSON

r-
POSITION

a

PHONE.NUMBER

I. PHYSICAL PLANT:

A. Estimated age of building(s)'

B. Rumber cars in parking lots:
Jo_ i ,

-Crowded,
c--t A Goodly E-1 Feta-.

Number ,,./\

C. Do the buildings ".obk.arthough they are.tiell cared

for?

Yes 1, 1. No I I Badly
Negjected

, .
.,,

178
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"

PHYSICAL PLANT (Cont):
.

A

. -,.

Are there 'security people assigned to the'school? _

r
, Yes I No

E. 'shops roomy and well-equipped?

Tired F-----1, Average f----1 Clean
& Well
EqUip ed

A. Age of teachers:

Young I
. 1 Average.

'4 I,

B. Zorn -over in pest 5years (additions, replacements)?

.
I C-. How 'integrate s th sta

Lots ' 1

I

:

balance

/D. Are they wager to have you
'

'179.. ,/

Some

Somewhat

visit the class(es)?

Cooperative .,.

f

T4sistani

or Bared



me

STAFF (cant) :

E. Is there a goorinix of men/women; young /old

teachers and a istrators?

Yes

stII INSTRUCTION

1'

I
So-SO

A., How traditional are the offerings?

1

1 Old Stuff I I So-So

1 B. Are class enrollments large?

Small Average 1

I

I

C. Grade retie ofitudents on campus:-

Innovative

Crowded

D.. Is there lots of pedia and innovative equipment and

materials around the chssroom?

NQ So o

"IP - -A
E. Is there a good mix of minori.ty/white students?

;Yes

there a good mix of male/female"?

Yes Lj

1-80
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t

IV. ADMINISTRATION

A. Do they really feel -Ed is exciting, moving ahead?

Hardly SO-So 1-7-1 Definite4

" .

B. Is the contact pe s. really knowledgeable about.

VOc -Ed innovations?

1-1 Yes. No

C. What is ,the funding situa ion?
. .\.:..7\

* Tj Poor i 0Enough Lots 'of

1oney I./Ley
. -

4, .

4
D. Ara there Alternatives available to students?

Extended Day . Evening Enrollment

-Jiinior College/Adult Claises Other

.E. How supportive are unions, emplOyers, advisory
t

committees?

REMARKS:

e

.

- 4 ...14.
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